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Abstract 
 
Reprogenetics – refering to reproductive applications of genetics made in the medical context 

– may lead to an increased capacity to relieve suffering. But since it also increases our 

capacity to decide what children to have, several ethical concerns can be raised. In this thesis  

the scope and limits of reprogenetic choices is adressed.  

   Through posing four analytical questions concerning who should cecide about what in 

reprogenetics an analysis of possible answers is made. This is to be seen as part of a public 

reflection on what ethical concerns that could be raised concerning a justified public policy of 

reprogenetics. The method consists of an analysis of texts of  ethicists Robertson, Strong, 

Davis, Murray, Peters and Buchanan et al, chosen to reflect a diversity concerning the scope 

of reproductive autonomy and what values that need to be taken into consideration.  

   The most justified position found, concerning a possible policy of reprogenetic choices, is 

that there are several good reasons for leaving the reprogenetic choices with the parents, 

foremost since reproduction indeed is central to individuals identity, dignity and meaning of 

life. There are also good reasons to avoid governmental steering. This for instance since 

steering risks promoting perfectibilism, which would threaten human dignity. But also the 

reprogenetic choices cannot be left unrestricted. It is then argued that restrictions of parental 

reproductive autonomy should serve to protect the childs right to an open future, and that 

choices that reflect a search for perfectibilism should be cautioned. It is also argued that well-

considered choices is a matter of interest for society. A justified principle of respect for 

reproductive autonomy then must include a positive obligation of developing, protecting and 

fostering autonomous reprogenetic choices. Autonomous reprogenetic choices should mean 

qualified choices – where relevant information is given and also an opportunity to make more 

than one choice is fostered.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

In the book My grandfather was a race-biologist 1  the author and journalist Eva F Dahlgren 

writes about her grandfather Ossian Dahlgren who worked with eugenics and racial-hygiene 

issues in Uppsala in the 1930 ´s and 1940´s.2 While she struggles to understand what drove 

her grandfather into the absurd business of trying to promote a better ”race” through 

promoting marriages between the fit and discouraging – or worse – those considered to be 

unfit, she also also tries to get a better understanding of medical genetics of today 

    She refers to a meeting with a young ethnology student with Klinefelters syndrome. 3 He 

tells her about how he once was called on the telephone by a woman who asked him about his 

genetic condition. What did it imply – what were the consequences? He explained to her that 

the condition sometimes results in learning-disabilities – or in extra length and that it results 

in sterility. But he also told her that the chromosomal disorder need not result in any 

handicap. The woman then told him that she had aborted a fetus with this chromosom-

deviation. The young man describes for Dahlgren how he was terribly hurt. ”It felt like she 

was killing me. I was hurt at the bottom of my soul. I felt like I was not good enough.”4  

   The author also refers to a conversation with a genetic counselor about her work. The 

counselor tells her about how she meets many couples and individuals in great distress 

because of fear of what genetic tests will reveal  -  and also with fear of passing on genetic 

disease or disability to prospective children. The counselor also states that it is important in 

her work to respect the principle of autonomy. According to this principle, she states, the 

genetic counselor shall not give any advice to the patient concerning what choice to make, but 

instead try to support the patient in her or his own decisionmaking. It is important that it is the 

individual that makes the reproductive decisions related to their genetic testing – and not 

society like in the times of ”old eugenics” the counselor states.5 She also tells Dahlgren how 

                                                                 
1 The translation of the title is my own. Dahlgren, Eva F, Farfar var rasbiolog. En berättelse om människovärde 
igår och idag, Stockholm, Bokförlaget DN, 2002.  
2 Eugenics =  the idea of human improvement through biological refinement. In Sweden in the early twentieth 
century described as racial-hygiene. Also compare with ”race-biology” - used as a  term for research about 
human heredity. Nationalencyklopedin, Höganäs: Bokförlaget Bra böcker AB, 1994,  Books 6 och 15. 
3 Dahlgren,  p. 302. Klinefelters syndrome - a chromosom-deviation meaning that the male fetus has an extra X-
chromosom = XXY.  
4 Ibid, pp. 304f.  My own translation from swedish. 
5 Ibid, p. 299. 
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these decisions are very hard to make since patients often feel they have to decide in what is 

described as ”a vacuum”.6 

   Finally she also talks to professor and geneticist Ulf Landegren to whom she directs the 

question of who should make the reproductive decisions concerning children with risk of 

genetic disease. His answer is that the choice must be made by the individual. But he also 

states that we have to realise that prospective parents are not given full freedom of choice. 

What information they will get about the disease and also what service or support that is 

offered by society – will constrain the choices.  If the price of giving birth to a child with a 

genetic disability is too high – these children will not be born, he concludes.7  

   The reason I have for refering to these stories is not to show that there would be anything 

inherently wrong or immoral about genetics and the new reproductive technologies. Let me 

state initially that I on the contrary think that increased genetic knowledge and development 

of gene therapy can lead to much good for individuals and that much suffering can be 

prevented through these methods. My intention is somewhat different. The stories serve as 

good examples of some of the ethical issues that are raised in the context of reprogenetics – to 

be defined shortly. These issues then being for instance that reprogenetic choices are a ”lonely 

business”, perceived by the prospective parents as hard and lonely to make. The choices also 

have psychological effects on the well-being of others. For instance selective abortion can be 

perceived as offensive by people living with genetic diseases, as the young male student is an 

example of. And last, the freedom to choose of the patients may be somewhat illusory. This 

since prospective parents might not get relevant and adequate information to be able to make 

a well- informed decision. And society might not provide societal support necessary for 

couples to be able to choose to give birth to a child with a genetic disorder. In this way then 

societal and economic pressure might decrease the freedom of choice for the prospective 

parents. 

   This thesis will adress such ethical concerns surrounding questions of who should decide 

about what in reprogenetics. But what is then reprogenetics?  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 
6 Ibid,  p. 299. 
7 Ibid,  p. 262. 
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Reprogenetics and ethical concerns 

 

Reprogenetics refers to the intersection of reproduction technology and genetics. Anders 

Nordgren defines it as ”reproductive appplications of genetics made in the medical context”.8   

It concerns then different types of genetic testing followed by selective abortion or embryo 

discard, or also possibly followed by gene therapy. In ”Reprogenetics and Public Policy. 

Reflections and Recommendations”9, authors Erik Parens and Lori P. Knowles present how 

reprogenetics may lead to a great increase in our capacity to relieve suffering and distress. But 

since reprogentics also increases our capacity to shape our children it raises several ethical 

questions about the well-being of children, parents and society as a whole the authors argue.10 

    The report presents several ethical questions that arise. Will reprogenetics lead to that 

children – in a consumer culture – will be at risk of being treated as commodities rather than 

as persons? What will a possible commercialization of reproduction have for effect on 

society? And will allowing a wide area of ”private choice” lead to social pressure on others to 

follow particular choices? Will this promote injustice? And will reprogenetics lead to that we 

will try to use reprogenetic means to solve complex social problems, and this way undermine 

our commitment to equality and diversity? The report also refers to Dr. Charles Strom who 

calls for limits out of concern that the reprogenetic choices will expand to the non-disease 

area. It is society that has to decide about limitations he argues.11 This then brings us to the 

focus and aim of this thesis: to reflect on reprogenetic choices and the matter of who should 

decide about what. 

 

Ethical interests of this thesis 

 

Free reproductive choices of prospective parents are almost always considered an important 

value. And this for good reasons I think. We need only think of the oppressive means of the 

early eugenic movement. The ”morality of autonomy” is sometimes said to be the best 

antidote against oppressive governmental intrusion – like the old eugenics were an example 

                                                                 
8 Nordgren, Anders, Responsible Genetics. The Moral Responsibility of Geneticists for the Consequences of 
Human Genetics Research, Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001  p. 217.  And by the Genetics & Public Policy 
Center it is defined as the field of medical genetics integrated with reproductive medicine. ”Reproductive 
Testing”, Genetics & Public Policy Center,  http://www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/reproGen.jthml p. 1. 
9 Parens E, Knowles Lori P, ”Reprogenetics and Public Policy. Reflections and Recommendations”, A Special 
Supplement to the Hastings Center Report, July-August 2003, Hastings Center Report. 
http://thehastingscenter.org/publications/publications.htm  2004-01-31    
10 Ibid,  p. 5. 
11 Ibid,  pp. 7-8. 
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of– in the reproduction area. I agree that it is a safeguard but apart from this there is much to 

be reflected on concerning autonomy and parental reprogenetic choices. The most common 

policy model today is to recognize the importance of autonomy of prospective parents but 

also to recognize the need of restrictions. What justified restrictions could there be? And is 

some kind of governmental steering possible and justified in the light of the horrors of the 

early eugenics movement? 

 

1.2 Aim of the thesis and analytical questions    

 

The aim of this thesis is to present an ethical reflection concerning reprogenetic choices and 

the matter of who should make the choices and what choices there should be. Hence I want to 

look closer at the scope and limits of reprogenetic choices. This reflection is meant to be a 

contribution to a public dialogue about a justified public policy of reprogenetics concerning 

who should decide about what.12 My intention then is not to present a public policy in the 

sense of presenting a precise regulation-proposal or oversight system – but merely in the 

sense of contributing to a public dialogue about what could be a justified policy regarding 

certain specific questions. My analytical questions are: 

 

• Who should decide? Possible answers here would include the role of parents and 

government/society concerning reprogenetic choices. 

 

• Should there be any governmental steering? The type of steering I refer to is if there could 

be some justified governmental public-health goal where parents should be encouraged to 

make certain ”responsible choices”  

 

• What choices should there be and should there be any restrictions? Answering this would 

involve adressing different types of interventions  (selective abortion, PGD, somatic cell 

therapy, germline cell gene therapy etc) as well as subjects of restrictions  (should the 

choice be restricted to very severe diseases –to minor diseases – or should they also 

include disease susceptabilities and maybe also be justified within the non-disease area?) 

                                                                 
12 Public policy can be defined as a set of normative, enforceable guidelines accepted by an official public body 

– to govern a particular area of conduct. Beauchamp, Tom L & Childress, James F, Principles of Biomedical 

Ethics, Fifth Edition, Oxford University Press, 2001, p. 7. 
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• How should possible restrictions – or steering – be implemented? 

Answering this would imply for instance stating that there should be legal prohibition or 

enforcement. Or that the choices should be restricted through the practice of genetic 

counseling and professional guidelines.  

 

1.3 Method and demarcations  

 

The method will consist of an analysis of the texts of different bioethicists chosen to reflect a 

diversity of opinion concerning the assessment of the principle of autonomy and possible 

justified limitations (as well as assessment of other values). The aim is that the analysis of 

their writings shall give a nuanced and comprehensive discussion of the problem of 

reprogenetic choice. The ethicists are chosen since they have different views concerning the 

scope of reproductive autonomy and what values that need to be taken into consideration. 

They also reflect what Anders Nordgren calls ”three prototypical views” in his discussion of  

possible reprogenetic long-term goals in the last chapter of the book Responsible Genetics. 

The Moral Responsibility of Geneticists for the Consequences of the Human Genetics 

Research. I will analyse, discuss and compare the argumentation made. I will then hopefully, 

in light of the analysis of the ethical arguments, come to a conclusion regarding a justified 

policy on the matter of who should decide and what choices there should be. I also hope to 

reflect on what a justified principle of reproductive autonomy could look like.  

   I will focus on the techniques that are discussed of the ethicists – apart from cloning. The 

interventions adressed by the authors are genetic testing followed by selective abortion, PGD, 

somatic cell gene therapy, germ-line gene therapy and enhancement. But it should be noted 

that the focus of the thesis is not on the technologies as such but on possible answers of who 

should make choices about what. All of the technologies are not discussed by the authors. 

This will lead to that the techniqes are adressed in a somewhat unequal manner.  

   Sometimes the authors adress the analytical questions in a very direct manner, and 

sometimes they do not. I will therefore –depending on the argumentation – present a more 

”wide” discussion if I feel it is necessary to get a better understanding of what possible 

answers there could be to the analytical questions. However, in the end of each analysis I will 

make a short summary of what I have found to be the concrete answers to my questions. 
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It should be noted that the concept reprogenetics is not explicitly used by the authors. But 

since using this wording simplifies my writing, and since also the meaning of the concept 

coincides with what the authors adress, I think this writing is justified.  

 

Demarcations: I will not discuss cloning and reproductive technologies as such. This since it 

would widen the scope of the thesis inappropriately. Also, my focus is on a policy of who 

should decide more than on reflecting on individual justified reprogenetic choices. Although 

the individual ethical justification will to some extent be adressed, it is not my main concern.  

  

1.4 Material 

 

The books are chosen to reflect a variety of views concerning reprogenetic choices and the 

matter of who should decide about what. They represent different understandings and 

rankings of the principle of autonomy. They also reflect what Nordgren calls the three 

prototypical views to be shortly presented in chapter three.  

   John Robertson is chosen as a representant of an ethicist that defends a large area of 

reproductive freedom. He is a Thomas Watt Gregory Professor at the University of Texas. He 

is a strong defender of liberty-rights and can be described as a libertarian. 

    Dena S Davis, Carson Strong, Thomas H Murray and Ted Peters are chosen as 

representatives of proponents of different kinds of restrictions on parental reprogenetic 

choices. Dena S Davis is a Professor at the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law at Cleveland 

State University. She applies a liberal perspective and is a strong defender of the importance 

of autonomy.  Carson Strong is professor in the Department of Human Values and Ethics at 

the College of Medicine, Unitersity of Tennesse, Memphis. He applies a casuistic approach. 

Thomas H Murray is Director of the Center for Biomedical Ethics, School of Medicine, Case 

Western Reserve University. He is also the Director of the Hastings Center. He emphasizes 

the need to take into consideration history and context in the ethical deliberation. Ted Peters is 

Professor of Systematic Theology at Pacific Lutheran Seminary. He is a representative of 

theological ethics – and a Protestant Christian arguing from a rather strict theological and 

scripture-based perspective. 

   Authors Allen Buchanan, Dan W. Brock , Norman Daniels and Daniel Wikler- cowriters of 

From Chance to Choice. Genetics & Justice 13 are chosen to reflect a position that both 

defends parental autonomy but also opens up for a public-health goal in reprogenetics. Allen 
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Buchanan is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Arizona, Dan W. Brock is Professor 

of Philosophy at Brown University, Norman Daniels is Goldthwaite Professor of Philosophy 

at Tufts University and Professor of Medical Ethics at Tufts Medical School. Daniel Wikler is 

Senior Professor in Medical Ethics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. They can be 

described as proponents of a liberal political-moral theory, who rely on a liberal framework. 

Before adressing the matter of autonomy in reprogenetics - followed by the analysis of the 

authors - we need look closer at the area of reprogenetics and the technology used.  

 

CHAPTER TWO 

2.2  About Reprogenetics 

 

Reprogenetics, as we have seen, refers to the intersection of reproduction technology and 

genetics. And the definition I will follow is the one stipulated by Nordgren understanding 

reprogenetics as  ”reproductive applications of genetics made in the medical context”14.  

   The methods/technology of reprogenetics can refer to different types of genetic testing 

possibly followed by either selective abortion or embryo discard. Also gene therapy can be 

applied in the form of somatic gene therapy and – at least in theory -  germline gene therapy 

and genetic enhancement.15 The field of reprogenetics thus involves a wide area of medical 

procedures and genetic tests.16 But before presenting  the possible methods I will try to 

describe some basic facts of genetics for the purpose of making a more informed reading. 

This section can be left unread as it suits the reader. 

 

2.1 Basics about genetics  

 

Every cell in a persons body contains a complete set of genetic information, the genome. This 

is the bodys unique code that we inherite from our biological parents. The genes are made of a 

substance called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). And DNA is made up of two long strands of 

four different nucleotides (adenine, thymine, cytosine and guinine) in short A, T, C and G. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
13 Buchanan et al, From Chance to Choice. Genetics & Justice, Cambridge University Press, 2000.  
14 Nordgren,  p. 217; www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/reproGen.jhtml. 2004-05-06,  p. 1.  
15 Here I follow the reprogenetic area discussed by Nordgren. As always there is not total concensus around the 
definitions and scopes of concepts. This goes also for reprogenetics. In ”Reprogenetics & Public Policy. 
Reflections and Recommendations” authors Parens and Knowles exc lude somatic cell therapy,  prenatal testing  
- and also all interventions on embryos and fetuses inside a woman´s body, p. 4.  
16 ”Reproductive Genetic Testing”. Genetics & Public Policy Center, 
http://www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/reproGen.jhtml p. 1. 
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The strands are wrapped around each other like the ”stripes of a barbershop pole”. 17 The A on 

one strand is always paired with a T on the other and a C always with the G. The pairs then 

form the rungs of the twisting DNA ladder – called the double helix. The order of the signs A, 

T, C and G in the DNA molecule determines the genetic information it carries.  

   What is a gene then? A gene is a segment of the DNA chain that encodes an instruction that 

allows a cell to produce a special product, a protein that will serve to initiate a specific action 

or form a specific structure in the cell. The genes are turned ”on” and ”off” in different cells at 

different stages of development. The genes then tell a cell how to behave, what protein to 

produce – when to grow or stop growing- which cell it should develop into etc. The genes 

control the differentiation of the billions of cells in each individuals body. 18 

   The DNA is packaged in 23 different chromosomes. One set is inherited from the mother 

and another inherited form the father. Every individual then has 46 chromosomes. 44 consist 

of matched pairs (diploids or autosomes) while 2 chromosomes are sex-chromosomes 

(haploids) containing a single set of chromosomes. The haploids are also called gametes or 

germline cells.19 

   But sometimes genes do not function normally.20 This can also be described as a DNA 

misspelling, or mutation, in a gene; for example that there is an ”A” where there should have 

been a ”G”. Depending on the type of error the result will vary. Some errors will not have any 

noticeable effects while others will cause life-threatening conditions.21  

   What kind of genetic diseases are there then? LeRoy Walters presents the following 

diseases: recessive diseases, dominant genetic diseases, chromosomal disorders, multifactoral 

diseases and somatic cell genetic diseases. A recessive disease is defined as a disease caused 

by a defect in a single gene. The disease occur only in individuals who have inherited two 

copies of the disease-causing gene, one from each parent. An example of this kind of disease 

is sickle cell anemia.   

                                                                 
17 Walters, LeRoy & Palmer, Julie G, The Ethics of Human Gene Therapy, Oxford University Press, 1997,  p. 5. 
18 Walters & Palmer,  pp. 4ff. 
19 ”The Basics of Genetics and Human Reproduction”, Genetics & Public Policy Center, 
http://www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/basics.jthml pp. 1f. 
20 Walters,  p. 15. However, errors in genetic functioning is both inevitable and necessary to forward the march 
of evolution Walters points out. 
21 ”The Basics of Genetics and Human Reproduction” p. 2. Walters & Palmer,  pp. 4f. 
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   A dominant genetic disease on the other hand gives phenotypic manifestation even when 

only one copy of the disease-causing gene/allele is present while the other functions properly. 

Huntingtons disease is an example of this kind of genetic disease.22   

   A chromosomal disorder is defined as the addition, deletion or rearrangment of entire 

chromosomes or portions of chromosomes. Downs syndrome is an example of a chromosomal 

disorder consis ting of the presence of an extra chromosome 21.  

   Multifactoral diseases involve multiple components, that is both environmental and genetic 

components. Examples of these diseases are diabetes and hypertension. Somatic cell genetic 

diseases are not transmitted through germ-line but caused by alteration of genes in specific 

somatic cells. It origins fom alterations – or mutations in critical portions of important genes. 

These may arise spontaneously or as a result of environmental influence. Example of a 

somatic cell genetic disease is cancer.23 

 

2.3 Methods/technologies of reprogenetics 

 

Now then it is time for a presentation of the different technologies of reprogenetics. I will first 

adress genetic testing and after this present gene therapy.   

   There are several different kinds of testing but the relevant kinds for this thesis are carrier 

identification, prenatal testing and preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD).24  

    In the reprogenetic area carrier identification or testing is performed to determine whether 

an individual for instance carries one copy of an altered gene for a particular recessive 

disease. The testing will reveal if the individual has an alteration in one or more genes which 

could result in genetic disease in prospective children. Examples of recessive diseases are 

                                                                 
22 Phenotype= The characteristics of a specific individual/the observable attributes of an organism resulting from 
a combination of genes and environment. Genotype = The genetic composition of an individual. ”Glossary”, 
Genetics & Public Policy Center,  http://www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/glossary.jhtml 2004-02-12 
23 Walters & Palmer,  pp. 13 –15. 
24 Nordgren,  p. 147. Also - The Genetics & Public Policy Center refer to the following categories of tests 
included in reproductive genetic testing: carrier screening, preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD), prenatal 
testing and newborn screening. www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/reproGen.jhtml  2004-05-06 pp. 1f.  
   It is also of some importance to notice the distinction between genetic testing and genetic screening. Genetic 
tests are used to identify whether a person has a genetic condition or disease, and may be requested by 
individuals for instance if they are concerned about passing on a genetic disorder to their children. Nordgren, p. 
102.  
   Screening however usually refers to how a group of people are offered testing for the purpose of preventing 
disease, or discovering disease at an early stage, or finding out if the individual is at risk of having a child with a 
genetic disease. The initiative is not the individuals – and those offered testing consider themselves as healthy.  
  Án example of screening is how in Sweden all women over 35 are offered prenatal testing since they are 
thought to have increased risk of giving birth to children with Downs syndrom. However, the two concepts are 
not always used in a homogeneous manner. There are different opinions for instance of how large a group must 
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Tay-Sachs, sickel cell anemia and cystic fibrosis. Couples that are likely to have this test are 

those that are at a higher risk of having a child with a specific disorder because of, for 

instance, a family history of genetic disease.25   

   PGD – Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis - is used in the context of in vitro fertilization to 

diagnose a genetic disease or condition in an embryo. It allows testing before the pregnancy 

begins. Through PGD physicians can identify genetic abnormalities in embryos26 and select 

those that are found not to have abnormality. In 1990 the first unaffected child was born 

following PGD and today around 1000 babies have been born worldwide through the use of 

this technique. What can then be detected? For instance chromosome abnormalities and singel 

gene disorders (recessive genetic diseases) as cystic fibrosis, Tay Sachs disease, sickle cell 

anemia and many more.  

   The most common method of performing PGD is to perform the genetic test on one or two 

cells taken from the embryo two to four days after fertilization. 27 PGD is rather technically 

challenging since only one or two cells are available for diagnosis and there is a risk of giving 

inconclusive results or misdagnosis. However new techniques are being developed to 

decrease the error rate. Also, as with IVF in general, there is no certainty that pregnancy will 

occur after the embryo is implanted.28  

    Usually what is associated with PGD is diagnos of serious inherited diseases, when there 

exists knowledge of parental genetic disposition. In Sweden the method has been performed 

restrictively, as stated due to medical risks and also out of, what is described as, the fear of 

eugenic misuses. There are also new applications that are being discussed, as PGS and 

PGD/HLA. 29  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
be to be considered as screening. Genetik, Integritet och Etik , Slutbetänkande av Kommittén om genetisk 
integritet, Statens offentliga utredningar, SOU 2004:20,  Fritzes, 2004,  pp. 223ff., 265f. 
25 ”Reproductive Genetic Testing”  Genetics & Public Policy Center, 
http://.dnapolicy.org/genetics/reproGen.jhtml 2004-05-06,  p. 1. 
26 I will for the sake of simplicity use the word embryo meaning to include also the pre-embryo stages. Pre--
embryo= describes a developing organism in the period between fertilization and implantation; embryo= the 
stage of an organisms development directly following fertilization and zygote formation. In humans the term 
generally refers to the time from implantation to about eight to twelve weeks after conception. Notice also the 
two terms zygote and blastocyst which are stages of the pre-embryo development; zygote= the genetically 
unique diploid cell formed by the fusion of two haploid cells; blastocyst= an embryo up to the fifth day of 
development. ”Glossary”, Genetics & Public Policy Center.  
27 The process starts with the in vitro fertilization procedure where eggs are removed from the mother (after 
being stimulated to increase egg production) and fertilized in the laboratory. There also exists an alternative of 
testing cells (polar body cells) that are cast off by the egg ast it matures and is fertilized. The genetic test result 
then is used to infer the genetic makup of the fertilized egg. ”Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis”, Genetics & 
Public Policy Center,  http://www.dnapolicy.org/genetics/pgd.jhtml 2004-05-06 p. 1. 
28 Ibid,  p. 3. 
29 PGS (Preimplantatory genetic screening) is one of them. It can be used to detect/diagnose chromosomal 
deviations in fertilized eggs. This is supposed to increase chances of pregnancy when for instance the woman is 
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    When it comes to prenatal testing this is used to diagnose a genetic disease or condition in 

the developing fetus. There are two categories of tests available, invasive procedures where a 

sample of the fetus´tissue is obtained, or non- invasive procedures where for instance a sample 

of the mothers blood is obtained for testing. 30  

 

Gene therapy 

 

So far then we have approached genetic testing which then may be followed by embryo 

discard or selective abortion. However not only genetic testing but also gene therapy is of 

relevance for the scope of reprogenetics. I will first try to shortly explain what gene therapy is 

and then shortly point at the differences between somatic cell gene therapy and germline gene 

therapy.  

    Gene therapy is defined by Nordgren as a set of approaches to the treatment of human 

disease based on transfer of genetic material (DNA) into an individual. It can be achieved in 

vivo – directly into the patients blood or tissue – or in vitro – through the introduction of cells 

modified in the laboratory. 31   

   But what is then possible today?  The swedish gene therapy researcher Edvard Smith 

describes in Gene Therapy and Ethics how the ideal of gene therapy would be to repair the 

defective gene of the patient. However, this is not possible today. Instead the technology 

consits of adding an extra functional copy of the gene. But in the case of dominantly inherited 

diseases there already exists a functional copy and the method of adding a functional copy of 

the gene then will not work.32 

    There are several methods of genetic transfer. One important method is to use viral 

vectors.33 This is described as the method of choice by Smith, using derivatives of viruses. 

This is done through isolating a virus with the appropriate properties, and removing viral 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
of older age or when she has had several miscarriages. It could also be used to avoid having children with 
chromosomal deviations. It has not yet been clinically applied in Sweden.  
   Also PGD could be used for the purpose of having/creating a sibling with appropriate genes making her or him 
a potential donor to a severly sick child. This is called PGD/HLA (Human Leukocyte Antigen). An egg with 
suitable/appropriate genetical composition is chosen and implanted. The Committe on Genetic Integrity states 
that with respect to PGD/HLA several questions remain unresolved and that more data is required before a final 
decision can be taken. Genetik, Integritet och Etik. Slutbetänkande av Kommittén om genetisk integritet,  pp. 44-
45, 290. 
30 ”Reproductive Genetic Testing”, Genetics & Public Policy Center, pp. 1f. 
31  Nordgren,  p. 172. Nordgren refers to how the first authorized experiment was carried out in 1990 and how 
the year 1999 around 1000 patients around the world are involved in clinical experiments. 
32 Gene Therapy and Ethics, editor Anders Nordgren, Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis, Studies in Bioethics and 
Research Ethics 4, Uppsala 1999,  p. 20. 
33 Ibid. 
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genetic elements that could cause harm. Then the therapeutic gene is inserted. The virus then 

can use its natural way to infect human cells.  

    So then – gene therapy today is in need of much research and developing to be of clinical 

benefit. However, according to Smith gene therapy has a great potential. But today it is only 

considered for severe diseases. As the somatic cell therapy develops into an effective tool 

with few side effects, as Smith hopes, its indications are likely to be widened.34 This is 

something that also Malcolm Brenner, a leading researcher on gene therapy, agrees with. He 

states that today gene therapy is used for correcting about 2% of human diseases and 

subsequently it has no overall impact on public health. But when it will become possible to 

use it also for diseases where multiple genes contribute to disease it can come to have an 

impact on almost all diseases. This concerns also when it will be possible to modify the 

function of a cell, giving it a new ability or removing a function. 35  

   The conclusion then, according to both authors, would be that there exists a great potential 

for somatic gene therapy but today it is extraordinarily primitive and ineffective. And clinical 

results so far has been poor.36  

 

The difference between somatic gene therapy and germline therapy 

 

Smith and Brenner are both proponents for somatic gene therapy but what then is the 

difference between this and germline cell therapy? Smith describes the difference as that 

when a gene is inserted into a germ cell it will forever stay in the genome of this individual 

and also be translated to prospective children. And a gene that is inserted into germcells 

cannot be removed. However genes inserted into somatic cells cannot be transfered to off-

spring. They will only remain as long as the recipient stays alive.37  

   Nordgren describes how somatic gene therapy today, as we have seen, by some scientists is 

considered to have a great potential for the treatment of human diseases. But presently, as he 

points out, effective gene therapy is the exception. However research on somatic cells is not 

particularly disputed from an ethical point of view as opposed to the possible use of germline 

gene therapy (as well as somatic cell genetic enhancement and germline genetic 

                                                                 
34 Gene Therapy and Ethics,  pp. 21f. 
35 Ibid,  pp. 23f. 
36 Nordgren 2001. Nordgren describes a recent breakthrough concernint somatic cell gene therapy,  p. 181. 
37 Gene Therapy and ethics,  pp. 21f. 
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enhancement). 38  A few years ago germline therapy was not discussed according to Nordgren. 

Today – it is more openly reflected on. And, I would add, it could be worth noting that the 

swedish committte on genetic integrity opens up for germline therapy research concerning 

development of methods to accomplish genetical effects.39  

   However, Nordgren points at how some well-known geneticists recently have expressed the 

view that germline gene therapy research could be much more successful than somatic gene 

therapy. It could also give medical benefits otherwise not possible. This, for instance in some 

cases of genetic disease – where genetic intervention on the totipotent, early embryo is the 

only means of achieving successful treatment, since it affects all cells, (then being applicable 

to dominantly inherited diseases). Nordgren also presents how it can be argued that germline 

gene therapy not only treat the symptoms of diseases but provide a true cure. It would also be 

more in line with the goal of health care to cure diseases rather than terminating the life of 

fetuses or discarding zygotes.40 There is also of course much argumentation directed against a 

possible use of germline intervention, for instance pointing at the risk for irreversible 

mistakes, pointing at preferable alternatives of selective abortion and embryo discard,  or the 

risk that germline therapy could be used for enhancement purposes, and also pointing at 

possible misuse by dictators etc.41  

   However this is not the place to discuss the pros and cons of somatic cell gene therapy and 

germline therapy. In the analysis chapters we will see how the ethicists approach this issue. 

My intention with this presentation was merely to explain the content of the different 

therapies and to point out what is possible to do today.  

   Now we will adress the matter of autonomy –of special importance to this thesis.  

 

CHAPTER THREE 

3.1  Autonomy 

 

Coercion or pressure when it comes to reproduction is probably one of the most detested 

practices in the history of human reproduction. That is why autonomy, as previously stated, 

has become such an important principle in issues concerning genetics and reproduction and 

                                                                 
38 Ibid,  pp. 172f. Nordgren also points at how the classification is challenged since the distinction between 
somatic cell gene therapy and germline therapy is not completely strict. Somatic gene therapy actually may have 
unintended effect on the germline. He also points at how the line between therapy and enhancement is fuzzy, 
since it would be possible to argue that there exists what could be described as disease related enhancement – as 
in improving the immune system above normal. 
39 Genetik, Integritet och Etik ,  p. 32. 
40 Nordgren 2001,  pp. 182, 185. 
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the non-directiveness policy (to support the patient in her/his own decision) is so dominant. It 

could be argued that the more weight (existential, deeply held convictions) of the questions of 

choice – the more important that we can choose ourselves. Reproduction is indeed special – it 

incorporates dreams, deeply held beliefs about what is important in our lives. It is also an 

”intimate” choice– both on a psychological as well as a physiological level. Therefore, the 

more intrusion on our reproductive choices - double the ”hurt”. It could be considered as a 

violation of both mind and body. However, reprogenetic choices are extra special. The 

choices concern not only whether to have children but also what kind of children. This is in 

some sense then related to the matter of oppressive eugenics which makes it potentially 

dangerous. Or at least it could threaten values of human dignity and diversity. Therefore it is 

of extra importance to reflect on the policy of reprogenetics and also reflect on the primacy of 

autonomy. My starting point is that there are very good reasons – in the history of ”the old 

eugenics” – to start from the prima-facie principle of respecting parental autonomy. Before 

looking closer at possible answers to the analytical questions of who should decide about 

what in reprogenetics, we need to look closer at the concept of autonomy and the principle of 

respecting autonomy. What does it mean and how is it motivated? I also want to bring it 

closer to the area of reprogenetics – here the three prototypical views of Nordgren will serve 

as an example.  

 

3.2 Beauchamp & Childress and the principle of respect for autonomy 

 

The influential book Principles of  Biomedical Ethics by ethicists Beauchamp and Childress, 

presents a thorough and comprehensive discussion of the four moral principles of autonomy, 

non-maleficence, beneficence, and justice. This makes the book particularly useful in the 

search for a definition and motivation of the principle of autonomy. The principles are 

intended to function as guidelines in bioethics, according to the authors, but need to be 

specified and balanced in the specific context.  This framework of moral principles are 

justified by reference to the demands of common morality which, by Beauchamp and 

Childress, is understood as the set of norms that ”all morally serious persons”42 share and 

accept as authoritative.43  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
41 Walters & Palmer,  pp. 85-86. 
42 Beauchamp & Childress,  p. 3. 
43 Ibid,  pp. 12, 3f. 
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   All of the four principles have prima-facie standing. 44 There is no ”preeminent principle”45 

in biomedical ethics, even if the authors state that the idea of beneficence as the primary goal 

or obligation in health care is ancient. In the particular case and circumstances the agent must 

examine the respective weights of the competing prima facie obligation. 46  

   The principle of autonomy as a prima-facie principle runs ”deep in common morality”47 

according to Beauchamp and Childress but there is not so much agreement concerning its 

”nature – scope or strength”48 which is consistent with how Anders Nordgren presents the 

three prototypical views to be shortly presented in the following chapter.49 The way 

Beauchamp and Childress use it is to examine individual decision making in health context, – 

on autonomous choice and not on the character of the autonomous persons - which is useful in 

the context of this thesis.50   

 

Autonomy – autonomous action and the principle of respect for autonomy 
 

What then is the authors definition of autonomy? Originally it refered to the self-rule of the 

ancient greek city-states but has since then been extended to individuals. At a minimum, the 

authors state, it contains self-rule free from controlling interference and from limitations that 

prevent meaningful choice. Almost every theory of autonomy, according to the authors, agree 

that the two conditions of liberty and agency are necessary for autonomy. (That is, being 

independent from controlling influences and having capacity to act with intention). However 

the authors suggest three more precise conditions. They want to analyse autonomous action in 

terms of ”normal choosers”51 who act with intention, understanding and without ”controlling 

                                                                 
44  Ibid,  pp. 14f. Beauchamp and Childress rely on Ross distincion bewteen prima facie and actual obligations. 
A prima -facie obligation must be fulfilled unless it conflicts on a particular occassion with an equal or stronger 
obligation. Its always binding unless overridden by a competing principle/obligation in a particular circumstance. 
The distinction of prima -facie and actual obligation is indisposable for biomedical ethics according to 
Beauchamp and Childress. We must choose among plural and conflicting values and balance several 
consideration. 
45 Ibid,  p. 177. 
46 Ibid,  pp. 176, 14f. 
47 Ibid,  p. 57. 
48 Ibid,  p. 58. 
49 Ibid. The author also refers to how today  there is no exact, unanimous understanding of the concept despite its 
historical roots in ancient Greece – where the two words autos (self) and nomos( rule, government,law) refered 
to the self rule of independent city-states. Since then the concept has been extended to individuals meaning for 
instance self-governance- liberty right and individual choice – and causing one´s own behavior etc  
50 Ibid,  p. 57. They also think that the concept of autonomy  must not be too individualistic, excessively focused 
on reason nor ”unduly legalistic”. This to fend off some of the critiques raised concerning the meaning of 
autonomy. 
51 Ibid,  pp. 58f. This refers to how Beauchamp and Childress rejects the autonomous ideal that for instance 
Gerald Dworkin proposes. It must be possible for ordinary persons to qualify as deserving respect for autonomy 
The standards of higher-order reflection in Dworkins theory leads to, according to the authors, that few choices 
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influences that determine their action". They also state that actions can be autonomous by 

degree. That is, your understanding can be more or less complete and there can also be 

different degrees of absence of controlling influences. However – when it comes to the first 

condition, intention, you either have it or not. That is, intention is not a matter of degree.  

   The choice/action, then, can be more or less autonomous – but as Beauchamp and Childress 

state there only need to be a ”substantial degree” of understanding and non-controlling 

influences to classify the action as autonomous. The concept must be useful in dealing with 

real persons in real contexts, since peoples actions rarely are ”fully autonomous” as the 

authors see it, which I think is correct. The decision then on what should be the appropriate 

criteria of substantial autonomy has to be done, according to the authors, in the particular 

context.52 

   In the light of the discussion of how autonomous action should be analysed, Beauchamp and 

Childress develop the content of a principle of respect for autonomy. The fundamental 

requirement, according to Beauchamp and Childress, is to respect a particular persons 

autonomous choices. Respect for autonomy therefore is a professional obligation and 

autonomous choice a right - but no duty - of patients. There is then, according to the authors, 

an obligation to ensure that patients have the right to choose but also a right to accept or 

decline information. According to the authors – forced information, forced choice and evasive 

disclosure are truly inconsistent with this obligation. 53 The principle of respect for autonomy 

then should - at a minimum the authors state – ”acknowledge a persons right to hold views, 

make choices and take actions based on personal values and beliefs ”54. According to the 

authors it can be stated not only as a negative obligation of noninterferece but also as a 

positive obligation of developing and protecting persons autonomous decisionmaking. Due to 

the principle of respect for autonomy there is a professional obligation to informe, ensure 

understanding and secure voluntariness as well as foster adequate decision-making. This 

could mean, according to the authors, that we sometimes are obligated to increase the 

available options. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
would be autonomous. By using the words ”normal choosers” then, the authors want to highlight that a theory of 
autonomy has to deal with the reach of normal choosers –and not an ideal.  
52 Ibid,  p. 59. 
53 Ibid,  p. 63.  This partly to respond to critique that autonomy proponents sometimes force choices on patients 
despite the fact that many patients neither want information or the choice  
54 Ibid  
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   This is related to the Kantian demand to treat others as ends which requires that we assist 

persons in achieving their own goals and foster their capacities as agents and not merely avoid 

treating them as means to our goals.55 

 

3.2 Motivation of the principle and its prima-facie standing 
 

The reference to Kant is one way to motivate or justify the respect for autonomy. Both Kant 

and Mill have according to Beauchamp and Childress influenced contemporary 

interpretations. As for Kant the recognition that all persons have unconditional worth leads to 

respect for autonomy (an argument based on respecting human dignity). To always treat a 

person as an end in her-/himself – not merely a means – we have to consider that persons own 

goal(s). 

   J.S. Mill was, according to Beauchamp and Childress, more concerned about the 

individuality of autonomous agents. As long as the individuals do not interfere with freedom-

expressions of others they should be permitted to ”develop according to their convictions”. 56 

Respecting autonomy in the utilitarian sense is an aspect of the overall concern for promoting 

the best consequences, to reach a maximum balance of positive value (utility) over disvalue. 

According to Beauchamp and Childress Mills position leads to a negative obligation of non-

interference as well as a positive obligation of actively strengthening autonomous expression. 

Kants position, on the other hand, is the moral imperative of ”respectful treatment of persons 

as ends in themselves”, not having consequences in focus. Both ethicists however, can be 

used for justifying a negative as well as a positive obligation of respecting autonomy. The 

primary justification of the principles according to Beauchamp and Childress however are 

their roots in ”common morality”.  

   As stated before the principle of respect for autonomy only has a prima facie standing and 

can sometimes be overridden. But when and how are we to know? This obviously has to be 

deliberated and justified in the specific context but the authors give examples like – if our 

choice endanger public health, potentially harms others, or require a scarce resource (for 

which no funds are available).57  

 

 

 

                                                                 
55 Ibid,  pp. 63-64. 
56 Ibid,  p. 341. 
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Informed consent 

 

Something also needs to be said about the importance of consent in bioethics. Beauchamp and 

Childress describe how consent has been at the forefront of biomedical ethics since the 

presented horrors of medical experimenting in the concentration camps, presented at the 

Nuremberg trials. The term informed consent today focuses on the quality of a patients 

understanding and consent. Since the mid-1970s the primary justification for informed 

consent has been to protect autonomous choice. Beauchamp and Childress focus on the 

following meaning of the concept: ”An informed consent is an individual autonomous 

authorization of a medical intervention or participation in research” .58 This is the model of 

autonomous choice. The elements of informed consent can be worthwhile to keep in mind 

since they highlight components of autonomous choice that can make the choice more or less 

autonomous. Beauchamp and Childress discuss informed consent including the following 

elements: competence, disclosure, understanding, voluntariness and consent.  

   Let me say something short about the authors discussion about this since it is of relevance 

for the thesis. Beauchamp and Childress structure the elements in three groups. The first 

group contains the two threshold elements, (or presuppositions for informed consent) 

competence (being able to understand and decide) and voluntariness. The second group 

contains three information elements: disclosure of information, recommendation of a plan 

(not always necessary depending on medical context), and understanding. The third and last 

group contains the two consent elements informed consent or informed refusal. It also 

contains a formalised authorization of the consent.59  

    The element of disclosure is vital to many choices in medicin. The authors suggest a 

”reasonable person standard” which means that we should determine the information to be 

disclosed by reference to a ”hypothetical reasonable person”60. It is also of great importance 

that the patient/person reach a satisfactory level of understanding. This involves, according to 

the authors, having relevant information and justified, relevant beliefs about the nature and 

consequences of actions. Patients need to understand diagnoses, prognoses, the nature and 

purpose of interventions, as well as alternatives, risks and benefits. Also it is vital that they 

understand standard medical definitions and conceptions. Everything to avo id 

misunderstandings and secure autonomous choice as well as an informed consent or refusal. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
57 Ibid,  pp. 64-65. 
58 Ibid,  p. 78. 
59 Ibid,  pp. 77-80. 
60 Ibid,  p. 82. 
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Voluntariness, on the other hand is discussed in the three terms of coercion, persuasion and 

manipulation. 61 

  Beauchamp and Childress end their autonomy chapter stating that the precise demands of the 

principle remain unsettled and open to interpretation and specification. 62 In chapter four, five 

and six we will look closer at how the authors think parental reproductive autonomy should be 

interpreted. But before turning to this matter – we will adress how autonomy can be applied in 

reprogenetics through looking at the three prototypical views of  Nordgren. First, I will 

summarize the discussion so far. 

 

3.4 Summary 

 

Autonomy then can be understood as selfrule free from controlling interference from others. 

When it comes to autonomous action this should be analysed in terms of intention, 

understanding and non-controlling influences that determine the action. There only needs to 

be a substantial degree of autonomy for the action to be classified as autonomous, as hardly 

anyone can have full understanding and act in a vacuum of non- interference. In formulating 

the content of a principle of respect for autonomy the basic requirement is, according to the 

authors to respect persons autonomous choices. The principle of respect for autonomy then 

should – at a minimum – acknowledge a persons right to choose and act based on personal 

values and beliefs. The principle can be expressed both as a negative and a postive obligation, 

consisting of a professional obligation to respect autonomous choices and to foster 

autonomous choice. The patients/persons have a right to choose – but no duty. Forced 

information or choice is inconsistent with the principle. There exists a corresponding 

professional obligation to ensure the right to choose and to respect autonomous choice  The 

principle has prima facie standing and can sometimes be overridden. This has to be 

deliberated and decided in the specific context. Examples of such situations are if the choice 

endangers public health, potentially harms others or recquire scarce resources.  

   We are only obliged to respect the autonomy of autonomous persons. And the elements of 

informed consent are important to bear in mind since they protect autonomous choice. They 

are: competence – disclosure- understanding – voluntariness and consent. Now let us bring 

the concept closer to the area of reprogenetics and Nordgrens discussion of the role of 

autonomy in this context. 

                                                                 
61 Ibid,  pp. 88 f, 96. 
62 Ibid,  p. 104. 
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3.5 Autonomy in reprogenetics – Nordgren and the three prototypical views  

 

In the book Responsible Genetics, previously refered to, Anders Nordgren analyses the 

concept of moral responsibility in human genetics research. He also discusses what ethical 

issues the geneticists should take into consideration as well as presents some normative 

suggestions.  

   However, in the last chapter of the book, titled ”Eugenics and the long-term goals of 

reprogenetics”63, Nordgren discusses reprogenetics which is of particular interest for this 

thesis. His focus is on the discussion of professional policy of the genetics community and not 

on individual parental choices or public policy. However the role of public policy – and the 

role of government is also to some extent discussed since the geneticists themselves can 

function as mediators of governmental policy. Therefore the discussion is very much relevant 

to this thesis. It is also relevant since the discussion of the goal of the geneticists is an 

important part of the public discussion necessary to be able to decide on the matter of a public 

policy. 

 

The relationship between reprogenetics and eugenics 

 

Let me, before presenting the prototypical views and the importance of the principle of 

autonomy- shortly focus on the relationship between the concepts reprogenetics and eugenics 

as discussed by Nordgren. This since, as we have already seen, fears of eugenic practice are 

being raised in the context of reprogenetics. 

   The word eugenics has a very dark history but since there today is great confusion over the 

different uses of the term, as Nordgren states, it is necessary to reflect on this. Today the term 

is rarely used by geneticists since they want to distance themselves from the concept. 

However there can, according to Nordgren, be morally relevant distinctions between different 

versions. For instance, today a sort of ”voluntary” eugenics have its proponents among some 

ethicists  - where the objective is not some absurd racial-hygiene perspective but to 

prevent/eliminate severe genetic diseases I would comment. There is also talk of homemade 

eugenics, by Nordgren labled parental eugenics – where the eugenic is carried out by the 

prospective parents.64  

                                                                 
63 Nordgren,  p. 215. 
64 Ibid,  p. 217. 
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   What then does the concept ”eugenic” contain? According to Nordgren, it is often 

understood as a coercive social practice initiated by the government. It is associated with Nazi 

racial laws and the Holocaust.65 However, today, as already stated, there is great confusion 

over the different uses of the term. Nordgren presents what he calls a narrow and a wide 

definition. The narrow definition places the focus on state policy and coercion whereas in the 

wide definition the focus is on the intention to affect the kinds of people who will be born. 

Also, Nordgren points out as already mentioned, that modern geneticists mostly prefer the 

narrow definition since they want to distance themselves from the very negative connotations 

of the concept. While critics of genetics tend to use the wider definition to stress the 

resemblance between old morally opprehensive practices and new genetics.66 However – 

since there according to Nordgren is no ”true” meaning of the concept and it can be used in 

different legitimate ways he proposes a wide definition – which he beleives to be useful for 

his study. The stipulated definition of eugenics therefore is that the concept refers to ”an effort 

to affect the kind of person or persons who will be born”67. Nordgren emphasises how this 

includes intention. The definition becomes, according to Nordgren, a good analytical tool that 

allows ”an integrated approach” to the goal discussion in reprogenetics. It highlights the 

”close relationship” between the governmental intention to affect reproduction  in a specific 

way and intentions by prospective parents to affect what kind of children they want. This way, 

as Nordgren states, we can see more clearly what is at stake. One disadvantage of using the 

wide definition is that it diverges much from traditional terminology in medical history – but 

Nordgren thinks the advantages outweighs the disadvantages. He also points at the fact that it 

has great similarities to genotypic prevention. 68 The difference is that genotypic prevention is 

a medical concept, while eugenics also can include non-disease charactheristics.  

   Now, obviously both reprogenetics and eugenics - defined in a wide manner – are related to 

the question of the characteristics of children. Today however, almost every geneticist 

criticizes the old ”state-governed” eugenics, and the autonomy of prospective parents in one 

sense or the other is uncontested. This brings us, finally, to the three prototypical views 

Nordgren discusses.69  

 

                                                                 
65 Ibid,  pp. 223f. The term was coined in 1883 by Francis Galton, a cousin of Charles Darwin. It was then 
defined as ”the study of the agencies under social control that may improve or impair the racial qualities of 
future generations, either physically or mentally”  
66 Ibid,  p. 224. New Genetics meaning using gene technology and not social means. 
67 Ibid  
68 Ibid,  p. 225. Genotypic prevention meaning an effort to prevent the birth of an individual with a particular 
clinical genotype.  
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The three prototypical views  

 

The three prototypical70 views reflect two goals of reproduction of particular interest, 

according to Nordgren, namely genotypic prevention as a public health-goal and reproductive 

autonomy. 71   
 

Prototype number one – Genotypic Prevention as a Key  Goal 

 

The first prototypical view is called ”Genotypic prevention” and takes place in a public-health 

framework.72 According to this view, government plays a key role in reproduction. It actively 

tries to steer reproduction in society. Reprogenetic medicine should try to determine what 

kind of people should be born. This can be achieved through state-governmental programs of 

some sort. Most modern proposals of this view have voluntary character. This means, 

according to Nordgren, a kind of weak prevention where the goal is achieved by 

recommendations and not by legal force. Through education and dialogue people are 

recommended to use certain genetic methods on certain diseases or traits. The governmental 

steering is based on democratic authority. A proponent of the first prototype can also accept 

some elements of the other prototypes, that is accept certain areas of reproductive autonomy 

and also accept restrictions. According to Nordgren, a view is classified as belonging to the 

first category if it includes some elements of genotypic prevention. 73 

  The goal, then, is to put parents under pressure to use such methods on serious diseases. 

Genetic counseling should to some extent be directive, but in the end parents are free to 

choose. The public health prototype is described as voluntary based on respect for 

reproductive autonomy.74  

   Nordgren presents arguments that could be given in favor of this prototype. The first is an 

argument of beneficence. The goal is to improve public health – and prevent suffering in 

future generations. Another argument has to do with fair distribution of limited resources. 

More money should be left for patients with more positive prognosis. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
69 Ibid,  pp. 227f. 
70 Prototypes refers to ideal-types or cases. Deciding from paradigmatic cases is typical for the casuistic 
approach.  
71 Ibid,  p. 231. 
72 Ibid,  p. 225. Genotypic prevention = an effort to prevent the birth of an individual with a particular clinical 
genotype   
73 Ibid,  pp. 233-234. 
74 Ibid,  p. 238. 
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   This prototype seems to be inconsistent with autonomous choice in the sense described by 

Beauchamp and Childress. Also it reflects a different interpretation of the principle of respect 

for autonomy since it includes a substant ial amount of governmental pressure concerning 

reproduction. As discussed in chapter one – any ”hard proponents” of this prototype will not 

be included in the analysis. However, as also presented, the interesting approach of Buchanan, 

Brock, Daniels and Wikler – declaring a public health concern having future generations in 

focus will be included. 

The second prototype: Radical Reproductive Autonomy 

 

The second prototype takes radical reproductive autonomy as the professional goal of 

reprogenetics. It represents an individualist and client-centered framework. Respect for 

reproductive autonomy is a well-established principle in clinical genetics expressed in the 

non-directive genetic counseling, and this prototype takes, according to Nordgren, this respect 

to ”its extreme”75.  Ethical pluralism is handled by a policy of governmental neutrality as 

opposed to the policy of democratic authority used in the first prototype. Reproductive 

autonomy is seen as a negative right with the corresponding obligation of non- interference.  

   Genotypic prevention is no goal but accepted as a possible unintended consequence of 

respecting the reproductive autonomy of prospective parents. In other words the prototype 

allows "parental eugenics”. This kind of eugenics allows the prospective parents (but not the 

government or the geneticists) to use genetic methods to achieve eugenic goals. In the words 

of Nordgren – genotypic prevention is no key goal but it is accepted as a possible ”unintended 

consequence” of respecting reproductive parental autonomy. The view does not necessarily 

give full freedom to market forces. This since respecting reproductive autonomy places an 

obligation on government to protect pressures from government, from biotechnological 

companies as well as from insurance companies.76  

   Arguments in favor of this prototype is seeing autonomy as a goal in itself. It should be left 

for the individual to decide about since it is so valuable to individuals and heavily 

existentially loaded. Also, a high appreciation of radical autonomy is a way to handle 

pluralism and lack of concencus when it comes to ethical aspects of reproduction. Third, the 

history of eugenics makes also voluntary governmental steering an ”unattractive 

alternative”77. The prorotype represents, according to Nordgren, a radical interpretation of a 

                                                                 
75 Ibid,  p. 240. 
76 Ibid,  pp. 240ff. 
77 Ibid, p. 243. 
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principle of respect for reproductive autonomy. Government and professionals of reprogenetic 

medicine should make efforts to increase the autonomy of the prospective parents. What the 

parents need is sufficient information, but not governmental steering.  

   However, since the understanding of autonomy and what is meant by that it should be 

increased is not univocal, it will be of interest to look closer at the standpoints of the ethicists 

to be analysed in this thesis.  

 

The third prototypical view: Reproductive Autonomy with Certain Restrictions 

 

Also in the third prototype autonomy is highly appreciated. The arguments presented in favor 

of prototype two is largely accepted. But only within limits should the prospective parents be 

able to decide what kind of child they want. Government should hence provide some 

restrictions but not steer reproduction. This could also be combined with active efforts from 

the government to see to it that genetic facilities are in place for those who want them, 

respecting the principle of justice. Ethical pluralism then, is handled by governmental 

/professional neutrality, within certain boundaries. The restrictions should be based on 

democratic authority. Parental eugenics then are accepted but not totally. Genotypic 

prevention, for instance, is no goal but only accepted as unintended consequences of 

respecting parental autonomy.  

   Nordgren states that there could be many very different versions of this view – which we 

will see in the analysis made in chapter five. But most versions differ in at least two ways 

according to Nordgren. They differ regarding the normative status and the subjects of 

restrictions. The normative status of the restrictions could be either strong or weak, tha t is 

urging for legal restrictions (strong) or mere recommendations (weak). Also, the subjects of 

restriction could vary. Which characteristics should be allowed to prenatally test for? Should 

it be only very severe diseases? Or less severe? Minor afflictions? Late-onset disorders? Or 

even non-disease traits? There can also be different opinions concerning which intervention 

should be allowed to be carried out on the basis of tests results.78 

   Arguments in favor of this prototype is to a large extent the same as for number two. But 

what justified restrictions could there be? To this question we will return when analysing the 

discussion of the ethicists. There can be many different reasons, according to Nordgren, but 

some recur. You could argue that certain genetic interventions are morally wrong in 

                                                                 
78 Ibid, pp. 243ff. 
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themselves, that is that they for instance violate the principle of human dignity. Second, you 

could argue that certain interventions have bad consequences – focusing on social risks.  

 

__________ 

Now we have seen how autonomy has been given different applications and ranking in the 

three prototypical views. The prototypes also can, as Nordgren points out, be extended in 

several different ways. This is particularly true when it comes to the third prototype as we will 

see in chapter five. What justified restrictions do the ethicists propose? And how do they 

justify and apply the principle of respect for autonomy?  

   Also, an interesting question is the issue of eugenics in a public-health context contrasted to 

parental eugenics. Should the former be considered ”bad” and the latter justified? And if so – 

why? Obviously this is dependent on how you define the concept eugenics. I will use the 

definition stipulated by Nordgren meaning an effort to affect the kind of child or children that 

will be born. This definition is useful in the sense Nordgren argues since it highlights that it is 

the characteristics of children that is in focus. However, when it comes to the intention, this 

broad definition includes both public-health goals of preventing serious genetic diseases and 

parental decisions concerning children with diseases, disabilities or non-disease 

characteristics. When the ethicists  discuss eugenics they mostly refer to (historical) repressive 

governmental actions of forced abortions and sterilizations, as well as arranged marriages. It 

is therefore important to pay attention to the way the concept is used. I will both be using it in 

the formal and ”neutral” way of Nordgren and in the traditional ”narrow” sense, refe ring to 

historic abuses. I will though, always present in what sense I am using the concept in the 

particular context.  

   I will also be using the definition of the principle of respect for autonomy in the sense 

Beauchamp and Childress presents it where the  principle of respect for autonomy - at a 

minimum – shoud be understood as an obligation to respect persons right to choose and act 

based on their personal values and beliefs.  

  Concluding this chapter then, I will use the principle of respect for autonomy as discussed by 

Beauchamp and Childress when comparing and analysing the discussion of the ethicists and 

their different standpoints on what the principle of autonomy should contain. Hopefully – this 

will lead to presenting a justified principle of autonomy in the reprogenetic context discussed.  

    Now then, it is time to look closer at the standpoints of the different ethicists.  The analysis 

will start with the author that would fit into what Nordgren refers to as the second prototype – 

followed by authors belonging to the second and third prototype. It is appropriate taking into 
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consideration the approach of this thesis to start with the author who supports a very strong 

primacy of parental reproductive autonomy. However all authors recognize the importance of 

the autonomy of prospective parents as we will see, but both the understanding and the 

ranking of the principle differ among the ethicists.  

   The analysis will be divided in three chapters – following the three prototypical views of 

Nordgren. The first chapter then consists of an analysis of John A Robertson. The second 

chapter of ethicists Carson Strong, Dena Davis, Thomas Murray and Ted Peters who all – in 

different ways – support parental autonomy with restrictions. The last analysis chapter 

consists of an analysis of ethicists Buchanan, Brock, Daniels and Wikler who argue both in 

favor of parental autonomy but also for the possibility of a public policy of protecting the 

gene-pool out of concern for future generations. 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

4.1  John A Robertson 

 

John Ancona Robertson is born 1943 and a professor of law at the university of Texas, 

Austin. He is often quoted in bioethical texts concerning reproduction, and then refered to as 

holding a rather ”extreme” autonomy position. In his book Children of Choice. Freedom and 

the New Reproductive Techniques he states that he is holding a rights-based, liberal 

approach. 79 He has a strong belief in the benefits of the new reproductive technologies 

described for instance as being means through which we can reach an ”oasis of benefits”80. 

However, to reach this oasis we have to cross a ”minefield of ethical problems”81.  But 

nevertheless, as we will see, the minefield does not create any greater damage to the 

autonomy of the prospective parents. The strong justifications he thinks needed for restricting 

the reproductive choices of the prospective parents are seldom present he argues.82  It is then 

time to turn to the question of who should decide according to Robertson and to look closer at 

the argumentation.  

 

 

 

                                                                 
79 Robertson, John A, Children of Choice. Freedom and the New Reproductive Technologies, Princeton 
University Press, 1994, pp. 42, 223f.  
80 Ibid, p.16. 
81 Ibid 
82 Ibid, p. 4. 
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4.1.1  Who should decide? 

 

Robertson vigorously defends that reproductive choices should be protected as liberty-rights 

and not interfered with. In this liberal perspective people should have the freedom to, as he 

expresses it,  define themselves through reproduction. However there is, in his mind as already 

quoted, an ethical minefield to cross to reach the benefits of the new reproductive 

technologies. The good thing is that there is a principle he thinks can guide us through this 

minefield. This guiding principle is the principle of procreative liberty which, according to 

Robertson, should be given presumptive priority in all conflicts. By asking what procreative 

freedom demands we can then see how much presumptive choice individuals should have 

when it comes to the new reproductive technologies. Since Robertson starts with the 

presumed primacy of procreative liberty we need to look closer on how he defines this liberty 

and the argumentation behind its importance.83 

   Robertson actually does not explicitly refer to a principle of respect for autonomy. But 

according to him procreative liberty is protected due to a commitment to autonomy .84 At the 

most general level, Robertson states, procreative liberty consists of  the freedom to have or 

not have children. It is an individual interest that is mostly realized in the context of a couple. 

Robertson also makes a distinction between reproduction in a genetic or gestational sense and 

child-rearing. You can ”produce”85 offspring without rearing them and rear children without 

reproduction. Hence the person/s who rears an adopted child has not reproduced while 

someone who has a genetic offspring she or he is not rearing has reproduced. In this sense 

then, Robertson emphasizes the genetic or physical relationship between parent and child. The 

presupposed importance of this physical relationship I will get back to.  

   Robertson however, does not deny that rearing is partly what makes reproduction valuable 

to persons but he still separates it from the principle of reproductive liberty. The definition of 

procreative liberty then is the freedom to reproduce or not to reproduce in the genetic sense, 

which may include rearing or not, as intended by the parties.86   

   Why is the principle so important then, that it according to Robertson should have 

presumptive primacy in conflicts? This is, he states, since control over whether one 

                                                                 
83 Ibid,  pp. 16, 18. 
84 Ibid,  p. 234. 
85 Sometimes choice of words are revealing. Robertson frequently uses words that belong to the marketplace – as 
produce, choice, product, consumers etc. 
86 Ibid, p. 23. He adds that this also includes female gestation whether or not there exists a genetic connection,  
refering for instance to couples using donated eggs or embryos. 
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reproduces or not is central to personal identity, dignity and the meaning of one´s life.87 

Reproductive choices determine the shape and meaning of our lives and therefore they should 

be respected.   

   Procreative liberty also is of importance, according to Robertson, because of the existence 

of a natural desire to reproduce. The content of this desire is described as ”transmitting ones 

genes through reproduction” 88. This brings us back to the presumed importance of the genetic 

relationship between parent and child. Robertsons focus on this is partly explained by what he 

calls the desire to reproduce. This desire is, he states, partly a social construction but at its 

most basic level it is a species urge closely linked to the sex drive. If it is denied, through 

infertility or governmental restrictions, we experience a great loss. This then is according to 

Robertson why procreative freedom whould be protected.89  

    I agree that reproduction is a vital concern for humans but is transmitting ones genes what 

is of utmost importance in this area? Robertsons emphasis on the physical (but not necessarily 

genetical) relationship between parent and child surely can be questioned from an ethical 

point of view.  What is the ethical value of the proverb ”Blood is thicker than water” 

presented at the initial page of his book, and Robertsons emphasis on genetic relationship? Is 

the genetic relation more justified – in an ethical perspective – than having children for 

rearing, even if non-biological? Since rearing when separated from reproduction and gestation 

is not included in the principle of procreative liberty, adoption is not protected – and valued– 

in the same sense it would seem. However, this is not the place to further argue that it should 

be. But it would be of interest to reflect on the ethical importance of having children in 

relation to biological or non-biological offspring.  

 To conclude my comment, I think Robertson at least could have included why having 

biological children or transmitting ones genes through reproduction, in an ethical sense, is 

more important then rearing children (biological or not) and thus more worthy of the 

protection of rights. On the contrary it seems to me, rearing could be argued to be what is of 

central importance to individual meaning, identity and dignity. Also, so far Robertson 

presents a very narrow focus on the parents. To stress the importance of rearing would widen 

this focus to also include the well-being of the prospective children. However we will adress 

the question of whether preventing harm to offspring could serve as a restriction of parental 
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reproductive freedom shortly. First we need to investigate the principle of procreative liberty 

further. 

 

The principle of procreative liberty 

  

Something more needs to be said about the principle of procreative liberty and its motivation 

before we turn to the question of what choices there should be for the parents to decide on. 

Robertson presents two main arguments in favor of procreative liberty. First, procreative 

liberty is, as we have seen, of central importance to individual meaning, dignity and identity.  

Therefore it should be up to the persons directly involved to determine whether that meaning 

should occur. The importance of leaving the choice with the persons involved should place a 

heavy burden on those who want to limit procreative choice. They must show that substantial 

harm will follow. 90 

   The second argument is of a more pragmatic kind – placing consequences in focus. Leaving 

the choice with the parents is the best way, according to Robertson, to avoid intrusive 

measures of governmental control of reproduction. This since governmental control can have 

very bad consequences according to Robertson. 91  

    The principle consists of a negative right. This means, according to Robertson, that a person 

violates no moral duty in making procreative choices and that other persons have a duty not to 

interfere. This then is consistent with how in the libertarian tradition liberty rights are 

negative. Consequently there is no corresponding positive obligation, according to Robertson, 

to provide resources or services necessary for individuals to be able to execute their 

reproductive freedom. Robertson refers to how in constitutional law, in the United States, 

procreative liberty is a negative right against state interference but not a positive right. Hence 

whether the state should also provide resources so that more persons could make reproductive 

choices is a separate issue of social justice according to Robertson, and not to be discussed in 

the book.92 That he is applying a legal focus is here apparent. It seems rather inconsistent 

though, in the light of the importance he gives procreation, not to adress the question of some 

kind of governmental obligation to make reprogenetic choices possible not just for a limited 

group of parents. This due to a principle of justice.  

                                                                 
90 Ibid,  p. 24. 
91 Ibid,  p. 25. He presents several examples of repressive governmental actions, in Rumania, China and the 
U.S.A consisting of for instance forced abortions and sterilizations.  
92 Ibid,  pp. 23f.  
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   The answer to the question of who should decide then obviously is the persons directly 

involved. This because of the central importance of procreative liberty to individual meaning, 

dignity and identity. And also because of the importance of avoiding intrusive governmental 

control-measures in procreation. But what about the questions of restrictions or possible 

governmental steering? Are any restrictions justified according to Robertson? And could there 

be any governmental pressure on the prospective parents to make certain reproductive 

choices? 

 

Could there be restrictions to the choices? 

 

Since taking procreative liberty seriously, according to Robertson, is to acknowledge the 

presumptive primacy of procreative liberty, any restriction must rely on what Robertson refers 

to as the existence of ”tangible harm to the interests of others”. 93 And there are not many that 

can be regarded as such according to Robertson. But some restrictions are called for which we 

will come back to shortly. But these harms, according to Robertson, must not refer to notions 

of right behavior. Robertson refers to how  people in a secular and pluralistic society differ 

about the symbolic meaning of actions regarding prenatal life, or of family. These issues then 

are of such distinguished personal character that a majority´s view of what should be regarded 

as ”right” reproduction or a”right” valuation of prenatal life or of family constitution should 

not suffice to restrict actions. Hence value-pluralism must be solved by governmental 

neutrality and not by democratic decision-making. Now this would presupposebly rule out the 

possibility of any governmental steering of reproduction. Or could there maybe be any case of 

urging for ”responsible choices” out of concern for preventing genetic diseases?  

 

The matter of governmental steering 

 

According to Robertson there is no need for a  governmental public-health goal nor a need to 

prevent harm. This for two reasons. First, as already discussed, the negative right of 

procreative liberty includes an obligation of non- interference due to the very personal and 

important character of reproductive choices. Procreation is of such personal importance that 

any governmental intrusion is unjustified. Second, there is no need for the government to 

prevent births of genetically handicapped children by mandatory means for the reason of 

preventing harm to offspring. This since, according to Robertson, bringing children into the 
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world, who could not have been born without being handicapped, does not harm them. If not 

handicapped they would not have existed at all. Hence there could be no governmental 

steering due to prevention of harm. However – to oppose this reasoning I think it could be 

argued that there can be cases when existence -  for the child -  would be so filled with 

suffering that it would be preferable for the child not having being brought into life. This 

matter will be adressed for instance by Buchanan et al to be analysed in the last chapter.94    

   However, Robertson argues also that as long as the prospective parents mean to take care of 

their own children, no societal financial, cost-related argument is relevant. Robertson this way 

rejects all the three overriding issues brought up by Beauchamp and Childress as discussed in 

chapter three. As we recall Beauchamp and Childress present how autonomy in the medical 

context could be overridden if for instance our choice endanger public health, potentially 

harms others or recquire a scarce resource.   

    However –a possible policy of mandatory carrier screening would not directly violate 

procreative cho ice, according to Robertson, as long as the parents in the end would be free to 

decide whether or not to reproduce. But, it would interfer with autonomy and privacy.  This 

since, the pressure and the controlling influences, on the parents would be too strong.95 It 

should be noted then that Robertson separates procreative choice from autonomous choice – 

since the possible policy of a mandatory screening only would violate autonomous choice. A 

mere freedom of saying yes or no is not consistent with autonomous choice in the sense 

suggested by Beauchamp and Childress. And if autonomous choice is not protected by the 

principle of procreative liberty  - you could question the merit of the principle. It should be 

stated though that Robertson also defends autonomy and – highlighting the negative right of 

procreative liberty – the right to reject screening. But what he actually is protecting is the right 

to say no. The opportunity with a corresponding right to say yes – as a matter of social justice 

– is neglected.  
  

Procreative liberty and the new reproductive techniques 

 

What then does the importance of the principle of procreative liberty imply for evaluating the 

new reproductive technologies? Robertson states that ”noncoital reproduction”, (using 

reproductive technology,) stems from the same desire for offspring and should hence also be 

protected by procreative liberty. Then he presents further argumentation for the right to use 
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(or not use) the new genetic technologies. He states that parents have a legitimate interest not 

only in having (or not having) children, but also in having healthy offspring. There is, 

according to him, a widespread desire for healthy children and the aim is to ”produce healthy, 

normal children for rearing”96. Robertson refers to this legitimate interest in healthy offspring 

as the ”core interest of procreative liberty”. And it is in fact this interest that gives the 

freedom to reproduce its value according to Robertson.  

   Robertson makes the rather self-obvious statement that the desire to have healthy children is 

not immoral. Therefore the ethical discussion must be about which means are acceptable to 

reach this goal. 97 Taking procreativ liberty seriously then means, according to Robertson, that 

parents must be protected from interference in their right to use technology in pursuing their 

reproductive goals. This would then also include the right to select or shape offsprings 

characteristics. He makes an additional statement that if the choice to reproduce is totally 

dependent – in the eyes of the individual/s -  on the selection of offspring characteristics then 

it is of such importance to procreative liberty that it should be protected.98 

    It would be absurd to disagree with Robertson when he states that the wish for your 

prospective child to be ”healthy” is natural and not immoral. But even so, you could argue 

that it would be immoral to reject any child that is not considered to be healthy or normal. 

This for several reasons, both refering to inherent wrongs and consequences. You could fo r 

instance argue that the discard of embryos or fetuses for very minor disease-related, 

normality-related reasons would threaten human dignity, in the sense of 

disrespecting/violating the moral status of fetuses and embryos. However – if you place no 

moral status in fetuses or embryos you could refer to how some reproductive choices would 

lead to discrimination of people living with disabilities and handicaps.  

   Also the concepts of normality and health are not as unambiguos as they might seem, as 

discussed by Karen Lebacqz in Gene Therapy and Ethics. Who decides the scope and the 

importance of what is to be considered to be normal and healthy, and which conditions should 

be considered in need for therapy? The establishment of a norm by a dominant group, 

Lebacqs argues, actually may result in unwarranted interventions from the perspective of 

marginalized groups, as women and the disabled. Lebacqs also argues that lurking in all 

genetic theory and practice is the disturbing question of what is normal. And therefore, 

refering to Roger Shinn, the idea of normality needs critical investigation she argues. This 
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since the ”imposition of definitions of normalcy will always reflect the views and the 

experience of the dominant community”. And those who are different but not powerful - and 

hence not belonging to the dominant community – stand to lose in a ”geneticised world”. 99 

    But regardless of how you might validate these arguments I agree with Robertson that 

having ”healthy” and ”normal” children naturally in some sense – very generally speaking - is 

one important aspect of what matters to prospective parents. But is it the only aspect, or even 

what matters most concerning reproduction and why we have children? Obviously there can 

be many different answers to this question. But what has to be adressed here is if the desire to 

have healthy and normal children also should be extended to a right to select whatever 

characteristics parents would prefer their prospective children to have? Robertson then seems 

to support a large freedom in favor of parental reproductive choices. But he actually places 

some limitations on the choices, concerning for instance characteristics, which we will soon 

adress. 

   It is also contradictory when Robertson both stresses procreative liberty since it is central to 

individual meaning, identity and dignity but at the same time presents the core interest or goal 

of procreation being the desire for normal and healthy offspring.  There seems to be little 

room for the liberty of the parents in setting their own goals? Most people of course want 

what is best for their children but the content of ”best” is not beyond discussion. I am thinking 

for instance of the desire of the ”Deaf community” to have deaf children, since they think 

their living represent a special quality of life. Robertson actually adresses this as we will see. 

It is time to look closer on the question of what choices there should be. 

 

4.1.2 What choices should there be?     

 

Generally speaking, according to Robertson, quality control measures are justified as part of 

liberty interests if they give some guarantee or protection against the risk of handicapped 

children, and if the parents otherwise might not reproduce.100 It also is, generally speaking, 

according to Robertson, legitimate to use both positive and negative techniques to reach the 

goal of having healthy children. 101  Having already expressed how this goal is not 

unambiguous and not without consequences we should look closer at what parents should be 

able to decide about according to Robertson.  
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Negative interventions 

 

Robertson divides the interventions into negative and positive ones. We will start with the 

negative ones including PGD followed by embryo selection and prenatal diagnosis of fetuses 

followed by selective abortion. The reproductive decisions thus are aimed at preventing the 

conception or birth of offspring with undesired characteristics. In other words it is a matter of 

genotypic prevention as refered to by Nordgren. As can be concluded by the previous 

discussion most genetic interventions are justified according to Robertson.  

 

PGD 

 

When it comes to genetic testing of embryos with following selection or discard (PGD) this 

will in the future, according to Robertson, be sought by parents at risk for genetic diseases. 

There exists no strong ethical arguments against this intervention according to Robertson. 

This since first,  embryos lack defined individuality and differentiating organs and hence have 

a very low moral status, according to Robertson. Second, if we allow discard of unwanted 

embryos (as in the practice of IVF)  we must also accept discard due to genetic traits. 

    The rudimentary development of the embryo also justifies selection for less serious 

conditions and susceptibilities of disease and possibly also for gender selection. Disregard of 

embryos due to gender is a very controversial issue, but according to Robertson, the expense 

and the burden of the practice make it unlikely to be widespread and then change the sex 

ratios in society, which would be the major harm. Hence it could be justified.102  

   To agree with Robertsons argumentation we would have to agree with him concerning the 

moral status, or lack of status, of embryos. We would also have to agree that allowing discard 

of embryos logically leads to also allowing discard due to susceptabilities of disease or 

gender. The moral status of embryos is a ”tricky” business. But I would argue that embryos 

have some moral status – arguing from a sanctity of life perspective – and thus we are not 

allowed to do whatever we please with them. Also – there are morally relevant differences 

between allowing embryo discard (as in IVF) and embryo selection for instance due to 
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disease-susceptibility or gender. You could argue that the latter practices both are morally 

wrong in themselves (a threat to human dignity) or that they have bad consequences.  

   Also, the argumentation that an action is justified as long as not occuring frequently leads to 

absurd consequences. The quantity of something does not make it justified – or unjustified. It 

is not a particularly convincing or sound argumentation.  

 

Prenatal testing and selective abortion 

 

When it comes to genetic testing of fetuses and selective abortion Robertson think it is a 

justified intervention in the area of less serious as well as trivial genetic indications (disease 

susceptibilities, less serious diseases and gender). This as long as the fetus has not reached the 

developmental stage when it is considered to have interests. The previable fetus is, according 

to Robertson, not owed any moral duties in itself since it does not yet have interests. Also, a 

right to use prenatal diagnosis and terminate pregnancies is justified since abortion is morally 

acceptable hence also selective abortion must be. The decision whether to continue a 

pregnancy or not then is a matter of personal choice, according to Robertson.  

   However, Robertson also points to the right of women/parents to reject prenatal diagnosis. 

This is especially important, according to him, since there are two technological 

developments which will increase the demand for genetic testing. First, more and more 

genetic conditions can be identified in the future and second, prenatal diagnosis will be 

routinely available at a very early stage of pregnancy and conducted with minimally evasive 

means. Therefore – to assure the right to reject prenatal diagnosis – government has an 

obligation to ease the possible pressure on women to screen and abort. To do this doctors 

should inform the women properly about risks and benefits and the different decisions they 

face if deciding to test.103  

   Let me make a short comment. I think it justified when Robertson stresses the right for 

women and men to reject prenatal testing. But on the other hand his strong focus on the 

negative right leads to much unfairness concerning who actually can make ”the new” 

reproductive choices. I am also not convinced when Robertson states that if we think abortion 

justified then we must also accept selective abortion within a large area. But surely you could 

argue that there is a moral difference if the selection is due to sever genetic disease or because 

of the wrong gender? Placing restrictions on genetic testing and selective abortions then 
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surely both could be possible and sometimes also morally called for. Then what about positive 

interventions? 

 

Positive interventions 

 

According to Robertson procreative liberty should protect also positive interventions from 

state prohibition. He makes the distinction of therapeutic and non-therapeutic interventions. 

When it comes to therapeutic interventions he sees no morally (or legally) relevant ground for 

rejecting in utero intervention (as in somatic cell-gene therapy). That is, when this 

intervention is considered to be safe and efficiant.104  

 

Germline gene-therapy 

 

When it comes to positive interventions on the embryo –as in germline gene-therapy, this 

might be, according to Robertson, a possible technology some time in the next decade. 

Interests in reproduction are directly involved he states. And germline gene-therapy might be 

used if there are few healthy embryos to transfer or if the couple have moral objections to 

discard of embryos. If safe and efficiant two main arguments could be raised against this 

intervention according to Robertson. This being concern for the effect on the gene-pool and a 

slippery slope argument stating that the practice will lead to allowing more dangerous 

interventions for nontherapeutic purposes. Robertson find neither harm weighty enough. 

Possible negative effects on the gene pool is too speculative and the slippery slope argument 

is not good since it is too deterministic. Also – nontherapeutic enhancement might not be so 

clearly horrific that preventing it justifies restrictions on the right to alter embryos. 

Enhancement could be sought out of love and concern, Robertson states, and hence not be 

more harmful than postnatal enhancements.105 I think Robertson makes a good point. But the 

opposite can also be said and furthermore good intentions do not necessarily lead to the 

intended good result or give the intended consequences. Therefore we could argue for the 

need of some kind of social regulation and for restrictions. 

 

Nontherapeutic enhancement 

 

                                                                 
104 Ibid,  p. 160. 
105 Ibid,  p. 166. 
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Now, as a matter of fact, not everything falls under what Robertson refers to as the core value 

of procreative liberty, being the goal to produce a healthy, normal child. Therefore, actions 

that aim to produce offspring that are more than normal, less than normal or replicas (cloning) 

of other human genomes – would not fall within procreative liberty. This because it would 

deviate too far from the experiences that make reproduction a valued experience, Robertson 

states. 

   However, when it comes to nontherapeutic enhancement his answer is not totally clear. 

Robertson both expresses the standpoint that it could be protected and that it could not.106  

And if not protected by procreative freedom, it could still be protected as part of parental 

discretion, he argues.107 

   When it comes to what Robertsons describes as intentional diminishment the argument goes 

that it should not be protected by procreative liberty since the reproductive interests that are 

ordinarily valued are so diminished in this case. Robertson takes the example of deaf parents 

wanting deaf children. This interest deviates too far from the goal to produce a healthy and 

normal child. The child is also, according to Robertson in this way denied a treatment 

essential for her or his future functioning in society. To this I would just add the comment that 

a persons functioning in society of course also depends on how society adjusts to for instance 

deaf persons.  

   Robertson then makes some conclusive remarks concerning his view. Procreative liberty 

should include the right to select or shape offsprings characteristics because of the great 

importance the outcome has on decisions regarding reproduction. If it is legitimate for parents 

to want healthy children it is also legitimate to use negative and positive techniques to achieve 

that end. Healthy offspring is central to reproductive choices. But there are limits –Robertson 

presents three limitations/restrictions. First, there should be a right of people not to use these 

techniques, this even if required to confront their genetic status when they reproduce. They 

must not be prevented from reproducing despite status. Second, physicians who disagree with 

the chosen means to achieve procreative goals should not be forced to cooperate. They are 

                                                                 
106 Ibid,  pp. 166-167. Robertson also argues as follows– if the parents state that their decision to procreate 
depends on whether they can use genetic techniques to give their child advantages – and if no serious harm to 
offspring can be shown – it could be protected as part of their right to reproduce. It could be, as Robertson states, 
sought out of love and concern, and hence not be more harmful than postnatal enhancement (as long as safe and 
efficiant). If it also occurs only sporadically it would be OK according to Robertson. It could be tolerable as 
simply another instance in which wealth gives advantages. But if it occurs to a significant extent, it would be too 
unfair and not justified. Even if not considered as part of core procreative liberty – it might then be protected as 
part of parental discretion – in the same sense as postnatal enhancements could be, Robertson argues.  
107 Ibid,  pp. 165f. 
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however obligated to make their position known in advance so that the ”consumers”108 may 

seek service elsewhere. Third, interventions for nontherapeutic enhancement, cloning or 

diminishment of offspring will not be protected by procreative liberty since these actions 

conflict with values that undergird respect for human reproduction. 109 

 

Some conclusive statements 

 

Robertson is a strong defender of procreative freedom and I agree with him that reproductive 

choices  are important since they are so closely related to our personal identity, dignity and 

the meaning of our lives.  But – agreeing with this and also that we generally speaking want 

our children to be healthy does not lead to that we have to buy the whole ”reproductive-

choice-package” of Robertson, to use his own market-place related language. We do not need 

to think it justified to include a right to genetic testing and selective abortion due to disease-

susceptability or gender for instance.  

   Also, in my mind, Robertson places too much emphasis on the negative right of procreative 

freedom which leads to substantial unfairness. He also shows minor concern for other values 

than procreative liberty – which leads to a very narrow focus on the prospective parents. 

Surely also others are affected by reproductive choices. In first hand the prospective child but 

also society.  

 

4.1.3 Analytical questions in short 

Who should decide? 

 

In Robertsons mind then the parents – or the persons directly involved  - should alwas decide. 

Their reproductive choices should be protected as liberty rights and not interfered with. 

Procreative liberty gives them a chance to define themselves through reproduction. The 

guiding principle – the principle of procreative liberty – hence should be given presumptive 

priority in all conflicts. Procreative liberty is given such emphasis since control over 

reproduction is central to personal identity, dignity and the meaning of ones life. This also 

because of the existing desire to reproduce, to pass on ones genes to the next generation. 

Leaving the choice with the parents also is the best way to avoid intrusive governmental 

control.  

                                                                 
108 Ibid,  p. 172. 
109 Ibid,  pp. 169-172. 
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Should there be any governmental steering? 

 

There is no need for a public health goal. Procreation is of such personal importance. Also no 

governmental steering due to the prevention of harm is needed. There is then no need to 

prevent the births of genetically handicapped children since no harm is done to them through 

coming into existence. Also no financial, societal argumentation is relevant as long as the 

parents intend to take care of their children. 

   However Robertson also states that a possible policy of mandatory carrier screening would 

not violate procreative choice if  the individuals in the end have the right to say yes or no to a 

possible intervention. But mandatory screening would interefere with autonomy. In the eyes 

of Robertson then procreative liberty is more important than autonomous reproductive choices 

which would emphasise both negative and postive aspects of reproductive rights.  

 

What choices should there be and should there be any  restrictions? 

 

Many reproductive choices are protected by the principle of procreative liberty according to 

Robertson. Inidividuals have a legitimate interest in having healthy and normal offspring for 

rearing and hence parents should be protected from interference in their right ot use 

technology to pursue their reproductive goals. This would then also include a right to select or 

shape offsprings characteristics and quality control measures hence are justified. 

   There are no strong ethical argumentations against PGD. If we allow discard of embryos in 

the IVF process we must also accept discard of embryos due to genetic traits. Also the 

embryos have a very minor – or no – moral status.  

   Prenatal testing and selective abortion is justified in the area of less serious as well as trivial 

genetic indications. It might also be justified concerning gender selection, this as long as the 

fetus has not yet reached the developmental stage when it can be considered to have interests. 

The fetus before this is not owed any moral duties in itself according to Robertson. Also, 

since abortion is morally acceptable, so must also selective abortion be. 

   Somatic cell gene therapy is ethically unproblematic – if safe and efficiant. Germline gene 

therapy can be justified – when safe and efficiant.  

   Nontherapeutic enhancement on the other hand might not be protected by procreative 

liberty. This since it does not naturally fall under the core value of producing a normal, 
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healthy child for rearing. If the actions aim to produce children that are more than normal or 

less than normal – as for instance ”producing” deaf children – they are not justified.  

   There should be very minor restrictions Robertson argues. This since the importance of 

procreative liberty places a heavy burden on those that would limit the choices. They must 

show that substantial harm will follow. Hence no notions of ”right” reproductive behavior or 

about ”right” valuation of prenatal life should suffice to place restrictions on the choices. 

Value-pluralism must be dealt with through governmental neutrality.  

   However actions that aim to produce offsprings more than normal, less than normal or 

replicas of others human genomes should not be protected by procreative liberty. But some 

practices might on the other hand fall under the protection of parental discretion.  

 

How should restrictions/steering be implemented? 

 

Robertsons main focus is the negative reproductive right of non-interference which should be 

protected by law.  Otherwise his position is not totally clear. However the way he argues does 

not point in any direction of using legal enforcement to restrict choices or even less steer 

choices in any particular direction. I have not found that he directly adresses the non-

directiveness policy in genetic counseling. But drawing conclusions from his argumentation 

he would be a strong supporter of value-neutrality and non-directiveness. 

  

CHAPTER FIVE 

5.1  Carson Strong  

 

Carson Strong is placed by Nordgren in the group representing the third prototypical view. In 

this group ethicists belong who represents a limited autonomy position where restrictions on 

parental choices are argued for - making room for other concerns than the rather narrow focus 

on the procreative liberty of individuals. However, after reading Strong, I find much of his 

reasoning in line with Robertson. But – there are some relevant and interesting similarities as 

well as differences worth presenting and discussing.  

   In his book Ethics in reproductive and perinatal medicine. A new framework Strong 

adresses reprogenetic issues through presenting what he calls a ”new framework”110. 

According to Strong  to reach justifiable resolutions in reproductive issues we need an ethical 

                                                                 
110 Strong, Carson, Ethics in Reproductive and Perinatal Medicine, Yale University Press, 1997,  p.  8. 
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framework that will help to weigh the interests of procreators and offspring. This since the 

interest of these both parties are always part of new reproductive issues. However, there can 

also be additional values at stake – but the interests of both offsprings and procreators we 

cannot avoid to adress, he argues.111  

   Strongs framework contains three components. First, he makes an exploration and 

assessment of the significance of reproductive freedom. Second, he adresses the interests of 

offspring through presenting a view concerning the moral status of offspring during different 

stages of development. We can then decide on possible obligations of the procreators in 

relation to this. Third, Strong argues that an approach of assigning priorities to conflicting 

values must be made. Strongs suggestion is that we should apply a casuistic approach leaving 

room also for policy questions. However presenting his casuistic approach, though interesting, 

would take us too far from the scope of this thesis.   

   Strong presents critic of Robertson on two accounts. First, Robertson does not provide a 

systematic account of the moral status of preembryos, embryos and fetuses. Second, he 

adresses mainly issues of state-interference and policy but does not adress clinical issues. This 

then is what Strong intends to do.112  

 

5.1.1 Who should decide? 

 

According to Strong the choices should almost always be in the hands of the parents.  As 

stated before there are much similarities with Robertson. Strong does not think there should 

be any governmental steering in the sense of trying to put some kind of ”pressure” on parents 

to make certain choices. And he is consistent with Robertson regarding the standpoint that he 

thinks physicians should have a right to refuse requests for testing and selection that goes 

contrary to their own values and conscience. However Strong emphasizes that it should be 

pointed out to them that this approach is inconsistent with the practice of non-directiveness in 

genetic counseling. This policy refers to how the geneticist should remain objective and 

value-neutral and assiste the parents in making the best choice in light of their own wishes 

and values.113 Here you can find a differense compared to Robertson. Strong emphasizes more 

the importance of helping parents to make informed and well-considered choices.  

                                                                 
111 Ibid,  pp. 3f. 
112 Ibid,  p. 5. 
113 Ibid,  p. 146. 
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   Why then should it be up to the parents to decide? The arguments that support the 

reproductive autonomy of the parents are very similar to Robertsons.  Robertson supports the 

standpoint that procreative liberty should have a presumptive primacy where Strong supports 

a ”weighty” prima-facie moral right to reproduce. Strong however also is much more 

elaborate when motivating and justifying parental reproductive freedom. 114 This reveals how 

it according to Strong – and his casuistic approach -  is relevant to take into consideration 

multiple ethical values.115 And hence he argues that other considerations than substantial harm 

to others interests could override the principle of reproductive freedom. 

   Since Strong – like Robertson – places much weight on procreation/reproduction we will 

shortly adress how he defines reproduc tive freedom. What is procreation according to Strong? 

He defines it in a similar way as Robertson meaning begetting, gestating and rearing. Just as 

Robertson he states that the desire for genetic offspring runs deep in our culture.116 However, 

as discussed in connection with the argumentation of Robertson, it could be argued that not all 

our desires necessarily are praiseworthy or ethical and therefore worthy to serve as foundation 

for an ethical principle. In some contrast to Robertson though, and in a much more clarifying 

way, Strong tries to show how this desire is rational and therefore justified. Strong argues that 

the desire for genetic offspring can be a source of valuable experience. Raising our ”own 

children”117(refering to a genetic relationship) can be an important experience and procreation 

does in this sense contribute to our self- identity and self- fulfillment. Therefore it is rational to 

desire children of your own. However he also states that this does not imply that we ought to 

desire genetic offspring, just that there are good reasons for justifying the desire and giving it 

weight. Since raising ”our own” children can involve important special experiences that differ 

from, but not necessarily are more valuable than, those associated with rearing adopted 

children, reproductive freedom is justified.118  

   To present what he refers to as defensible reasons for having genetic offspring, Strong 

presents six reasons – in a more elaborate manner than Robertson. 119 And as stated, he also is 

more interested in justifying the original ”desire” to procreate, thinking its 

psychological/social origin not being enough to justify it. It is enough to say that Strong – in a 

                                                                 
114 Ibid,  pp. 24, 56. 
115 Ibid,  p. 2. 
116 Ibid,  pp. 13f. 
117 Ibid,  p. 14. 
118 Ibid,  pp. 18, 22. 
119 Ibid,  p. 79. Strong refers to how procreation involves participaton in the creation of a person; how it can be 
an affirmation of mutual love; contribute to sexual initmacy; provide a link to future persons; result in the 
experience of pregnancy and childbirth; and involve the experience of child rearing. 
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much more convincing way than Robertson – tries to elaborate why the ”desire” for genetic 

offspring should be justified and serve as the foundation of a principle of procreative freedom.  

   Now, also Strong talks of rights – since he thinks them important in reproductive ethics. 

This partly since we need to decide whether the state should restrict individual liberties he 

argues. But he also stresses that a plurality of values are relevant (taking into consideration 

harms, benefits, responsibilites, virtues, and features of relationships like caring and fidelity) 

making room for more in the ethical reflection than talk of rights. He states that he wants to 

avoid the two extreme positions of only considering rights and not wanting to discuss them at 

all.  

   However his position comes down to that there is a negative right to reproduce– just as 

Robertson states. Strong argues that there exists a prima facie moral right of noninterference 

with the freedom to procreate, based on respect for persons.120 The justification of this right 

then, is made by refering to the ”somewhat vague but helpful”121 Kantian imperative of 

treating others as ends in themselves and never merely as means. Rights are closely connected 

with the Kantian concept of respect for persons he argues. This respect means that a non-

interference of reproduction is a requirement of treating persons as ends in themselves, with 

dignity and full moral standing. Strong also refers to strong moral intuitions that suggest to us 

that interference with reproductive freedom is wrong. 122  

   I find that Strong with more care tries to justify a principle of respecting procreative 

freedom and that he also presents a stronger argumentation for the autonomy of the parents 

and their right to make autonomous choices. However Strong states that he wants to bring 

more to the ethical discussion than ”merely” rights – and he initially states that he wants to 

consider conflicts of interests between procreators and offspring. 123 This since that the 

reproductive freedom of the parents sometimes could come in conflict with the interests of the 

child according to him. However – I do not think the way he adresses this issue is very 

convincing. Both Strong and Robertson do not elaborate the question of a possible conflict of 

interest between prospective parents and child. The way Strong – presenting his new 

framework – adresses the question of offspring interests is by presenting a very detailed 

description of the changing moral status of the preeymbryo, embryo and fetus and the 

corresponding parental obligation. This then leads to a very strong focus on the autonomy of 

the parents. I have not found that he adresses any questions of interests of the prospective 

                                                                 
120 Ibid,  p. 79. 
121 Ibid,  p. 24. 
122 Ibid,  pp 24f. 
123 Ibid,  p. 3. 
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child – the child the embryo will eventually become.  Therefore the discussion of possible 

conflicts of interests is very limited.  However it should be noted that he states that rearing – 

although recognized as one aspect of procreation – concerns postnatal issues which will not 

be adressed in the book. He argues that the relevant topic to discuss – concerning procreators 

duty to offspring – is the obligations that procreators have before and during gestation. 124 

However I think you could argue that there are good reasons also to include obligations to the 

prospective child the embryo/fetus eventually will become.  

   How then does Strongs weighing of interests between procreators and offspring become 

concrete when it comes to what reproductive choices  - and possible restrictions – there 

should be?   

 

 5.1.2  What choices should there be?  

 

Strong separates freedom to procreate in a stricter sense from a broader sense. The former 

consists of a freedom to– or not to -  procreate. Freedom to procreate in a broader sense 

includes freedom to make additional decisions associated with ones procreation. This can for 

instance mean the freedom to select genetic characteristics of children. The interventions 

Strong discuss are selective abortion after prenatal testing and PGD.  

 

Prenatal testing and selective abortion 

 

When Strong discusses the issue of prenatal testing for instance concerning minor diseases 

and nondisease characteristics, his main focus is that the suggested position should – as much 

as possible – support and promote the parents self-determination.  125  This would also include 

the right not to procreate. This makes him take the following position: testing and selective 

abortion should be justified within the whole disease area. This supports the broader 

definition of procreative freedom. Strong then thinks that it is justified not only having a right 

to procreate (or not), but that it should be justified making additional choises associated with 

                                                                 
124 Ibid,  p. 62, 80.  He recognizes an obligation to act beneficient toward the offspring which includes an 
obligation to protect the offspring from harm. This obligation then is mediated by the fetus´s moral status. And 
in general terms, he states, the greater the moral status – the greater the strength of the obligation. This will lead 
to that what he refers to as the conferred moral standing of the fetus sometimes leads to that abortion on demand 
is not ethically justifiable. However he also states that we should separate morality from law-making. Therefore 
– recognizing that something is not illegal  must not also mean that it is ethically justified. 
125 Ibid,  p. 137. 
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reproduction. If  prenatal testing would be restricted, this freedom in the broad sense would be 

denied.  

    Also, to restrict the possibility of prenatal testing would constitute a restrained autonomy – 

because the parents then have been denied information that could be relevant to their 

reproductive decision – in the light of their own values and goals. Informed voluntary choices, 

Strong argues, promote self-determination and therefore information about child-bearing risks 

are of vital importance for the prospective parents autonomous choices. 126 

   Strong actually, as opposed to Robertson – makes much more reference to the principle of 

autonomy and the importance of autonomous choice. He also connects reproductive choices 

with autonomous choices – highlighting how merely the possibility to say yes or no is not 

sufficient. His understanding therefore is more in coherence with Beauchamp & Childress 

discussion of autonomy and autonomous choice. 

   Another thing that promotes parental reproductive autonomy of couples, in the eyes of 

Strong,  is the practive of non-directiveness in genetic counseling which Strong thinks of 

utmost importance.127 This then has bearing on how the implementation of possible 

restrictions should be made. Strong argues that it is important that the genetic counselor stay 

with the policy of non-directivness and value neutrality since this is the best way to help 

couples make informed choices in coherence with their own valuesystem. The policy of non-

directiveness therefore also will promote their autonomous choices.  

   However, I would add that for a couple to be able to choose also not to abort a child with a 

genetic disorders you could argue that there is need of societal support. You could also argue 

that society should have a positive obligation to protect individuals/couples from social and 

economical pressure to abort. I have not found that these issues are adressed by Strong. 

Therefore – you could question if the parents really have an autonomous choice – meaning the 

opportunity to choose freely – if not also these questions are adressed. 

 

Genetic testing within the disease area 

 

Now Strong thinks that testing should be justified within the whole disease area. This is 

correlated to how he presents the moral stand ing of the fetus and the corresponding 

procreative obligations.128 The procreators duty to their offspring, according to Strong, is 

                                                                 
126 Ibid,  pp. 140f. 
127 Ibid,  p. 138. 
128 Ibid,  pp. 3, 80f. He gives a very elaborated presentation  - also presented as part of his ”new ethical 
framework”  He tries to make a systematic account of the fetus moral status based on consequentalist arguments. 
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mediated by the fetuses moral status. 129 The higher status the stronger obligation to act 

beneficently towards the fetus. According to Strong , who bases his argumentation concerning 

the moral status of fetuses and embryos on consequentialist arguments, ”normal infants 

should have a conferred moral standing equivalent to normative personhood”130. This would 

include a right to life even though he acknowledges that they are not persons in a descriptive 

sense. But what about embryos and fetuses then? During gestation, Strong argues, the degree 

of conferred moral standing these should be given is based on their degree of similarity with 

the paradigm of descriptive persons, meaning normal adult human beings.131 Fetuses 

relatively advanced in development – as sentient fetuses near term – should be conferred a 

right to life – but not as strong as that of infants, Strong argues. Preembryos – should not be 

conferred a right to life – but only a minor degree of moral consideration based on their 

potential to cause self-consciousness. Embryos would also lack a right to life due to their little 

resemblance to the paradigm. But compared to preembryos they are slightly more similiar to 

the paradigm –and there is a slightly stronger argument of giving them a minor degree of 

moral consideration. Presentient fetuses finally, and relevant for the issue of selective 

abortion, should be given an intermediate moral status. They should not be conferred a right 

to life – but some degree of moral consideration based on their limited similarity to 

descriptive persons. 132  

   I do have several objections to Strongs consequentialist argumentation considering the 

moral status of fetuses and embryos. However I will not pursue this matter but restrict myself 

to expressing an uneasiness with applying similarity to the paradigm of a normal adult or a 

normal infant for conferring worth to fetuses and embryos. Would not this approach lead to 

that those fetuses with genetic defects (or fetuses with other handicaps) would not be 

considered valuable, nor given any moral status, as opposed those considered to be ”normal”? 

Apart from recognizing that the concept ”normal” is not totally clear the approach could also 

be argued to violate the principle of human dignity – interpreted as giving some moral worth 

to also fetuses and embryos regardless of characteristics.  

   However, according to Strong, his detailed approach of conferring moral status to fetuses 

and embryos makes the reprogenetic choices more easy to evaluate. This since the approach 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
According to this ”normal” infants should have a conferred moral standing – equivalent to normative 
personhood. The more similar an individual are to the paradigm, the morelikely it is that our ways of treating 
them will have ”the kinds of consequences identified. 
129 Ibid,  p. 62. 
130 Ibid,  p. 80. 
131 Ibid. Strong presents several morally relevant similarities like the potential to cause self-consciousness, the 
potential to become self-conscious, viability, sentience, similarity in appearance, birth and a having a social role. 
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reveals a detalied presentation of the changing moral status of the fetus and related parental 

obligations. This approach also helps understand why Strong thinks it is justified to permit 

testing and selection within the whole disease area, including testing also for minor diseases 

and susceptabilities for disease. However since presentient fetuses should be accorded some 

degree of respect this might mean that some reasons would not be weighty enough to justify 

abortions. How does Strong then adress this question? Well, he does not think it is necessary 

to restrict the choices within the disease area as we have seen. But there should be other 

restrictions which we will soon adress.   

   Strong is also a vigorous defender of the policy of non-directiveness. This policy is too 

important, according to Strong, to allow any intrusion in the value system of the parents. Non-

directiveness is also important considering the importance of placing a distance from 

historical eugenic practices he argues.133 

 

Genetic testing within the non-disease area 

 

When it comes to the non-disease area Strong argues that requests for genetic testing should 

not be honored. The argumentation he gives to support this standpoint is that some degree of 

respect must be given to the presentient fetuses. Strong also presents two kinds of objections. 

First he argues that abortion for selection of nondisease characteristics simply to satisfy the 

desires of parents it not ethically justifiable. For instance selection of gender, he argues, is too 

morally trivial given that som degree of respect should be conferred to the presentient fetus. 

However he also acknowledges that in some cultures the sex of the fetus is especially 

important due to economic or social circumstances. But in ”our culture” this argument is not 

acceptable. It serves in favor of social attitudes and institutions that work to disadvantage 

women and should be rejected. Also abortions for selection of nondisease traits as superior 

height or above-average intelligence are not justified, Strong argues, given that some respect 

should be conferred to the fetus.  

   The second type of objection focuses on possible adverse consequences of trying to design 

children. This might lead to that children would be considered as products and parents might 

become less tolerant towards the strengths and weaknesses of their children. It could also 

result in less tolerance toward the handicapped. The practice of enhancement would also 

cause injustice since it probably would not be available to all.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
132 Ibid. 
133 Ibid,  pp. 141f. 
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   Strong also recognises however that enhancement  -  and the design of children – could 

possibly have positive consequences – promoting the happiness of parents and children. But 

since it today would be too difficult to predict the long term consequences of enhancement 

requests for prenatal testing and selective abortion for the ”wrong” sex or average intelligence 

should not be honored he argues.134 

   I find his argumentation concerning enhancement convincing but less so concerning sex-

selection. He seems to open up for a relativistic argumentation where each culture decides 

what is right or good in their context. This justification method could result in absurd and 

unethical consequences. That a specific group think a specific practice justified is not 

necessarily morally relevant. Morally relevant factors must be added – and values adressed.  

   To conclude, Strong argues that physicians should honor requests for prenatal tests for 

diseases, relatively minor diseases and susceptabilities to disease – but not for non-disease 

characteristics. The self-determination of the parents is important and freedom to abort also 

for minor disease helps prevent serious disruptions to a couple´s self-determination. The 

policy of non-directiveness also protects the reproductive freedom and self-determination of 

the parents the best. It is also, he argues easier to distinguish the disease area from the non-

disease area than distinguishing diseases ”too minor” from ”not too minor” to justify abortion. 

He also argues, as stated before, that presentient fetuses only have a limited moral standing. 135  

   Strong also refers to how the  purpose of the reproductive genetic counseling is to help 

couples in dealing with diseases and that they therefore within this area should be 

nondirective. The central role of the physician is to help patients and their families in matters 

of health and illness he stresses. However – tests for nondisease traits should be regarded as 

outside the discipline and therefore refusals to perform tests would be justified.  

    This last argumentation presented to justify why non-disease genetic testing should not be 

conducted I find to be more convincing than his other non-disease argumentation. 

    As for the matter of possible legal restrictions Strongs argues that there should be no such 

restrictions other than those already in place. He refers to how in the U.S. there are legal 

barriers to the approach of providing prenatal testing only for the most severe disease. This 

meaning then that tests also for susceptibilities to diseases, late-onset diseases, and minor 

diseases is not prohibitied and also should not be according to Strong. However, there should 

neither be any legal duty to honor requests for these tests. And there should not be any 

prohibition of tests of nondisease characteristics. This partly since it would be inconsistent to 
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legally ban enhancement while at the same time permitting abortions ”for all reasons”. 136 Also 

he points at the fact that just because an act is not illegal it does not mean that it is ethically 

justifiable. We need to separate morality from law he argues.137   

PGD 

 

When it comes to testing of preembryos followed by selection Strongs answer is related to 

how not transfering a preembryo is less problematic than aborting a fetus considering the 

lower moral status of the embryo. Testing within the whole disease area then should be 

permitted he argues, including testing for susceptibilites and late onset disorders. Strong 

argues, in agreement with Robertson, that this would advance the goal of having healthy 

offspring. It would also, from the view of the child be preferable since it helps avoid 

diseases.138  

   When it comes to testing for non-disease characteristics – there should be no testing today –

but Strong opens up for possible benefits of such testing. This being for instance that a child 

with superior characteristiscs would promote the happpiness of the parents and also tbe 

preferable from the offspring´s point of view. I would argue that this is not for sure. As stated 

before, I beleive that what will be considered as preferable characteristics/traits change over 

time. What is prefered today might not be tomorrow.  

   However, Strong states, there are also several weighty arguments, as presented above, 

against this practice. Physicians then should not honor requests by patients for 

preimplantation testing for enhancement.139 However – testing for enhancement should not be 

legally forbidden. This since the mere fact that an activity raises ethical concerns must not 

lead to prohibition especially given that the concerns, in the eyes of Strong, of enhancement 

are somewhat speculative.  

   Concerning sex-selection Strong presents several arguments against the practice. The 

practice could lead to an unbalanced sex-ratio, or be considered as a form of sexism. It could 

also set a precedent for positive eugenics. However – he does not think the sex-ratio argument 

weighty since he thinks the practice would only concern a small percentage of all pregnancies. 

And the sexist argumentation is neither really relevant he argues. Parents can request a 
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particular sex for the reason of having ”one of each”140.  However the argument of risk for 

posit ive eugenics – meaning selecting characteristics that confer advantages to offspring – is 

relevant he argues. Therefore his conclusion is that we should not encourage preimplantation 

sex selection because of concern about positive eugenics. However, as argued before, 

preimplantation selection for gender should not be legally forbidden. 141 

   Turning once again to the matter of sex-selection I would argue that it could also be 

considered inherently wrong regardless of consequences or possible effects on societies sex-

ratio. It would violate the principle of human dignity – placing value in every human being 

regardless of characteristics, race, sex etc. Arguing against sex-selection from a sex-ratio 

perspective is a rather weak argumentation in my mind. Also Strong does not seem to adress 

how the practice is frequent in some places around the world – even if not in the U.S.  

   On the whole then – Strong has many similarities with Robertson. But he uses a more 

elaborated argumentation and justifies the principle of reproductive freedom in a more 

convincing manner. Also his discussion of parents autonomous choices are interesting. 

However- he does not adress the importance of also being able to choose to have a child with 

a genetic disorder or disability. Also – even if he states that he wants to adress a plurality of 

values and also consider both the interests of procreators and offspring, ultimately he presents, 

in my mind, a rather narrow focus on the reproductive freedom of the parents. I have found no 

discussion of the interests of the prospective children. This however is something that is being 

adressed by the next ethicist to be analysed, Dena Davis. But before looking closer on her 

argumentation let us summarize Strongs answers to the analytical questions.  

 

5.1.3 Analytical questions in short 

Who should decide? 

 

According to Strong the reprogenetic choices should be in the hands of the parents. This  

because the importance of procreation and the value of reproductive freedom which are 

important for our self- identity and self- fulfillment. The importance of reproductive freedom is 

based on respect for persons. Procreation also is a natural desire which can be rationally 

justified.  

 

Should there be any governmental steering?  

                                                                 
140 Ibid,  p. 151. 
141 Ibid. 
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There should be no steering in the sense or urging for ”responsible” choices. The policy of 

non-directiveness in genetic counseling is too important 

 

What choices should there beand should there be any restrictions? 

 

Strong adresses prenatal testing/selective abortion and PGD. These interventions are justified 

within the whole disease area. This because of the importance of promoting self-

determination and emphasizing reproductive freedom. Parents/individuals should be helped to 

make informed voluntary choices. It is also easier to draw a line between disease – non-

disease area than between different kinds of diseases (severe – minor diseases). Also the low 

moral status of the presentient fetus is an argument in favor of justifying interventions 

concerning the whole disease area. 

   However, requests of testing and interventions in the non-disease area should not be 

honored by physicians. This since the central role of the physicians is to help in matters of 

health and illness. Also enhancement in the non-disease area could lead to ”designer 

children”. 

 

How should restrictions/steering be implemented? 

 

The policy of non-directiveness is of utmost importance according to Strong. Geneticists 

should through this policy promote the autonomous choices of the prospective parents. But 

non-directiveness should be applied only within the disease area. Concerning the non-disease 

area directiveness is called for. Physicians also should have a right not to honor particular 

requests that goes contrary to their own values and conscience. However it should be pointed 

out to them that this is inconsistent with the practice of non-directiveness, which is important 

according to Strong.  

  

5.2  Dena S. Davis  

 

Dena Davis, born 1947, is a professor at the Cleveland-Marshall College of Law at Cleveland 

State University, with a special interest in bioethics.  In her book Genetic Dilemmas. 

Reproductive Technology, Parental Choices, and Children´s Futures she focuses on parents 
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reproductive choices and the role of the principle of autonomy.142 Therefore it is of special 

interest for this thesis. I have focused on where she discusses reprogenetic related choices, 

that is where she discusses issues of parents wanting to choose for disability and for gender, 

with the help of genetic testing and selection, as well as sperm-sorting. 143   

    Her position is liberal and her talk of rights should, according to herself, be understood in 

the context of the liberal state. Of interest for the discussion of parental choices therefore also 

is how she adresses the question on what she describes as the possible clash between two 

concepts of liberalism – described as the commitment to autonomy and the commitment to 

diversity. 144  

   

5.2.1 Who should decide? 

  

Who then should decide? Generally speaking the reprogenetic choices should be in the hands 

of the parents. The main reason why the choices should be in the hands of the parents, 

according to Davis, is her strong commitment to the primacy of autonomy. In the public 

discourse, Davis states, respect for individuals rights should remain a strong component. But 

at the same time she calls into question the established norm of client autonomy and value-

neutral nondirective counseling.145 And this questioning leads her to be more restrictive than 

both Robertson and Strong. Also, she frames the ethical issues in an interesting way. She does 

not – as Robertson – discuss reprogenetics in the framework of procreative liberty weighed 

against possible harms to the interests of others.146 Instead she proposes that we should focus 

on the principle of autonomy but apply it also to the child to be. Hence the ethical challenges 

of reprogenetics should be viewed as conflicts between parental autonomy and the childs 

potential autonomy. Before presenting this approach I will analyse more of her critique of the 

standpoint that genetic testing necessarily increases parental choices. I will also look closer on 

her critique of the non-directiveness policy of geneticists, often stressed as a necessary 

element of respecting the principle of autonomy.147 

 

 

                                                                 
142 Davis, Dena S, Genetic Dilemmas. Reproductive Technology, Parental Choices, and Children´s Futures, 
New York: Routledge, 2001. 
143 Ibid, pp. 91, 100. She adresses both selective abortion, PGD and sperm-sorting. 
144 Davis, Dena: ”Genetic Dilemmas and the childs right to an open future” Hastings Center Report Vol. 27, 
Issue 2 Mar/Apr 1997,  p. 4. 
145 Davis, 2001,  pp. 23,  7. 
146 Ibid, p. 23. Davis expresses this framework as autonomy weighed against beneficence. 
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The ambiguity of choice 

 

It is assumed in a liberal tradition, she states, that the emphasis on the importance of 

individual choice must lead to that we should increase the choices of people as much as 

possible.148 She refers to this dilemma as the ”ambiguity of choice”. 149 But, as she writes, 

genetic testing can also represent lessening of choice, as opposed to how it is often presented 

as a means to increase choice. Davis describes how making choices is an emotion- and 

energy-consuming business where you need to defend and argue for the choice you make. 

And the more choices we are confronted with – the more we have to argue for and defend our 

particular choice. 

   But a more serious critique of genetic testing seen as increased parental choice and the non-

directiveness norm, in my eyes, is when Davis raises the question if it really promotes free 

and unpressured choices of prospective parents. She describes how the existence of 

technology can be oppressing for those women (and men I would add) who are sceptical 

about abortion or who do not think a child with, for instance, Downs syndrome is 

unacceptable. It is hard, according to Davis, to resist – and defend resisting – genetic testing 

in a society where this procedure has become a routine procedure. It might then be as hard to 

choose not to have a baby with Downs syndrome as it would be to decide to have the baby.  

And as testing becomes more and more routine – the disease being tested for becomes more 

and more unthinkable and dreaded.150   

   Davis also raises concern about the unspoken assumption of genetic testing that when the 

couple learns about fetal abnormality they will abort. She refers to how Abby Lippman states 

that this could also lead to that genetic abnormalities will be seen as avoidable mistakes and 

society then may become less willing to pay for education and support of people with genetic 

problems. The curtailed choice then, for the couple to make, would be whether to ”test and 

abort, or bear the consequences yourself”.151  A final way, according to Davis, in which 

choice could be constrained is if necessary social support for raising a child with a disease do 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
147 Ibid,  pp. 22f. 
148 Let me comment that we are talking about choices of ”weight” – that are significant for our well-being in 
some sense, not about the value of choosing between many different kinds of toothpaste. 
149 Davies, 2001,  p. 16. 
150 Ibid,  pp. 16-17. 
151 Ibid,  p. 18. 
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not exist. Parents, as Davis states, need societal assistance to rear children with, for instance 

cystic fibrosis or PKU. 152   

 These scenarios then do not endorse autonomous choice as described by Beauchamp and 

Childress. I find that Davis, in a much more convincing way than Robertson and Strong, 

stresses the importance of having opportunity also to choose to have a child (and not abort) 

with some form of disability or disorder. If this choice is not possible – due to social pressure, 

professional attitudes or something else– you could question the ethical worth of having 

choice. It is not enough just having freedom to say yes or no to prenatal testing. In light of the 

principle of respect of autonomy society also should have a positive obligation to make more 

than one choice possible.   

   Davis also refers to how the increasing possibilities of testing for more kinds of diseases and 

disorders makes the value-neutral role of the geneticists complicated. Davis quotes Arthur 

Caplan who argues that the geneticists have to drop the value-neutrality approach and instead 

confront questions of what counts as disease or disorder and what kinds of disorders that 

ought to be targeted for detection and treatment etc. Davis raises the question of how the 

geneticists, for instance, would respond to requests for sex-selection and requests for 

assistance in having a deaf child?153 This then is what she will adress. But before analysing 

this we will look closer on her argumentation for restricting parental reproductive choices. 

 

A principled argument as base for restrictions 

 

Davis states that some of the requests of prospective parents will produce more pressure on 

the geneticists than the value-neutral ethos can bear, for instance when deaf people request 

help in having a deaf child. This could be seen by the geneticists as treating as a goal what is 

commonly thought of as a risk.154 This points at the need for some principled argument on 

which to base a refusal for assistance according to Davis. Such a principle then – according to 

Davis – is the childs right to an open future.155 Hence she is opposed to the extreme respect 

for the autonomy of the parents-to-be which sometimes has obscured the concern for what she 

describes as the autonomy of the child-to-be. Therefore, Davis wants to ”swing the lense 

around”156 from a focus on the parents to a focus on the experience of the child who will be 

                                                                 
152 Ibid,  pp. 16-18. 
153 Ibid,  p. 19. 
154 Ibid,  p. 20. 
155 Ibid,  p. 23. 
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the result of the parents decision making.157 The future child is the endpoint of many 

counseling interactions and if defining the client as solely the person or couple there is no 

space for giving attention to moral claims of the future child, according to Davis. 

   I find Davis approach very refreshing. Reproduction certainly is not merely about self-

definition in the way Robertson describes it, or self-determination – in the words of Strong. 

But the reproductive choice to have a child obviously affects someone else – and it seems 

justified to let the interests of this prospective child be morally relevant and taken into 

consideration in the deliberation. Too often, in my mind, the argument that the fetus or 

embryo, because of its rudimentary developmental stage – is not morally relevant, has 

obstructed any attempt of paying attention to the interests of the prospective child. In light of 

this, Davis approach to refer to the autonomy of the future child, seems like a fruitful one.158  

   Instead of seeing reprogenetic issues as conflicts between autonomy and beneficence we 

should then, according to Davis, consider them in the light of parental autonomy versus the 

child´s potential autonomy.159 Here Davis refers to what philosopher Joel Feinberg has called 

”the child´s right to an open future”. 160 When he discusses childrens rights he makes a 

division in four different kinds of rights.161 The last kind, which are called ”rights- in-tust” 
162are to be saved for the child until she or he reaches adulthood. Here is included almost all 

the important rights we believe adults have – but which must be protected now to be exercised 

later. This then, means that the reprogenetic choices parents make should be evaluated in 

relation to how they expand or limit the choices that will be available to their children as they 

grow up.163 Parents should not, as Davis describes it, limit the range of choices and not close 

exits forever. In other words, parents ought not to make decisions about their children that 

severely and irreversibly restrict their right to an open future.164  

    This then leads to the necessity of placing restrictions on parental choices. Davis points out 

that Feinberg makes his point in a legal context. But Davis is mainly interested in ethical 

arguments. Hence she is not interested in arguing for legal restrictions. Instead she wants to 

call for policies and attitudes, maybe at the professional level. Therefore there should not be 

                                                                 
157 Ibid,  pp. 5-6. 
158 Ibid,  p. 22. 
159 Ibid,  p. 23. Davies describes beneficence as the concern for the child´s quality of life and autonomy as the 
concern for the client´s right to make their own decisions.  
160 Ibid. 
161 Ibid,  p. 24. The rights Feinberg refers to consist of - first: rights that adults and children have in common, 
like the right not bo be killed; and second, ”dependency-rights” generallly held only by children ; third, rights 
that can be exercised only by adults; and finally the ”rights-in-trust”. 
162 Ibid. 
163 Ibid,  p. 4. 
164 Ibid,  pp. 27, 47. 
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any governmental legal restrictions. In the words of Davis to make room for the state into the 

interaction would be as to ”invite a bull into a china shop”. 165 But there is however a need for 

more directiveness when it comes to genetic counseling of the parents, according to Davies. 

She thinks then, that the principle of the childs right to an open future is a good base for 

restrictions, and for leaving the non-directive approach in genetic counseling. However, the 

context of this principle must be, according to Davies, the liberal state. But she states that it is 

not self-evident how liberalism deals with children, refering to L F Ross. Paying respect to 

parental autonomy can sometimes come in conflict with the future autonomy of children. 

Therefore, according to Davies, we have to adress the conflict between two different concepts 

of liberalism, described as the commitment to autonomy and the commitment to diversity. 166 

What should a liberal approach really support? 

  

The liberal approach – diversity or autonomy? 

 

According to Davis the standard liberal view is that the two – autonomy and diversity – go 

together and are complementary. By respecting autonomy we get diversity while diversity 

protects autonomy. This conclusion is not a good one according to Davis, who refers to the 

argumentation of William Galston. The reason is that the principles often do not cohere but 

instead point in quite opposite directions. Davis refers to how Galston claims that liberalism is 

about the protection of diversity and not about an ideal of autonomous choice. To respect the 

ideal of autonomous choice would lead to narrowing the range of possibilities within the 

liberal society according to Galston. While protecting diversity then implies allowing choices 

also for positions that would limit choice (like choosing to belong to communities or cultures 

based on an authoritative tradition where you are freed from the necessity of choosing).167  

   Which commitment should then a liberal respect/endorse – since she or he seemingly cannot 

adopt both? Davis states that she supports the commitment to individual autonomous choice. 

And her suggestion – to solve this dilemma – is to tolerate even communities very 

unsympathetic to the liberal value of individual choice, but within limits. This limiting context 

is the right of individuals to choose which communities they wish to join and to leave if they 

have a mind to. This then leads to, according to Davis, prioritizing the autonomy of the 

individual before the autonomy of the group. When group rights would extinguish abilities of 
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individuals to make their own life choices, then liberals ought to support the individual 

against the group, and maybe even by law. Also –the autonomy of the individual, and 

especially the child, should, according to Davis, have priority over the autonomy of the 

family. This then should lead to allowing the child the greatest possible latitude of choice 

when the child reaches adulthood.168  How is then this related to reprogenetics? It is since the 

discussion by Davis elaborates why the autonomous choice of the future child should be 

protected against for instance interests of a group, like the Deaf community. This we will get 

back to shortly. 

   Davis refers to the Kantian principle of seeing the person as an end in herself/himself. 

Deliberately creating a child who will be forced irreversibly into parents concept of a good 

life violates treating each child as an end in herself and never as a means only. Morally, 

according to Davis, the child is first and foremost an end in herself. Therefore parenthood 

must consist of a balancing between fulfillment of parental hopes and values and letting the 

child flourish in her own direction. Good parenthood requires then that we are open to the 

moral reality (even though we have children for our own self-regarding reasons) that the child 

will exist for her own sake, having her own talents and weaknesses and her own life to make. 

Parental choices that close exits forever violate the principle of treating children as ends in 

themselves.169 Davis presents a norm to capture her position: ”Parents ought not deliberately 

to substantively constrain the ability of their children to make a wide variety of life choices 

when they become adults”.170  By including the criteria of voluntariness Davis states that she 

limits her criticism to parents who actually have choices about the world they offer their 

children. Thus recognizing that many do not have choices because of societal injustice.171  

   As stated before, I find Davis argumentation convincing. It presents a fruitful new approach 

to the rather narrow concern of parental autonomy represented by foremost Robertson. It 

seems to be a way to justify concern for the child without getting caught in the problematic 

issue of the moral status of embryos or fetuses. (This could even be considered as an 

irrelevant issue). Also her proposed view of liberalism and the qualified autonomous choice is 

interesting. Particularly in comparison to the rather bleak view of autonomy defended by 

Robertson. This brings us to Davis discussion of what choices there should be; more precisely 

in this case how to handle questions of choosing for disability and for gender and the norm of 

value-neutrality.  
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5.2.2 Choosing for disability 

 

Initially Davis gives much space to, and a very empathetic presentation of, the view of the 

”Deaf community” – where deafness is not considered as a disease but a ”linguistic and 

cultural identity”172 and abortion of deaf fetuses is considered as genocide.173 However she 

does not think that genetic counselors should assist deaf parents seeking to assure having deaf 

children. She presents two standpoints which both support her position of resisting parental 

requests for a deaf child. First, if deafness is seen as a disability that substantially narrows a 

childs career, marriage and cultural options – then deliberately creating a deaf child would 

count as a moral harm. But also if– on the other hand – deafness would be considered a 

culture, then deliberately creating a deaf child with limited options to move outside of this 

culture would count as a moral harm. It would, according to Davis, violate the childs right to 

an open future. According to Davis, a decision made before the child is born that will confine 

her or him to a narrow group of people and with limited career choices violates the childs 

right to an open future. Therefore no genetic counselor should, Davis states, assist these 

decisions. This since they are incoherent with what Davis describes as the ”very core value of 

autonomy that grounds the ethics of genetic counseling”.174 I find then that Davis represents a 

more qualified principle of autonomy – more like the one described by Beauchamp and 

Childress. The ”core value” of autonomy being something substantially more than just having 

choice to say yes or no. 

     Davis also shortly discusses the condition of achondroplasia, (having a very short stature) 

and parental requests for having children with this condition. Here Davis is not as convinced, 

as when discussing deafness, that achondroplasia restricts the childs right to an open future in 

a substantial manner. It is true that a child born with this condition cannot reverse the parental 

decision but Davies is not convinced that ”momentous pieces”175 of the childs life when 

becoming an adult – will be closed by the parental decision. Therefore she presents herself as 

being less convinced that genetic counselors should refuse requests for achondroplastic 

children. How does she then adress the issue of sex-selection? 
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Sex-selection 

 

Initially she clarifies that she wants to argue against sex-selection in the absence of abortion 

and with the, unfortunately unrealistic I would add, presumption that girls would be as desired 

as boys. Is there anything morally suspect about sex-selection even if it could be achieved 

without abortion she asks?176  Is there anything wrong with sex-selection in itself. Davis refers 

to how some arguments that often are raised concerning sex-selection are population-based 

arguments. One such argument would be that sex-selection is wrong since it would alter the 

population in an undesirable way, understood as leading to very few females. On the other 

hand population-based arguments sometimes also are used in favor of sex selection. 177   

  Another worry, Davis states, is that if sex-selection would be seen as part of a couple´s right 

to reproduce – this would risk turning children into commodities where parents are consumers 

who want to have a perfect child. It could also lead to the acceptance of other requests, as for 

instance wishing to avoid short children or children with only average intelligence.178  

   However Davis instead tries to argue against sex-selection from the standpoint that it would 

violate the childs right to an open future. How can this be done then? Well, parents with 

strong preferences for one specific sex probably are, according to Davis, committed to strong 

gender-role expectations. Davis refers to Barbara Katz Rothman – refered to as a unrelenting 

critic of sex-selection - who suggests that the parents are not really selecting for sex179 but for 

gender, understood as the social role of being either a boy or a girl, a man or a woman. 180 This 

in turn, will lead to creating characteristics of ”girlness” or ”boyness”. There is then a danger 

of gender stereotyping according to Davis. She refers to how it probably is impossible to 

totally avoid gender stereotyping but the more we can try to manage without it the more we 

can give our children the gift of the most open possible future. Davis refers to the feminist 

activist Letty Cattin Pogrebin who argues that we should celebrate ”the full humanity of each 

girl or boy” instead of pursuing gender stereotyping. To view a child primarily through her or 

his gender narrows the childs ability to choose his or her own path through life, Davis 
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argues.181 The same goes, according to her, also for the future eventuality of choosing a childs 

height or musical ability. Davis argues that the new technologies make it possible for gender 

socialization to begin already before birth leading to gender stereotyping. This then threatens 

the child´s right to an open future.  

   Davis therefore proposes one way of discouraging the practice of reporting fetal sex in the 

medical context– refering to a policy suggested by Wertz and Fletcher. The information about 

fetal sex according to this proposal should remain in the lab and not be routinely reported to 

the doctor. Reporting the sex of the fetus to the parents then would not become routine, since 

the doctor would not normally know the sex of the fetus.182  

   Davis argues then that sex selection – even if not conducted through selective abortion but 

with the new technique of sperm-sorting, is an ethical problem. 183 This because it promotes 

gender role stereotyping and it also encourages parents to invest in having certain types of 

children. This makes it more difficult for the child to grow and develop in ways different from 

or in conflict with parental expectations. Policies that encourage sex selection or 

predetermination therefore should be discouraged according to Davis.184  

   However I find this conclusion rather weak in view of Davis argumentation against sex-

selection and how it would violate the childs right to an open future. Why not have a direct 

policy of discouraging – or not honoring – requests for sex-selection. Or why not even call for 

legal restrictions?  

   However, Davis proposes that the new genetics should not loose sight of what the 

contraceptive technologies of the twentieth century gave women and men. These technologies 

offered women and men more spacious futures, with a wider range of individual choice. 

Therefore – we should approach the new reprogenetic technologies with that same insight. 

The technologies should be used to ensure for our children, and for their children, not more 

constricted futures but more open ones.185     

    I find Davis argumentation when it comes to rejecting requests for having children with 

disabilities sound. However when she argues against sex-selection, refering to the childs right 

to an open future, this is not as convincing. This since restrictions, according to the norm she 

proposes are justified if the choice or action of the parents severely and irreversibly restrict 

the childs right to an open future. Does sex-selection really ”substantively constrain” the 
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childs future life choices? I am not sure of that. There could be more convincing 

argumentation against sex-selection. You could for instance argue that sex-selection is wrong 

because of the inherent worth of the embryo or fetus – refering to a principle of human dignity 

or sanctity of life. This meaning not discriminating – or valuing – persons according to their 

characteristics such as for instance sex. However neither of the ethicists we have examined so 

far does this. But it would be possible to argue that you could base Davis argumentation of 

respecting the childs right to an open future in a principle of human dignity. However – this is 

not something that Davis explicitly does it should be noted.  

   However on the whole I find Davis argumentation very convincing. Her argumentation also 

could be used to reject parental desires to choose different characteristics of their children. In 

this sense the argument would serve as a base for restricting parents use of reprogenetic 

technologies.  

   It is time to clarify Davis answers to the analytical questions.  

 

5.2.3 Analytical questions in short 

Who should decide? 

 

On the matter of who should decide her answer would be, in general, the parents. This due to 

a commitment to the principle of autonomy. However she thinks that the principle should be 

applied not only to the prospective parents but also to the future child, the endpoint of many 

reproductie choices. Her commitment to the principle of autonomy is motivated by the 

Kantian principle of always treating persons as ends in themselves. The principle of the future 

autonomy of the child then is used as a base for placing restrictions on the reproductive 

choices of the parents. Parents should not be allowed to substantively restratin the future 

autonomy of their children 

 

Should there be any governemental steering? 

 

She does not explicitly adress the question of governmental steering but since she states a 

strong commitment to the principle of autonomy she would not be in favor of any 

governmental steering. She also warns against inviting the ”bull into the China shop” – 

refering to a possible governmental intrusion in the reproduction area. 

 

What choices should there beand should there be any restrictions? 
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Since Davis focus is on the controversial and special issues of parents who want assistance in 

choosing for disabled children and for a certain gender, she does not in general adress other 

reprogenetic choices. However she emphasizes the importance of autonomous parental 

choices. This should lead to that parents also should have the opportunity to choose not to 

abort a disabled child, or a child with Downs syndrome. This would imply not placing the 

parents under any societal pressure to abort. It would also imply calling for societal assistance 

for making the choices not to abort possible. It would also seem that she would raise serious 

doubts about the wiseness of developing routine testing for more and more genetic diseases. 

She refers to Caplan and his calling for that geneticists need to reflect on what counts as 

disease and disorders as well as what kinds of disorders that should be detected and possibly 

treated.  

   Davis argues that the reproductive choices of parents sometimes need to be restricted. This 

she justifies by refering to the argument of protecting a childs right to an open future. We 

should not deliberatly create a child that would be forced into parents concept of a good life. 

The norm she refers to is : Parents ought not deliberately to substantively constrain the ability 

of their children to make a wide variety of life choices when they become adults. 

Hence parents should not be able to choose for certain disabilities – like deafness. She also 

raises doubts about the condition of achondroplasia. Also gender –selection should not be 

encouraged by geneticists. Her argumentation also could be used to reject parental desires to 

choose different characteristics of their children. 

 

How should the restrictions be implemented? 

 

Davis is critical of the policy of non-directiveness in genetic counseling. She thinks more of 

directness in genetic counseling is called for. Couples should not be encouraged to choose for 

gender and requests for having disabled children should not be honored. 

Counselors/geneticists then could refer to the argument of respecting a childs right to an open 

future. However she does not call for legal restrictions. Her focus is on ethical arguments and 

policies and attitudes, mainly at the professional level.  

   Also, she thinks it could be justified to let information about the sex of the fetus – when 

possible –stay in the laboratory and not be routinely passed on to the physicist.  
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5.3 Thomas H Murray 

 

Thomas Murray, born in 1946, is director of the Center for Biomedical Ethics, School of 

Medicine, Case Western Reserve University. Murrays discussion focuses on prenatal genetic 

testing. He emphazises the need for restrictions more than any of the other ethicists analyzed 

so far. Murray, like Davis, questions the policy of non-directiveness in reprogenetic 

counseling.186  In his book The Worth of a Child he adresses ethical issues concerning having 

and raising children. In a way more distant from Robertson and Strong – but closer to Davis – 

he places focus more equally on both parents and children. He states that he wants to examine 

the significance of parenthood (and thus of having children) in what he describes as the 

flourishing of adults. He also wants to pay attention to the practices and institutions that 

promote a healthy development of children. 187  And he stresses the importance of our cultural 

context. Apart from that he thinks it is necessary to include the context in our practical moral 

reasoning, concentration on context also keeps us grounded in the ”interests, aspirations, 

images, and sufferings of real people”.188  

   Murrays strategy then, is to explore ethical issues about the relationship between adults and 

children without framing the issues in clashes of abstract ethical principles.189 I find his 

approach very interesting – representing another angle to adress the reprogenetic isssues.190 

Instead of refering to principles then, he wants to acknowledge the social and historical 

context of disparate views about what gives meaning and worth to the lives of adults and 

children. In doing this he suggests that the social context of the marketplace misplaced in the 

area of reproduction since it threatens to reduce children to their market value.191 He connects 

the market-place with the new technologies of reproduction since he argues that their 

existence can lead to a marketing of prospective children, making them into ”products”. We 

will shortly adress this issue. Hence he is also critical of the perspective of procreative liberty 

which he thinks is closely related to the context of the market-place.192  
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191 Ibid.  
192 Ibid,  pp. 8ff. He also uses the web of tapestry as a metaphor for justification in moral reasoning, in contrast to 
deriving judgments from general propositions. The tapestry is a metaphor of context, of our cultures conception 
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5.3.1 Procreative liberty and values of the market place – an inappropriate framework 

 

What then are the values of the market-place and why are they inappropriate in the area of 

reproduction? Before adressing this let me just point at how Murray agrees with for instance 

Robertson and Strong about the great importance of children in the lives of adults.193 Murray 

describes this as an adult ”hunger”194 for children. This hunger can also be expressed as a 

need or a profound longing for children. Childlessness therefore represents a deep suffering 

since for many persons children are a vital part of their fluorishing he argues.195  

   However he argues that the values of the marketplace – which he defines as for instance 

individual liberty and autonomy, control, and choice - are unfitting in the area of family life. 

Also he thinks that procreative liberty represents a fallacy – namely the presumption that the 

choice to have a child is morally parallell to the choice not to have a child. The choice to have 

a child is to start a very special human relationship. The choice not to have a child is to 

decline this relationship. Therefore values at the core of parent-child relationship constrain the 

choice to have a child in a way it does not the choice not to have a child, a relevant remark I 

would add.196  I seems called for – concerning the decision to have a child – to take into 

consideration more concerns than the procreative liberty of the prospective parents.  

   But sometimes, Murray argues, individual liberty is important. As for instance, when it 

comes to setting limits on our conduct towards others. But liberty and the model of 

autonomous, selfinterested individuals are, according to Murray, a ”flimsy foundation”197 to 

build an ethic of family on. Our understanding of liberty as negative liberty simply is not 

particularly useful in describing the experience of having and raising children. I agree that 

individual liberty – seen as a negative freedom – is not ”enough” to consider in the context of 

family-ethics. But on the other hand I do not think that individual liberty belongs mainly to 

the market-area. What about all the basic freedoms protected by human rights?  

   Actually, according to Murray, the language of rights has shortcomings in the sphere of 

family life. The language of rights is appropriate when for instance justifying state 

internventions in the sphere of family. This as when there is a threat of possible harm to the 
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child. But, we cannot analyse family ethics in terms of rights he argues. This since rights are 

closely related to the concepts of property and contract which is ill- fitting.198  

   However – I think he is making a rather harsh judgment. Surely rights belong not only in the 

context of the market place, or when talking of property and contracts. Human-rights is for 

instance a highly relevant tool when adressing injustices and violations of human dignity. And 

rights could also – in a fruitful manner – be used in the context of families as Davis has 

shown. However, I agree with Murray in the rather obvious statement that family- life is not 

only a matter of rights. And the way he adresses also other relevant aspects and values is a 

major advantage of his argumentation, in my mind.  

     However, he argues further that the emphasis on control and choice does not fit well with 

our understanding of families. This since families belong to the realm of unchosen 

obligations. Therefore – autonomous choice as fundamental requirement for moral obligation 

in the context of family is not fitting. Good families are characterised more by acceptance 

than control. We choose to have a child – but not this particular child – and as offspring, we 

certainly do not choose our parents.199 I think he makes good points. However reprogenetics 

can be understood as making it possible to choose to have – or perhaps more accurately not to 

have  -  a particular child. How then does he adress this?   

   Well, according to Murray we cannot solely resolve questions of alternative means of 

reproduction with appeal to individual autonomy or reproductive liberty. We must take into 

account also factual as well as other moral considerations in our practical moral judgments. 

Therefore we should not reason in terms of contract and market or use individual liberty and 

choice weighed against probable harms. The question of ”who is harmed” is simply 

unsatisfactory. 200 The question to be posed instead should be if the alternative means of 

creating children support or interfere with what we value in family and about parenthood?201  

   However, Murray states, to protect ”the few against the tyranny of the majority”202, the law 

may have to permit – in the name of liberty – some practices we believe are unwise. But  if 

commercializing reproductive practices threatens cultural meanings and institutions, then we 

do not have to welcome these practices out of respect for political liberty, he argues. This 

could be a reason for restricting parental reproductive choices according to Murray. Then, 
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acccording to Murray, the uncritical celebration of procreative liberty and other marketplace 

values in reproduction, is a threat to what we value about families.203  

   Let me conclude stating that I interpret his argumentation in the way that the ”values of the 

market place” and individual liberty rights are inappropriate and insufficient in the 

reproductive context. This since they threaten cultural meanings and institutions which are 

necessary for promoting the wellbeing of children and parents – which should be the ultimate 

goal also of prenatal genetic testing. Thereby the autonomy of the parents have to be restricted 

and sometimes overruled by these societal values.  I am, as already stated, attracted to 

Murrays approach of bringing more values into the discussion of reprogenetics than the rather 

narrow focus of parental procreative liberty. And a shared value-system of some kind might 

be needed for the sake of well-being of children as well as parents.  

   But, there is one major obstacle to Murrays reasoning in my mind. Does there really exist a 

shared understanding about what we value about family, children and parenthood? Can we 

presuppose shared values in a value-pluralistic society? And should we? It would seem rather 

shaky and unstable to base a policy on the cultural meaning of the value of children and the 

meaning of parenthood.  

   Against this however you could argue that even if there is no shared understanding we – as 

a society - could still try to find a way to reach an agreement about what should count as ”the 

best” understanding of parenthood and the worth of children, which then would serve as a 

guiding principle concerning genetic testing. But how would this be done? In later sections we 

will see what Murrays proposal is. First though we need to adress his argument concerning 

prenatal testing and the issue of perfectibilism.  

  

5.3.2 Prenatal testing and the issue of perfectibilism 

 

Murray refers to a general concern among people that the new genetic technologies – such as 

prenatal testing – will be used in pursuit of a ”perfect child”204. He also states that perfection 

might have different meanings, giving the example of deaf parents wishing for deaf children 

as we have previously discussed. However the main concern for Murray is not the content of 

”perfection” but the possible impact of this quest on, what he refers to as, the meaning of 

parenthood.  This concern is becoming more urgent, he states, since genetic testing soon 
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might be achieved through a simple procedure, drawing blood from a woman´s arm and thus 

be more available.205 Also the amount of genetic information that can be provided by prenatal 

testing is expanding very fast. Murray describes the situation as ”an advancing wave of 

genetic information about to engulf us”206. He describes how prenatal testing was created as a 

way for couples to avoid the birth of children with significant or devastating problems. But 

now – with the increasing opportunities of testing – and the already existing cultural praxis to 

abort female fetuses– it is time to look closer at the moral foundations of prenatal testing 

according to Murray. 207  

   Therefore, he argues, we need to rethink the current ethics of prenatal testing. Murray is 

refering to the practice of value-free, non-directiveness in genetic counseling that also was 

criticised by Davis. We must not only fear some sort of eugenics, according to Murray but 

more how prenatal testing threatens to change the meaning of parenthood. He suggests that 

prenatal testing makes children products of adult choices. The question now is not only 

whether to have a child – but evenmore so whether or not to have this partiular child.208 

    He poses the question if we are better off if we regard children as carefully produced, with 

the right characteristics? Murray argues that we are not. The more we see our childrens 

characteristics as products of our choices – the more likely we will be disappointed he thinks. 

It might then lead to bad consequences both for parents and children. The parents may 

become less tolerant to standards of perfection that is unpopular at the moment. It is also 

likely that parents will feel responsible and guilty over childrens imperfections. Also other 

people may become less forgiving – and social institutions may reduce support for children 

with problems. The quest for perfection then, can mislead us and create contempt for the 

actual and vulnerable human being, Murray argues. Hence, we need to reject perfectibilism.209 

   So then Murray – in a much more radical way than Davis, challenges the ethical value of 

prenatal genetic testing. In his eyes testing seems to promote perfectibilism. And if he is right 

that perfectibilism will result in contempt for those less than perfect – both fetuses, children 

and adults - I think he has a point in stressing how society needs to carefully adress the issue 

of genetic testing, and try to prevent discrimination.  

    Now then Murray argues that different reproductive choices also could lead to bad 

consequences for people living with disabilities and diseases. One consequence of increased 
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prenatal diagnosis could be what Murray refers to as the devaluation of difference. Increased 

genetic prenatal could lead to discrimination of disabled persons– they might become objects 

of anger and disapproval, he argues. Also congenital disabilities might be seen as avoidable 

and people blamed for having them. 210  

   Murray also points at how disability is such an ambiguous concept, a statement we have 

adressed before and which I think has some bearing. Murray refers to how proponents of 

prenatal diagnosis stress the occurence of devastating genetic diseases like Lesch-Nyhan and 

Tay-Sachs. While advocates for disabled persons – being among the sharpest critics of 

prenatal diagnoses – highlight conditions that they mean are compatible with ”happy, warm 

and productive lives”211 like spina bifida, deafness, blindness, and Downs syndrome. Murray  

also refers to ethicist Adrienne Asch´s work. She highlights how biological disability is only 

one factor among many that affect disabled persons and their families. Other factors – social 

resources, attitudes and the presence or absence of physical and social barriers create a greater 

influence on the disabled persons quality of life. Murray agree with her when she urges us to 

focus on what we value and long for in the experience of having children - –and relate this to 

if a childs disability will compromise that dream. But how then is this related to who should 

decide and the matter of restrictions? Does Murray think that prenatal testing on the whole 

should be prohibited?  

   As we will shortly see he is not totally opposed to genetic testing. He states that the desire to 

avoid ”imperfections”212 in our children is not unambiguously wrong. But it is, he states, 

ambiguous. It has a dark side. Therefore – he is critical of the policy of non-directiveness. If 

we stay with an ethic of nondirective prenatal counseling, he argues, we surrender to 

individual whim the community´s shared understandings of the worth of a child, the values to 

be found in family life, and the meaning of parenthood. He even refers to non-directiveness 

not as a moral principle but as a principled suspension of morality. What alternatives are there 

then to the present approach of non-directive genetic counseling?213  

  Well, first Murray states that we have to realise that values are not beyond critique. He refers 

to the philosopher Dan Brock (to be analysed in chapter six) who criticizes the idea that 

people´s values are beyond question. If we deny the possibility of any basis for rejecting 

someone´s values as erroneous, we also must accept that there can be no base for accepting 

them as correct or well founded. So then, according to Murray, the non-directivenes approach 
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has to be changed. 214 

   On the other hand, I would argue, accepting that values are not beyond critique does not 

necessarily lead to the conclusion that we should reject the liberal approach of respecting the 

reproductive autonomy of the parents and allowing them a rather large area of choice in the 

light of their own values. We could still argue that some of their decisions would be 

unjustified and immoral. However, Murray also respects some autonomy of the parents but he 

obviously thinks that the value-system (the shared understanding of the value of children and 

the meaning of parenthood) of the community should serve as foundation for restrictions. 

What should these be then?  

  

A critical evaluation of arguments in favor of prenatal testing  

 

The way Murray adresses possible restrictions is to analyse arguments in favor of prenatal 

testing. He adresses three main arguments that are presented in favor of allowing prenatal 

testing. The first argument concerns the prevention of harm and the possible suffering of the 

fetus if brought to birth. 215 This argument however according to Murray should only apply to 

severe afflictions but not moderate or mild disorders. It is then not at all relevant concerning 

non-disease traits. Murray states that the very nature of prenatal diagnosis conveys the 

message that society believes that living with a disability is a grave burden. But – the claim 

that testing and abortion for fetal abnormality can be justified because a life with a genetic 

defect is not worth living is far from evident. Murray argues that  genetic counseling today 

may give a misleadingly bleak view of life with a disability. He refers to Adrienne Asch who 

emphasizes how those wishing to use the technology of prenatal testing should receive 

substantially more information about what it can be like to live with disability than they now 

get. The cases when the suffering is considered to be so great that the child would be ”better 

off not being born” in reality then are not frequent, according to Murray. 216 

   Against this you could argue, as does for instance Robertson and Strong – that it should be 

part of the individuals reproductive freedom to decide themselves what constitutes both a life 

worth living for the prospective child but probably more so what constitutes too grave 

burdens on the prospective parents life-situation. However, maybe Murray has a relevant 

point in stressing that refering to preventing harm should probably more often be directed to 
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the parents and not to the child, since very severe genetic diseases are not that frequent. 

Murrays  suggestion of giving information to the parents also about what it can be like to live 

with disabilities I think is sound.  

   The second argument in favor of prenatal testing goes that prenatal testing to avoid seriously 

”afflicted” children is justified since it can have a grave impact on the family (parents and 

siblings). But according to Murray there are limitations to this argument. It must not 

necessaribly be bad for siblings to have a disabled sister or brother. Murray describes how 

they can achieve virtues like caring and unselfishness through having a disabled sibling. Also 

– the burdensomeness of disabled children is interrelated to the kind of support the family 

could get from the community. This leads Murray to take the standpoint that the justification 

of the argument applies only when the conditions are very severe and demanding – and only 

in the context of a society reluctant to assist families.217  

   The third argument, and the one that is the main defense for non-directive counseling 

according to Murray is a ”new” understand ing of the meaning of parenthood. This is the quest 

for perfectibilism. This argument, which he is very critical of, gives the prospective parents 

moral permission to seek a child as ”perfect” as possible, in relation to their own 

understanding of what is ”perfect”. 218 We can conclude then that Murray thinks requests for 

prenatal testing in many cases are not justified. Let us look at his standpoint more closely.  

 

5.3.3 Murrays proposal concerning restrictions  

 

What limits then should we place on prospective parents access to genetic information? 

Should they have a right to inquire not only about grave disorders, but late-onset diseases and 

gender? As we have seen, Murray does not think so. But he also argues that we need a fair 

way to deliberat concerning restrictions. In order to determine which genetic information 

should be available we need a fair process which we shortly will get back to. 

   Murrays own standpoint is that those afflictions that darken and eventually shroud the lives 

of children, or impose severe burdens both on children and on caretakers – these conditions 

are more than arbitrary matters of distaste. Conditions that make the flourishing of the child, 

its parents, or siblings very bleak, should be open for parental choice. Here – the prospective 

parents must be allowed the choice to test. 
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   When it comes to what Murray refers to as serious – but not grave burdens – the suffering 

argument is less strong – and the issue of perfectibilism enters – especially when we approach 

less severe conditions. Still – policy concideration ”tip the balance ” in favor of parental 

discretion he argues. The possible burdens of raising the child falls on the prospective parents 

– and especially the prospective mother. Therefore, according to Murray, the decision whether 

to engage in prenatal testing and whether to abort should rest with her. Although – he stresses 

the importance of providing community support for raising disabled children. This will make 

perfectibilism ”less of a temptation”219, knowing that raising a child with disabilities will not 

lead to emotional, physical, or economic ruin. 220 

   How then should these restrictions be implemented? Murray argues that we have to change 

the policy of non-directiveness in genetic counseling. But how should it be changed and more 

explicitely on what grounds?  First, according to Murray, choice is a good thing in context – 

not a good in itself. It is above all not an ultimate good – in need of no further justification. 

Choice plays a limited role in family life. And our cultural preference for individual choice is 

not enough. So then – this could be interpreted as seeing parental autonomy and choice not as 

a goal in itself – but as a means to be used for the benefit of the well-being of children and 

parents. Second, counselors are moral agents even as professionals. If there are good reasons 

to believe that particular choices are wrong they should say so (taking for instance sex-

selection as an example). And third, counselors should be suscpicious of the quest for the 

perfect child. It is misguided and probably will fail. It is also at odds with what is valuable in 

the sphere of family life. Examples of what is valuable in family life is, according to Murray, 

the development of strong, abiding and loving relationships in the face of our numerous 

imperfections and disappointments.  

   What then do these arguments lead to? They lead to the standpoint that we should not offer 

to provide prenatally information about traits or afflictions that are not substantial burdens on 

parent and child and the genetic counselor should use a more directive approach. 221 But who 

then should decide about what qualifies as substantial burdens? 
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A proposal for how to decide on limitations 

 

According to Murray then, we cannot leave the decision of limitations to the whim of the 

individual genetic counselor.  But we can neither leave it to the whims of prospective parents. 

Instead we need to create a social standard – not a narrowly professional one.222 So then 

Murray calls for a social policy. He is not explicit about this policy, but I interpret him as 

stating that a broad public deliberation is needed and that it is not enough with a professional 

policy nor a private, individual one.  

   In this societal deliberating, according to Murray, we must include the voices of the people 

with disablities. And the process must be fair and well informed. This means, according to 

Murray, that people who know what it is like to live with a congenital disability should be 

included. (Since geneticists, Murray states, are more likely to know of struggling families and 

grave disabilities, and not of moderate or mild disabilities or families that are flourishing) . To 

be fair the process should incorporate the perspectives of those with a significant stake in 

prenatal diagnosis and its outcomes. There could be regular meetings of geneticists, genetic 

counselors, persons with disabilities, parents of children with disabilities, and people who 

have chosen to end pregnancies because of a prenatally diagnosed condition. He refers to this 

group as a lay-professional consensus group. The group then could give a realistic account of 

disability and of prenatal diagnosis and counseling. They could suggest where the line might 

best be drawn. And their deliberation then should, Murray proposes, form the basis of a policy 

not to offer prenatal testing for traits or conditions below that line.223   

 

The result – new guidelines for genetic counseling 

 

Murray thinks that this ”fair process” of deliberation would result in the following 

standpoints.  Prenatal diagnosis will be performed only for serious or grave conditions. Sex-

selection would be banned, as would prenatal testing for other traits not linked to  serious 

disease or disability. Testing of trivial conditions would be prohibited.  But difficult moral 

decisions remain according to Murray. Should the counselors then encourage prospective 

parents on ethical reflection? Since most prospective parents would regard reproductive 

matters as morally relevant, the answer is yes Murray states.  To do otherwise would indicate 

that the issues are morally irrelevant or simply a matter of taste. To encourage the prospective 
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parents to moral reflection is to respect the prospective parents as moral agents according to 

Murray.  

    Murray states that his proposal is not perfect. However, he claims that his proposal suggests 

a better practice than the current. He states that the policy is justified since it is based on 

”relevant experience and defensible reasons that support our best understandings of the worth 

of a child and the meaning of parenthood”. 224 

   I find Murrays proposal intuitively appealing but I also think you can raise serious doubts 

about whether it is based in realism. How would the concensus group be chosen? And by 

whom? And is it realistic to think that parents who have chosen to abort because of the 

prenatal genetic diagnos would like to participate? Also how can Murray presuppose what 

would come out of the deliberation process of the concensus group? What if their guidelines 

would be much more affirmative concerning the possibility of increased genetic testing – also 

for minor diseases and disease susceptabilites?  

   However, his suggestion that the genetic counseling also should consist of some kind of 

moral reflection where the parents should be helped to reach a well informed decision – 

including knowledge of what it would be like to live with certain diseases - I think is called 

for.225 But this help need not be directive in the sense pointing at the ”right” decision. An 

approach that would help prospective parents to get as much relevant information as possible 

about what it would be like to live with a genetic disease or disability, possibly from people 

living with disabilities or parents to children with disabilities, is important I would state. This 

since, agreeing with Murray, I do think we should fight perfectibilism. Perfectibilism – 

understood as the quest for a child with characteristics in concert with popular standards of 

perfection - can lead to a less tolerant socie ty with a very narrow and misleading conception 

of the scope of ”normality”, which would discriminate and exclude those that deviate from 

this standard. It would also risk, in the words of Murray, creating contempt for the vulnerable 

human being. So then, the way Murray emphasises how we need to give the parents as much 

relevant information as possible – and this being not only medical facts and statistics - would 

help parents in very demanding situations in making autonomous choices, meaning 

deliberating in light of their own values and beliefs. 

   Murray gives less weight to the reproductive freedom of the prospective parents than both 

Robertson and Strong. But on the other hand I think he in some sense can be interpreted to 
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also stress – in appropriate context – the value of autonomous choice, implying opportunities 

to make more than one kind of choice.  

   Let us clarify his answers to the analytical questions. 

 

5.3.4 The analytical questions in short 

Who should decide? 

 

Murrays answer is that choices should be made by the parents. In line with Robertson and 

Strong he stresses the importance of having children. But – liberty and the model of 

autonomous, self- interested individuals are not appropriate to build an ethic of family on. We 

also have to adress what will promote the well-being of children and parents. We cannot 

solely resolve questions of new means of reproduction with appeal to individual autonomy or 

reproductive liberty. The question we should pose is instead if the alternative means of 

creating children support or interfere with what we value in family and parenthood. This will 

lead to the justification of several restrictions concerning the possible use of genetic testing 

and selective abortion he argues.  

 

Should there be any governmental steering? 

 

Murray does not adress this question. 

 

What choices should there beand should there be any restrictions? 

 

Murray is rather critical of extended and increased genetic prenatal testing. This could lead to 

”perfectibilism”, making children into products and risking an intolerant society where those 

”less than perfect” would be regarded with contempt. Instead we should have in focus our 

shared understanding of the value of children and the meaning of parenthood. Parents then 

should have the choices of prenatal genetic testing and selective abortion concerning very 

severe and severe diseases. Requests for tests in this area should be honoured. It is however 

important that society also provides support for raising disabled children. This way there 

would be less temptation of ”perfectibilism” according to Murray.  

   There should then be rather extensive restrictions. There should be no testing for minor 

diseases, susceptabilities for diseases etc. There should also be no testing for sex-selection nor 

for non-disease characteristics. This since we need to support societal attitudes and 
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institutions that support the flourishing of children and adults within families according to 

Murray. The restrictions hence should be based on that society need to protect what we value 

in family and about parenthood, arguing that the cultural context of what we value about 

family is of importance.  

 

How should the restrictions be implemented? 

 

The policy of non-directiveness in genetic counseling needs to be changed into a more 

directive approach. However – Murray is not explicit about if testing for minor diseases and 

sex-selection should be legally banned. I interpret him as mainly proposing restrictions 

implemented through the professional policy of genetic –counseling. The restrictions however 

could be deliberated by a lay-professional concensus group, as a kind of social policy 

procedure. The group should decide on the scope of genetic testing and of limitations. The 

genetic counselors also should encourage the parents to morally reflect concerning their 

choices.  

 

5.4 Ted Peters  

 

Ted Peters is professor of Systematic Theology at Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary and 

the Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences at the Graduate Theological Union in 

Berkeley, California. His book For the Love of Children. Genetic Technology and the Future 

of the Family  is of interest since he adresses questions of genetic testing and selection from a 

theological perspective.226  

   Peters states that his perspective is that of a Christian theologian who thinks that systematic 

theology and ethics belong together. He presents a three-fold task of the book. First he wants 

to examine some of the developments in genetics and reproductive technology. Second he 

will provide some warnings about the social issues they will provoke. Third and last his aims 

is to develop what he calls an ”appropriate Christian ethic” 227 described as an appropriate 

theological response to issues of reproductive technology. There is a great need of this, 
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according to him. For instance he claims that Protestant theology up until now mainly has 

discussed the abortion controversy but not the matter of genetic screening and selective 

birthing. Therefore there exists no Christian Protestant respons to the kind of decisions many 

prospective parents will meet in the future. This is a sad state, according to Peters. He 

therefore, as we will see, tries to present both a guiding principle and ”minimalist middle 

axioms”228 to guide reprogenetic choices. Whether his guiding principle will turn out to 

clarify the Christian position he presents - or the answers to the analytical questions  – we will 

now analyse.229  

 

5.4.1 A theology of responsible choice 

 

Initially, he states that his book is concerned with children and that the destination we are 

heading to are reproductive decisions that see the love of children as primary. 230  However, 

the way to protect and show concern for children is not by denying parents reproductive 

choices. Peters actually is affirmative of parental choices and autonomy.231 Initially he states 

that he thinks we have nothing to fear from choice, and also not much to fear from the 

advance of genetic science and new reproductive technologies. But what we should be aware 

of is the danger of commercialization – which could pose a threat to the way we value 

children. In this sense, his critique resembles the critique of Murray. There is a risk that 

children might become ”commodified”. 232 To oppose this risk – Peters thinks we need to 

cultivate an ethic ”for the love of children”.233 And its main task is to keep the well-being of 

children central in a situation where this very easy becomes marginalized.  

   However, an ethic based on ”the love for children”  sounds rather vague. To understand its 

content we will begin with adressing the question of who should decide. 

 

A confirmation of parental choice – choosing for children 

                                                                 
228 Ibid,  p. 117. The term middle axioms is somewhat problematic and not generally accepted. It was coined by 
J.H. Oldham in the course of preparations for a ecumenical conference 1937. It is described as misleading,  used 
to cover a middle ground between general statements of goals or principles and details of policy that it may be 
appropriate for a church to occupy. It seeks to find an agreement on the general direction social policies should 
take and thus guide opinion. But the term is misleading since an axiom suggests that something is arrived at by 
logical deduction from a fixed premise – which then is not the case with ”middle” axioms. A new dictionary of 
Christian Ethics, edited by John Macquarrie & James Ch ildress, The Westminster Press, 1986. 
229 Ibid,  pp. 116f. 
230 Ibid,  preface p. viii. 
231 Ibid,  pp. 30f 
232 Ibid,  preface p. x. 
233 Ibid,  preface p. xi. 
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Peters – as stated previously – sees no danger in that parents will have increasing reproductive 

choices. In fact he is very positive towards the newly developing technologies. He describes 

human beings as Gods co-creators who should use the vision of a better future – filled with 

better human health and self- fulfillment – to encourage a creative use of reproductive 

technologies.234 Now this can be worth highlighting since there are examples of other 

theological responses that denies the value of choice in the reproduction area. As an example 

the catholic church is opposed both to abortion, IVF and the use of donated eggs or sperm. 

This  since they take the position that personhood starts at conception with a corresponding 

right to life. But Peters makes no argumentation for taking away choices. Instead he confirms 

parental choice.  

   We live, Peters states, in a culture of choice. He states that individual choice and pursuit of 

self- fulfillment are the cultural givens of our epoch. They describe the situation within which 

we must live and work and raise our children. He also confirms how we enjoy the freedom to 

choose. We think of ourselves as liberated when getting choices in areas previously 

determined by culture or biology. And the coming ”revolution in genetics and reproductive 

technology” will give us increased choice in areas we before thought were determined by 

biology. Therefore, Peters states, to meet the moral challenges of the advancing reproductive 

technology, we have to construct a Christian ethic on the culture of choice. So then, part of 

Peters ethics consists of acknowledging the necessity of choice. If we would try to bypass 

choice we would fail, Peters states. As long as we live in a liberal society, we cannot ignore or 

disregard choice and self- fulfillment.235  

    But choice in itself is no ethical achievement, or an end in itself according to Peters. 

Therefore it needs to be supplemented by the criteria of choice. Our guiding principle should 

be, according to Peters, the admonition that God loves each of us regardless of our genetic 

makeup, and that we should do likewise. The love for the child should always trump the 

desires of possible designers, according to Peters, indirectly adressing proponents of 

procreative liberty as Robertson it would seem.236  But Peters also presents further 

argumentation against the primacy of procreative liberty – and parental autonomy I think we 

could add – and this through critizising what he refers to as the ”inheritance myth”. 237  Peters 

thinks that we have to overcome this myth. But what is it then? According to Peters it is the 
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”misleading assumption that the biological connection between parents and children is 

definitive of their relationship”. 238 Now we can recall that Robertson, and to a lesser degree 

Strong, partly based their justification of the strong weight given to procreative liberty on the 

human desire to pass on ones genes to the next generation. But this then would not be called 

for according to Peters. He describes how the inheritance myth has roots in ancient agrarian 

societies, for instance in those described in the Bible. And the myth, he states, gives energy to 

progress in reproductive technology. The underlying psychocultural desire is to ”pass on 

one´s genes through biological procreation”. 239 This is presupposed to be what is of 

importance in baby-making according to Peters. This he wants to argue against.  

 

A theological argumentation against the inheritance myth  

 

Peters asks what the theological stake in this myth is? There is none according to Peters. 

There is no place for giving moral priority to our inherited biology if we base theology on the 

revelation of God´s will in Jesus Christ. According to Peters Jesus presents no ”priority of 

DNA inheritance”240 or kin altruism. On the contrary. He gives as example Matt.12:46-50 

where a messenger comes to tell Jesus that his family is waiting outside,waiting to speak to 

him. Jesus then makes the point, according to Peters, that our true family is God´s family. 

Jesus asks:”Who is my mother and who are my brothers?” and continues answering the 

question himself: ”Whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother and sister and 

mother”. 241  

   Peters also refers to how God- the divine Father -  adopted Israel. Israel is not the child of 

God in the sense of being the product of a marriage between heaven and earth – as a fertility 

imagery. Israel is created, not procreated. God becomes the father of Israel through choice, 

adoption and covenant. God makes a committment.242 Another aspect that undermines the 

inheritance myth according to Peters is how the love for someone who is ”other”243 lies deep 
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within the Christian understanding of the godly life. Peters for instance refers to John Calvin 

who exegetes the story of the Good Samaritan.  

   When we think of parenthood then, we should more think of the future well-being of 

children and the choice to enter a lifelong commitment than of biological relationship. This 

would mean then, that Peters would strongly oppose the primacy of procreative liberty – 

proposed by Robertson. And also that he would repudiate part of its base – the desire to pass 

on our genes – based on a theological argumentation I find very interesting. Now the matter of 

covenant is of importance also as a criteria of choice according to Peters. 

  

The covenant – as criteria for choice 

 

Peters makes the suggestion that choosing for children should take the form of a covenant. 

Normally, Peters states, we connect choice and individualism with contracts. But a contract 

can be broken when the rules no longer seem mutually beneficial. Therefore the concept of 

covenant is more appropriate according to Peters. This, because it transcends our own benefit. 

The rules of the covenant come from God. Parents are called by God to be ministers to 

children, according to Peters. They can choose to answer or ignore this call. Therefore an 

element of adoption exists in every adult relationship with a child– this regardless if the child 

carries the adult´s genes. The adoption decision we would have to make, is then according to 

Peters the decision to adopt or not a life- long commitment to love a child ”for better or worse, 

for richer or poorer, until death us do part” travestating the marriage vows.244  

   Peters approaches the reprogenetic issues in a rather abstract way. But he does discuss 

selective abortion and genetic screening as well as somatic cell gene-therapy and I will 

therefore try to present his statements concerning the scope of parental reproductive choices 

and possible restrictions. But first we will adress his concern for the danger of 

commercialisation.  

 

5.4.2 Commercialization – a threat to human dignity 

 

Peters states that we will soon be able to use ”quality control” regarding the health and also 

perhaps the genetic makeup of our future children by using genetic screening, selection and 

engineering and maybe also in utero fetal surgery. Now – technology and choice ”quickly 
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translates into markets”245 according to Peters and therefore we have a problem. The 

expansion of the reproductive industry will lead to more people getting involved in the new 

reproductive choices. The clientel might expand to also include fertile couples and perhaps 

also couples who are willing to pay for designer babies. Then there is a risk of making babies 

into commodities. This Peters, just as Murray, finds deeply troubling.246 

   Treating children as commodities poses a threat to human dignity he thinks. Therefore 

Peters presents a fundamental principle based on observations of how Jesus behaved with 

poor and outcasts and also on the theology of the incarnation where God shows his love for 

the imperfect world. The principle he proposes is: ”God loves each of us regardless of our 

genetic makeup, and we should do likewise.”247  

   However Peters recognizes that not all might want to base an ethic on Jesus. But for these 

people he suggests the Enlightment commitment to human dignity and more specifically the 

Kantian dictum to treat each person as an end and not merely as means. This is an appropriate 

attitude I think, theological ethics can never convince anyone who does not want to listen – or 

who do not think it justified to base an ethic on scripture and tradition, or for that matter, on a 

belief in God.  

   Once again, Peters presents his central concern being that each child, ”perfect or imperfect 

by choice or by destiny”248 – receive unconditional love from their parents and equal 

opportunities in society. This leads to that he gives a certain presumptive primacy not to the 

parents but to the babies being made by reproductive technology, so that they are treated as 

ends in themselves and not merely as means for attaining some social or parental value. This 

can be contrasted to how Robertson and to some extent also Strong- places a strong primacy 

on parental autonomy and procreative liberty/reproductive freedom. An appropriate ethic 

instead, according to Peters, places the love of children first and orients all secondary 

concerns for parental fulfillment and technological means toward this end.  
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   I think the interest of both parties have to be considered. But weighing the balance in favor 

of the prospective children is, in my mind, appropriate considering who is the most vulnerable 

party. However here the issue of the moral status of the fetus/embryo has bearing. But it could 

be argued that there are good reasons to ascribe moral status since sometimes – as Davis 

argues – the future rights of the child to be have to be protected early in human life to be 

exercised later. 

   Following from this then Peters concludes, we should not focus solely on freedom of choice 

in using reproductive technology since this could lead to that commodification of children 

would be almost impossible to avoid. Instead we should focus on the content of choice. We 

need to decide on criteria for choosing what is good or right. We have already seen what the 

main principle should be to guide our choices. But the principle is abstract and vague and 

obviously needs to be specified. Other criteria Peters has brought into the discussion is that 

we should make the choice to love children in the form of a covenant – a life-long 

commitment. What more criterias could be used concerning the scope of parental choice and 

possible restrictions? And how could the threat of commercialisation be met?249  

 

The choices - restrictions due to the principle of loving children and human dignity 

 

The way we should adress commercialisation is, according to Peters, to bring the two 

concepts of love and dignity together. These two concepts, Peters argues, belong together 

since it is love that creates dignity in the humble. Peters actually argues that dignity not – as 

often is claimed – is innate, or inborn –but that it is imputed/ascribed and then claimed. We 

begin to feel the sense of worth when it is  imputed to us by someone who loves us Peters 

argues. Thereafter we may begin to own it. Worth then, is first imputed, then claimed. Dignity 

– understood as self-worth – is the fruit of an ongoing loving relationship.250   

    Dignity is also according to Peters proleptic.251 This means, he states, that it is future 

oriented. The conferring of dignity on someone is a sign of what we hope will be a future 

actuality. The final dignity then is eschatological – being our fulfillment of the image of God. 

Dignity is the future end product of God´s saving activity that we anticipate socially when we 

confer dignity on those who do not yet claim it. The ethics of Gods kingdom today then, 

according to Peters, consists of conferring dignity and inviting persons to claim dignity. Peters 
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states that dignity represents the Enligthment notion that a human person should be treated as 

an end and not merely as a means.  

   Even if we would think that dignity was inborn, Peters argues, facts are that all around us 

dignity is denied. Millions of people are not being treated as ends in themselves. Therefore he 

wants to focus on actualized dignity which he thinks is relational, meaning that it has to be 

conferred to us by someone before we can claim it. And this should call our attention since 

the biblical mandate to love one another means – at least in part according to Peters – that we 

should impute dignity to all persons in a way so that they can ”rise up and claim self-worth 

for themselves and share in the benefits of living together on this planet.”252  

   Now this understanding of human dignity is not the most common in theological ethics – or 

secular either – I would dare saying. And the analogy made to Kant here becomes somewhat 

halting. This since according to Kant human dignity means that we owe human beings respect 

since they have an absolute inner worth. The dignity according to Kant is inherent in man due 

to the human qualities of rationality and freedom. 253 Hence dignity is not ascribed as Peters 

argues.  

   There is also something problematic in not thinking that people are valuable – nor have 

dignity in themselves – apart from how other people regard them. To rely on other people 

giving us worth or dignity could lead to that some people – or quite a few to be pessimistic or 

realistic - would be without value and dignity. On the other hand, there is something very 

appealing in Peters approach from the view of the moral agent. This since his notion of 

conferred dignity demands action from us. It is not satisfactory to just agree with an abstract 

principle stating that we all are valuable and have dignity. Peters approach instead demands 

that we should let the concept of human dignity result in concrete action. Now this would 

make a better world if we all would acknowledge it – would it not? 

   How does this then apply to the reproductive choices of parents? It does since dignity must 

be conferred today but depend on Gods confirmation tomorrow according to Peters. This 

means that even a genetically defective child, suffering and likely to have a short life – should 

be conferred worth, according to Peters. She or he will be of eternal worth in God´s future.254 

What this would imply for the concrete substance of reproductive choice we will shortly come 

back to. First we will adress the issue of genetic testing and selective abortions and its 

possible consequences. 
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5.4.3 Genetic testing and selectiv abortions  

 

According To Peters a new form of discrimination can be spotted on the horizon. And this 

discrimination have similarities with the old eugenic movement – which Peters described as 

the method of family planning to improve health, intelligence and the productivity of the 

human race.255 Now the top-down approach of the nazi-regime is not likely to come upon us 

again, according to Peters. This since the political climate has changed so much. But a new 

form of eugenics might be approaching in the shape of market economy as discussed before 

concerning the threat of commercialisation. It has two directions, according to Peters, 

discrimination in health insurance and personal ”tastes for designer children”256. Let us halt at 

the last form of neo-eugenics, according to Peters, parents who wish to have ”designed” 

babies.  

     When prenatal testing becomes routine, which Peters think it probably will, and it will be 

possible to test for hundreds of deleterious genes, this will lead parents, in the search for the 

perfectly healthy child, to abort at any hint of a genetic disorder. Of course it is hard to predict 

parental choices, Peters acknowledges, but what we must expect, he states, is that choice and 

selection will occur at a greater magnitude than ever before in the reproduction area. Now this 

could lead to discrimination both of prospective children and of people living with disabilities 

and genetic diseases according to Peters.  

    Peters also thinks that the current practice to apply the principle of autonomy  -understood 

as ”the responsibility for choice”257 - to the parents and not to the unborn child, will lead to an 

increasing number of abortions. Pregnancies will be thought of as tentative until genetic tests 

has proven the child to be without genetic disorders. If the parents take in a ”culturally 

reinorced image of the desirable child” – what Peters refers to as the perfect child syndrome – 

this may lead them to try repeated pregnancies and giving birth only to those with the best fit. 

This, in Peters mind, will make the children into commodities. And those that could have 

been born with a minor disability – but with a potential for leading a productive and fulfilling 

life – might never be born.  

   This way Peters adresses the matter of the social consequence of embracing selective 

abortion. Selective abortion could lead to increased discrimination against people with 
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disabilities. It could be assumed that to live with a disability is not to have a life worth living. 

This actually, is feared by persons with disabilities, Peters states. They fear social policies 

which they interpret to seek to prevent ”future people like me”, implicating that they are 

worth less to society and maybe considered as ”unnecessary” and expensive. This would be a 

tragedy Peters state. He also refers to Marsha Saxton, a disabled rights advocate, who testifies 

that although the disability can produce much inconvenience often this is forgotten in the 

transition of living the everyday life. Peters also points at how Jesus sets a precedent spending 

much of his time with the disabled.258  

   The discussion of possible devaluation of people living with disabilities resembles how both 

Davis and Murray discuss the possible consequences of genetic testing. They both use 

references from advocates of disabled – and present critique I think must be taken seriously. 

However – this does not mean, in my mind, that the consequences could not be prevented or 

counterdicted. But the fear of discrimination and devaluation is for real and has to be dealt 

with. Society surely has to adress the possible discrimination and take a stand regarding the 

appreciation of its citizens. But this could be done in different ways. And the critique would 

not have to lead to a total ban of genetic testing. 

   Then, could the non-directiveness norm in genetic counseling be challenged, in the way 

done by Davis and Murray, to meet the possible discrimination of people living with 

disabilities? Let us look at the matter of genetic counseling. 

 

The non-directiveness norm and genetic counseling 

 

Genetic counseling is where most parents/families will confront these issues. Meetings often 

take place when a pregnancy already is in progress. Peters states that the role of the geneticist 

is to present the information about the possibility of genetic disorder in an value-free (objectiv 

and impartial) manner to protect the autonomy of the parents. But this presents a hard task 

according to Peters. The information given is not easily interpreted. Genetic risk is usually 

given statistically Peters states. Medical science then turns out not to be an exact science and 

parents are confronted with information hard to understand.259  

   And when it comes to for instance Downs syndrome the genetic predisposition can be 

clearly identified but the degree of mental retardation remains unknown. Despite of this the 

choice to abort has become the virtual norm according to Peters. He describes the current 
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practice of aborting fetuses with this kind of syndrome as a form of eugenics by popular 

choice. In the words of Nordgren this then would be parental eugenics – a genotypic 

prevention - but the parental choice could also be a result of social and economical pressure.  

    Only in three to five  percent of the cases the test reveals presence of a genetic disorder so 

severe, with a high level of suffering, that it would warrant consideration of abortion, Peters 

states. And in these cases the motivation for the abortion would be the principle of 

nonmaleficence- aimed at preventing suffering - according to Peters. But he also claims that 

the job of the genetic counselor never should be to encourage abortion in these cases. He 

thinks that even advocates of procreative liberty stand firm in protecting the right of parents to 

decide to bring such a child to birth, a position Buchanan et al, to be analysed in the following 

chapter, would not agree with.  

   Now Peters actually is not very clear concerning the role of the genetic counselor and the 

norm of non-directiveness. He only stresses that they – even in cases of very severe diseases – 

never should encourage abortion. It seems then that Peters thinks it justified to stay with the 

non-directiveness norm, trying to be as helpful with presenting the genetic information as 

possible but otherwise remaining neutral. But since Peters seems rather restrictive concerning 

the matter of selective abortion – you could wonder if he would propose restrictions or some 

kind of directiveness. But he says nothing about this. I interpret this as that he thinks it 

justified to stay with parental reproductive autonomy. 

      When the parents decide to abort, according to Peters – they often see their choice as an 

expression of love, as an act of compassion. And the distinction between convenience and 

compassion is of ethical importance according to Peters.260 This implies then that Peters think 

selective abortion should be done out of compassion for the child and only in the case of 

severe genetic disease – being in alignment with Thomas Murray. Otherwise selective 

abortion would be morally blameworthy. But should testing be presented? Or should the 

choices be restricted or questioned by leaving the non-directiveness norm? Peters does not 

give an answer to this. He is an advocate for free parental choice under the responsibility of 

choosing for ”the love of children” it would seem. But are there not any more conrete 

practical guidelines he suggests? It is time to conclude the analysis with looking at what he 

refers as to middle axioms. 
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5.4.4 Five minimalist middle axioms  

 

How should a Christian ethic approach the question of selective abortion after genetic 

screening. Peters states that the position of the Roman Catholics are clearer than mainline 

protestants who have had very little to say about abortion ethics connected with genetics 

according to Peters. He finds no protestant answer to the question if the prediction of genetic 

disease calls for abortion. And, as initially presented, he states that it is sad that there is no 

Christian readyness for the new reprogenetic issues. There is no preparation for the kind of 

decisions large numbers of prospective parents will be confronted with. Therefore what Peters 

refers to as middle axioms to guide reprogenetic choices are needed. Peters presents what he 

calls five minimalist middle axioms.  

   The first one is stating that it is better to ”weed out”261 defective or undesirable genes prior 

to conception. Genetic selection or even manipulation in sperm or ovum prior to fertilization 

is more defensible than dealing with a fertilized zygote. This since the zygote has some moral 

status- deserving some respect and protection from manipulation and discard, which Peters 

thinks there is concensus about, which I think there probably is not. However, this position is 

worth highlighting since Peters here open up for germline- intervention. Since any selection or 

manipulation of sperm or ovum will effect the germcells of the prospective child and so be 

passed on to future generations. Peters evidently thinks this is justified but not at the stage of 

the embryo/zygote. This because of the moral status and dignity that should be conferred to 

the embryo according to Peters.  

   Second, the choice for selective abortion should be the last resort.262 Prefertilization 

selection is to be given priority – also prenatal fetal gene therapy – when possible. Even 

though abortion is legal – not all grounds for it are ethical, according to Peters. A decision 

based solely on the desires of the parents without regard for the well-being of the child is 

unethical.  

   Third, when choosing for or against selective abortion the motive of compassion, to 

minimize suffering on the part of children should hold ”relative sway”263. The feeling 

compassion – which might motivate the principle of nonmaleficence – is a way to show love 

toward prospective children. In the rare cases of very severe genetic disorder - making a 
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fulfilling life impossible – a decision to abort can be understood as a form of caring for the 

baby according to Peters. But this calls for judgment. There is, he states, no exact rule which 

tells us exactly when the imputed dignity of the unborn child may be trumped by a 

compassionate decision to abort.  

   Fourth, when engaged in genetic selection either at prefertilization or abortion stage we 

should distinguish between eugenic purposes and compassion purposes. Eugenics implies a 

social scope – with the goal to reduce a certain genetic trait in the population. Now it would 

not necessarily imply a social scope if we apply Nordgrens definition where it is the intention 

to affect what child will be born that counts – and not the individual or social scope. However, 

Peters thinks that the social scope of eugenics must be opposed. The compassion -  or 

nonmaleficence principle –limited to the concrete situation of a family – regarding a particular 

child – is much more acceptable. I agree that the perspective of those directly involved is 

more justified than placing a eugenic (understood as social) perspective.  

   Fifth, we should distinguish between preventing suffering and enhancing genetic potential. 

Genetic selection based on the principle of nonmaleficence – is – in some sense directed 

toward the well-being of the child. But when and if genetic selection and engineering make 

”designer babies” a possibility – (aiming for high intelligence, good looks or athletics) there is 

a risk of the perfect child syndrome according to Peters. And quality control implies the risk 

of commodifying children. However, the risk in itself does not, according to Peters, provide 

sufficient warrant for prohibiting enhancement. But it will call for more intensified attention 

to the fundamental principle: God loves us regardless of our genetic makeup and we should 

do likewise.264  

   How these minimalist middle axioms should be implemented Peters does not explicitly 

discuss. But since he otherwise defends parents reproductive choices and states that we have 

to base the theological response on an ethic of choice, I interpret his position as discussing 

ethics of individual choice. The parents should have choice but they are also obligated to 

respond in a responsible way.  

   What then should we make of Peters proleptic ethic. What will his response be to the 

analytical questions?  

 

5.4.5 The Analytical questions in short 

Who should decide?  
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Peters turns out to be a strong defender of parental autonomy and he does not think that 

parents should be denied the new reproductive choices. He is affirmative of an ethic of choice. 

Choice is a part of our culture and we enjoy having choices that can liberate us from culture 

and biology. Also as Gods co-creators we should assume the responsibility of choice.  

   But he also thinks we should give presumptive primacy to concern for the babies being 

created by the new technologies. This should restrict the autonomy of parents – and could be 

considered to constitute a criteria on parental reproductive autonomy.  

   Also choice is not good in itself. Choice is, in his mind, a means that should be directed to 

the end of loving children – regardless of their genetic constitution. So he can be seen as an 

advocat for ”responsible” choice. Also – he describes autonomy as the respons ibility of 

choice- indicating that our choice should be directed to a certain end. This end, in his mind, is 

the obligation of parents to always choose for the benefit of the child. The interest of the child 

should have primacy over parental reproductive freedom. Parental autonomy then should be 

restricted by the primacy of beneficence concerning the child. 

 

Should there be any governmental steering? 

 

Peters does not explicitly adress this question. However he is affirmative of the use of gene 

therapy. But he would not – in light of his argumentation – approve of leaving the concern for 

the individual fetus or embryo for the benefit of a public-health goal. 

 

What choices should there be and should there be any restrictions? 

 

In general Peters is very positive to the new reprogenetic choices as long as they benefit the 

prospective child. Concerning genetic testing and selective abortion – he although is rather 

restrictive. Selective abortion should be considered as a last resort – and preferably only for 

very severe conditions.  

   It is always better to perform genetic selection and possibly also manipulation on gametes 

than on a fertilized zygote. This way he actually opens up for germ-line intervention. But it 

should preferably be performed on the gametes.  

   He is affirmative of prenatal gene therapy, as in somatic gene-therapy on the fetus. All 

interventions and possible selections should be done for the beneficence of those involved – 

never for eugenic purposes – meaning having a social focus.  
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   Concerning enhancement we should be aware of the ”perfect child” syndrome – but 

enhancement should not be prohibited. Peters opens up for possible use if done for the right 

reasons – and beneficent for the child 

   Now the restrictions are justified by the criteria of a responsible choice: a primary concern 

for the child, a lifelong chosen commitment/covenant to love the child regardless of genetic 

constitution, conferring dignity to every child. But it seems these criteria apply only at the 

individual level. Peters does not propose any restrictions – as public policy – or a change of 

the non-directiveness norm. On the contrary he stresses the importance of not advocating 

abortion in cases of severe disabilities – staying with the non-directiveness norm.  

   This way he both seems very permissive as an advocate for reprogenetic choices and seems 

to allowe a large degree of parental autonomy. But on the other hand his theologial ethic 

poses a great responsibility on the parents – on the individual level – to make choices for the 

love of children.  In his mind this would involve being very restrictive concerning selective 

abortion. 

 

In general then, I am appreciative of the perspective of Peters and how he gives primacy to 

the well-being of the prospective children. They might be seen as the vulnerable part in the 

reprogenetic choices. However he also thinks it justified to acknowledge the importance of 

leaving the choice with the parents who have to deliberate with great responsibility.  Peters 

approach could be used to defend that the choice should remain – rather unrestricted – with 

the parents, while still stressing the importance of ethical reflection and responsibility.  But is 

he really an advocat for no governmental restrictions at all? How would he adress for instance 

the matter of sex-selection or of genetic discrimination of people living with disabilities? Here 

– I think more societal action would be called for. However, this is not something that he 

adresses.  

 

CHAPTER SIX 

6.1 Buchanan, Brock, Daniels & Wikler 

 

In this final analysis chapter we will look closer at relevant parts of the book From chance to 

choice. Genetics and justice written by the renowned bioethicists Allen Buchanan, Dan W. 
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Brock, Norman Daniels and Daniel Wikler.265 This book is of special interest since the 

authors deviate from the other ethicists analysed so far, in the sense that they, at least in 

theory, open up for some public health goal of genotypic prevention. I have chosen them to 

reflect an interesting, extended version of prototype number one as described by Nordgren. 

However, they deviate quite strongly from the prototype in the sense that they are also strong 

defenders of parental autonomy while also holding that restrictions of  reproductive autonomy 

sometimes are justified.  This however make them, in my mind, of special interest for this 

thesis.  

   I have chosen to focus on chapters discussing reproductive freedom and the prevention of 

harm as well as where policy implications and the issue of eugenics are discussed.266 To 

introduce their moral standpoint I will start with refering to their discussion of different 

models for genetic interventions. In doing this I will also state what I find to be the main 

objection to their argumentation. 

   The authors present, in a manner similar to Nordgrens prototypical views, what they refer to 

as two models for genetic intervention. These are labled ”The public health model” and ”The 

personal service model”267. They also discusse a ”third approach”268. Which model then is 

prefered by the authors?  

   The public health model is not prefered. It focuses too much on producing benefits and 

avoiding harms for the group. It also uses a cost-benefit calculation thinking that sound ethical 

reasoning is consequentialist in nature. This reasoning also assumes that it is permissible or 

mandatory to aggregate goods and bads across individuals so that what matters is the sum. 

And it does not recognize fairness in the distribution of burdens and benefits to be a 

fundmental value, something that the authors think is strongly called for. This kind of 

consequentialist thinking have received much criticism and the authors present themselves 

critical partly because this ethical thinking does not take into consideration ”the separateness 

and inviolability of persons”, 269 a very justified critique in my mind.  

   The personal service model on the other hand is also problematic in the eyes of the authors. 

According to this model, use of genetic tests and interventions are services offered to 

                                                                 
265 Buchanan A, Brock D, Daniels N & Wikler D, From Chance to Choice. Genetics and Justice, Cambridge 
University Press, 2000,  p. xiii. It is a multiauthored book – and not an anthology of separate articels. But the 
collaboration has also consisted of a division of labor. Therefore the primary authors for the relevant chapters are 
presented being: Intro, Buchanan, chapter six,  Brock and chapter eight, Wikler and Buchanan.  
266 Ibid, p. v ff.The authors also discuss enhancement – eugenics – genes,justice and human nature –the morality 
of inclusion,  and take the Disabilities Rights movement in consideration. They also include a chapter discussing 
the ethical method of Reflective Equilibrium they support.  
267 Ibid, pp. 11ff. 
268 Ibid,  p. 13. 
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individuals who can accept or refuse them as they see fit. Genetic interventions then belong in 

the sphere of private choice. The model rests on the fundamental value of individual 

autonomy, where the absolute commitment to the policy of ”non-directiveness” of geneticists 

and counselors is partly a reaction to an extreme eugenic tendency to disregard individual 

freedom.  This is not in order according to the authors. The model ignores the obligation to 

prevent harm as well as basic requirements of justice. It represents a nearsighted view of 

morality – letting autonomy exclude all other values. The authors state, correctly in my mind, 

that the model only pays respect to the autonomy of those who are in a position to exercise 

choice, excluding for instance the autonomy of prospective children.270 

   If  both models have, as the authors state, disadvantages what is then their own approach? 

Can there be another model? Yes – according to the authors – most ethicists today agree that 

both models are inaccurate. But instead of making a systematic reflection they simply assume 

the general thinking of the personal choice-model and add – in an ad hoc manner - what the 

authors refer to as ”moral firebreaks”271 to restrict the free choices of individuals. This could 

be for instance prohibiting cloning, germ-line intervention or enhancement. This is not a 

satisfactory approach according to the authors. Instead we need a systematic and principled 

account of why and how the choices should be limited, the authors state. So then – that is 

what they try to do.  Doing this, the focus is on ethical principles for institutions even if the 

authors also discuss principles for individuals. They also have a long-term approach looking 

for principles that can guide us in a future where much more advanced ”powers of genetic 

intervention”272 are present.   

   The model that the authors argue for consists of trying to steer a course between the public 

health model and the personal service model, avoiding the moral firebreaks approach. This 

indicates then that they think that both concern for personal choice and public health are 

justified concerning reprogenetic issues. The model they suggest respects individual 

autonomy, the fundamental value of the personal-choice model, but presents limitations due 

to the prevention of harm to offspring and the demands of justice.273  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
269 Ibid,  p. 11. 
270 Ibid,  pp. 12 –13. 
271 Ibid,  pp. 13-14.  
272 Ibid,  p. 4. 
273 So then the principles the authors refer to would be the principle of justice and the principle of beneficence or 
nonmaleficence depending on how you define these. In Beauchamp & Childress preventing harm is  included in 
the principle of beneficence, while for instance preventing harm is included in the principle of non-maleficence 
according to William Frankena. Beauchamp & Childress,  pp 114-115. 
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   But – as we will see – the authors also open up for a role for the state having stewardship of 

the gene-pool in the interest of future generations.274 And this then, is my main objection to 

their ”model”. The key question then would be whether you can have this concern for the 

gene-pool – for better genes – while still respecting ”the separatness and inviolability of 

persons” to use Buchanan et al´s own critique of the public-health model. This issue we will 

return to. 

   But so far then the authors defend the reproductive autonomy of the prospective parents. 

But not without limitations which must be justified by refering to relevant principles We will 

look closer at limitationes due to the prevention of harm shortly. But since it seems that they 

would allow some space also for government enforcing a public health goal how would this 

be constructed? And how would it be justified – taking the history of eugenics in 

consideration? The analysis will start with the discussion of the model proposed by the 

authors – since this deviates some from the others. We will then – shortly – turn to the matter 

of procreative freedom and prevention of harm ending with conclusive remarks about the 

policy of reprogenetics.  

 

6.1.1 Who shall decide and the issue of eugenics 

 

Now the authors state that the matter of eugenics has to be adressed since the current 

revolution in molecular biology is not the first but the second attempt to ”modify the pattern 

of human heredity for the better” 275which is their initial definition. But the history of 

eugenics is not a proud one, the authors state, in an understating manner.276 It is remembered 

for bad science, race and class prejudices and cruel programs of segregation and sterilization . 

Also, and worse, eugenics as ”racial-hygiene” formed the core of Nazi doctrine and led to 

mass-murdering. Now, according to the authors we can understand the current revolution in 

genetics as the second era in which science of heredity promises to be beneficent for mank ind. 

But then it is of utmoust importance to look closely at the first era so that we can be sure to 

not repeat its evils.277  

                                                                 
274 Ibid,  p. 340. 
275 Ibid,  p. 27. 
276 Ibid,  pp. 30f.  The authors give a short history of eugenics. The term was, as discussed in chapter three,  
coined in 1883 by F Galton, the cousin of Charles Darwin. He defined it as ”the science of improving stock”.  
Societies stock of talents could be enlarged if members of families with ”talent traits” increased their 
reproduction while those with less talent in the family was discouraged from reproducing. 
277 Ibid,  p. 28. 
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   But actually, the authors state, because of the devastating result of the early eugenics it has 

been taboo to discuss the application of genetic knowledge to the ”design, management and 

improvement of society”. 278 According to the authors it is today standard to reject eugenicists 

beliefs, biases and methods as well as their values and aims. The way to do this, for genetics 

and clinicians, is to focus exclusively on the medical and on the individual. But the authors 

argue that we have to reconsider the social perspective on genetics since more and more 

people will be confronted with the new genetics and since the choices may sometimes have 

great impact on others. So according to the authors – we need to not only consider the ethics 

of genetics at the individual level. We also need to consider broader questions of justice, 

claims for freedom, questions of protection from harm as well as obligations toward future 

generations. The aim of the book then is to present a perspective for developing a public and 

institutional policy – taking relevant questions in consideration, the authors state.279  

   I think the authors make a strong case when they argue for how the client model is 

inappropriate since it focuses too narrowly on the autonomy of the prospective parents. 

Obviously the questions of reprogenetics have bearing on others. But I am initially very 

skeptical to when they want to reconsider the aim of eugenics, in the sense of ”modifying the 

pattern of human heredity for the better”. This since it would at least not be self-evident what 

the content of ”better” regarding human heredity should be. It would possibly be realistic to 

reach some kind of concensus rearding betterment in connection with the disease-area. But 

what about other character-traits, belonging to the enhancement area? What should be counted 

as desirable character traits reasonably change over time. Would it really be wise to try this 

approach? Also, refering to the discussion of ”perfectibilism” from the previous chapter, a 

search for ”better character-traits” could mislead us to become less tolerant and to show 

contempt for those ”less than perfect”. 

   A key question also is – considering for instance the issue of preventing harm to be 

discussed shortly - for the benefit of whom? Could there be cases of conflict between the birth 

of a child, embryo/fetus and concern for the gene pool? If so – would eugenics reconsidered 

lead to a moral obligation to choose in favor of the gene-pool – by preventing the birth of the 

fetus? This we will return to shortly. But of course my objection so far is dependent on how 

the authors define the aim of eugenics since obviously the authors are very critical – and as 

horrifyed as everyone else - of the disrespectful and violant history of eugenics.  

                                                                 
278 Ibid,  p. 304. 
279 Ibid,  p. 305. 
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   The authors refer to the core notion of eugenics as beleiving that peoples lives will probably 

go better if they have genes conductive to health and other advantageous traits. The authors 

continue saying that this core notion of eugenics has lost little of its appeal. Eugenics – in this 

limited sense – could be useful, the authors seem to think. The task today then is, to let the 

pursuit of genetic health and enhancement be guided by requirements of justice. They end 

their discussion with stating that the motivation of the eugenic program that could be kept – is 

to give future generations genes that might enable their lives to go better. This could even be 

considered to be morally required if we can pursue it justly.280 

   Now my main objection to this would be that the point is not whether the eugenic goal is 

pursued justly. But the main point is whether we think the eugenic goal justified and wise. In 

this sense then the main objection to eugenics of the ”old type” (implying racist bias, coercion 

etc) would not be that it was pursued unjustly – but that it violated human dignity. This since 

its core notion presupposes the idea of a normative human (biological) ideal which all human 

beings should live up to. The ideal chosen of the early eugenic-movement turned out to have 

fatal consequences for those not falling within its scope. But maybe I am overemphasizing the 

danger of the ”old eugenics”. Maybe ”eugenics reconsidered” could be exercised without 

violating human dignity? Maybe we could unite around a medical ideal – and try to pursue 

this by genetical means – as a public-health policy. Still though I am skeptical if it is called 

for – not only for ethical reasons but also in light of what genetics – and gene therapy - is 

capable of today. This also considering the importance of not overemphasizing the importance 

of genes concerning both disease and enhancement (instead realizing the complexity of their 

interaction with other biological functions and with environment) trying to avoide an 

approach of genetic determinism. Questions remaining to be answered then would be if 

mankind really is in need of genetic improvement? Does ”better” genes necessarily lead to a 

better life? And how important are our genes for the quality of our lives?  However adressing 

these questions in a more substantial matter leads us outside the scope of this thesis. My 

intention here has just been to raise serious questioning concerning the wiseness of 

reconsidering any goal of eugenics. This because stating a human ideal to be pursued could 

violate the dignity of both persons, embryos and fetuses – since it would seem to argue 

against the statement that every person is valuable despite genetic characteristics. It would 

also be hard to justify what kind of human ideal we should pursue – both concerning disease 

but especially when it comes to the matter of enhancement and non-disease traits. However, 

                                                                 
280 Ibid,  pp. 57 – 60. 
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the authors adress this particular issue and open up for the possibility of justifying a particular 

policy through the democratic decision process. 

 

The justification of a public policy of ”eugenics” 

 

According to the authors the democratic decision making process could justify the pursuit of a 

certain ideal. However, as they state, their focus in the book is not on the good society but on 

the just. This meaning that in a pluralistic society no one conception of the good can be taken 

for granted. It is the fair process of decision making which is important and not its content. 

But – according to the authors  - having said this there could still be room for a public policy 

of pursuing a particular  ideal. 

   Society could, the authors state, as a result of a fair democratic process – decide to pursue a 

certain ideal of the good society. The only public justification for this democratic policy 

would be that it has been made democratically. But this would not mean that the ideal chosen 

is pronounced to be superior, or the ”best” or ”right” goal. It would just be seen as an 

expression of preferences, which have come about through democratic processes.281   

   So then the authors argue that society could devote resources to enhancing what would be 

considered to be desirable characteristics of humans. The authors also state that, in principle, 

there is nothing more problematic about a public policy directed at improving humans 

genetically than there is about a policy of enriching cultural opportunities of citizens or of 

building beautiful parks. Now – looking at possible consequences I would argue that there 

certainly is a difference – even if pursued justly. 

   So then the conclusion is that through a democratic process – a liberal society could decide 

to pursue a ”continual enhancement of desirable human characteristics”282. The authors 

describe this as entering a process of genetic perfectionism. As long as this process would not 

compromise commitments to justice and the prevention of serious harm it could be justified. 

The authors also state the importance of that the policy would only encourage – not coerce or 

”unduly pressure”283 - prospective parents to use enhancement technologies. This way society 

might have a public policy of eugenics in a very broad sense understood as an effort to apply 

genetic science to the improvement of human beings. They also state that there is no basis for 

a blanket prohibition of a public policy initiative pursuing the use of genetic technology not 

                                                                 
281 Ibid,  pp. 343-344. 
282 Ibid,  p. 345. 
283 Ibid. 
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only for prevention of disease or disability but also for improvement. This since they, 

elsewhere in the book, argue that public policy cannot draw a bright line between allowing 

individuals to use genetic technology for treatment but prohibiting it for the use of 

enhancement.  

   And the authors conclude with stating that even if we want to avoid the term eguenics, we 

need to discuss whether it would be wise or foolish to use collective efforts of improving 

humankind through the knowledge of genes, in the decades to come.  

   I agree that this is a relevant discussion. However I would argue that it is not wise – due to 

the history of previous eugenic abuse and also due to the inappropriateness of  deciding on a 

human ideal particularly concerning non-disease characteristics. It would maybe also be 

unwise due to the risk of genetic determinism – placing a much too big emphasize on the 

importance of genes for human well-being, and forgetting the interaction with for instance 

environment. But – the issue is, apart from being very controversial, also complex and would 

have to be adressed in a much more substantial manner to reach a conclusive standpoint.  

   However, my main objection is that I think we should keep the focus on the individual –on 

those directly involved. This because of the risk of abuse and negative consequences. Now to 

understand more concretely the thoughts of the authors we need to look at how this approach 

would be constructed in practice – concerning the reproductive choices parents would be 

challenged with? To be more concrete we will look at the discussion of where procreative 

freedom is weighed against the health- issue of preventing harm. The authors pose the 

question of when individuals are morally required to prevent genetically transmitted harm to 

offspring. They also adress moral problems raised by public policies that would enforce such 

requirements. Therefore it is of relevance for this thesis. 

 

6.1.2 Reproductive freedom and the obligation to prevent harm 

 

One of the reasons the authors state that reproductive choices belong with the parents is the 

moral weight they give to reproductive freedom which we shortly will look closer on. They 

also state that the most compelling case for using genetic interventions is to fulfill one of the 

most basic moral obligations, according to the authors, namely the obligation to prevent 

harm.284 The obligation to prevent harm is particularly relevant when it comes to parents and 

                                                                 
284 Ibid,  pp. 18, 16f. They also argue that using genetic interventions for reasons of equal opportunity is 
justified. 
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offspring they state. However, the authors argue that also political institutions (as agents for 

people) have obligations to prevent harm.  

   The new genetic knowledge and technologies will present individuals with new choices 

regarding the prevention of harm according to the authors. What actions and interventions 

then could be morally permissible to prevent harms? And what actions and interventions 

could be morally required to prevent harm? The new genetics will also create new societal 

choices concerning public policy. Should society remain strictly neutral? Or should the 

parents be put under some kind of pressure to take actions to prevent genetically transmissible 

harms? To decide on this, the authors think it necessary to discuss the scope and justification 

of reproductive freedom as well as the scope and limits of the obligation to prevent harm.285 

We will first look closer on the scope and justification of reproductive freedom.  

 

The content of reproductive freedom  

 

The authors argue that reproductive freedom contains both negative and positive components. 

This would imply both that the state should not interfere with the individuals use of genetic 

information but also that the state has a positive obligation to make genetic information 

available to women who would otherwise not have access to it. However in the chapter 

adressing reproductive freedom and the prevention of harm, they will mostly adress the 

negative components of the freedom, they state.286  

    The authors argue that they present a descriptive account of the scope of reproductive 

freedom. This is not unproblematic in my mind. Is there a content of reproductive freedom 

which we just can study and present? Would we not have to justify the content also initially? 

However, the method of the authors is to first describe a possible content and then balance 

this against possible ethical interests or values that supports its protection. 287  

     The freedom consists of, according to the authors, first, the choice of whether to procreate, 

with whom and by what means, second, the choice of when to procreate and third the choice 

of how many children to have – however this point is somewhat questioned by the authors.288 

Reproductive freedom however also consists of, according to the authors, the choice of what 

                                                                 
285 Ibid,  pp. 204-205. 
286 Ibid,  pp. 206-207. The authors also do not start with talking of a moral right to reproductive freedom – since 
they think that assertions about moral rights are not beginning point in ethical analysis, but that they need 
support . However – they state that their analysis will support a legal right to reproductive freedom but with 
greater clarity about scope and moral grounds than an appeal to a moral right would provide  
 
287 Ibid,  pp. 206-208. 
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kind of children to have. Now this is is a very controversial issue, the authors rightly states. 

As the authors points out, the control today mostly consists of genetic testing of parents or 

fetuses to determine the risk of genetic diseases or disabilities. The following choices then 

concern whether to conceive or not, or whether to abort or whether to possibly use treatment 

in utero – as in somatic cell intervention – when this becomes possible. But the angle from 

which the authors will discuss this last issue of choosing what kind of children to have, is 

adressing cases of failure to use genetic testing and counseling to detect genetic risks and 

taking steps necessary to prevent serious harm to a fetus.289 

  

The moral importance of reproductive freedom  

 

What values then can, according to the authors, determine the moral importance of 

reproductive freedom? What moral protection should it have? The authors present three 

different accounts of the moral importance of reproductive freedom. The first moral 

foundation is probably the most common one according to the authors. It is the appeal to 

individual self-determination or autonomy, which the authors seem to regard as exchangeable 

synonyms. The second base, which the authors state is common in utilitarian thinking, 

consists of considering the contribution that reproductive freedom makes to the individuals 

good or well-being. This defense of reproductive freedom appeals to the contribution it makes 

to the good of individuals.290  The third moral basis appeals to a principle of equality. – 

understood by the authors as equality of expectations and opportunity between men and 

women. The three foundations all are important – and should all be included as stating the 

moral value of reproductive freedom..  

   Self-determination is of special importance because of the interest people have in making 

significant decisions about their own lives for themselves, according to their own values or 

conception of a good life and having those decisions respected by others.  This interest is 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
288 Ibid,  p. 210. 
289 Ibid,  pp. 210ff. Included in the description of reproductive freedom is also the choice of whether to have 
biologically related children. They adress this by stating that for many people the desire to have a biologically 
related child as opposed to becoming a parent through adoption is powerful, although we do not know how much 
this desire is socially and culturally determined. However – the authors state that that this aspect of reproductive 
freedom – is usuallly of less importance than the interest in becoming a parent at all.  
290 Ibid,  pp. 219f. There can be different types of goods like psychological states of pleasure or happiness, 
preference or desire satisfaction. There are also objective good theories arguing that there are somethings that are 
objectively good for people even if they do not want them. This could include having virtues and valuable 
experiences. 
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based in peoples capacity for critical reflection about what they value ”having, doing and 

becoming” 291  

   It should be noted that the definition of autonomy or self-determination made by the authors 

is very similar to the one made by  Beauchamp and Childress, implying both negative and 

positive components. The authors also refer to Rawls who charactherized self-determination 

as a ”highest-order interest”. 292  

   The value of self-determination then, does not lie purely in how we suceed to make the best 

or wisest decisions – but much more in the very exercise of determination. It is valuable in 

itself.293  We prefer making valuable decisions about our lives  - rather than having someone 

else decide for us even if this would result in better decisions for us (in the sense being more 

in coherence with our own values). Now few choices are more personal or have more far-

reaching consequences for peoples lives than reproductive choices. That is why reproductive 

freedom is so important. The authors, in my mind, make a very precise account of why we 

value self-determination which could be used as a strong defence of parental autonomy. 

However, it could be argued that reproductive autonomy is something qualitatively different 

from autonomy in other areas of medicin since it involves the becoming of a ”third party”. 

This is also adressed by the authors.  

   The authors argue that it would be wrong to consider self-determination primary to any 

other concerns. Reproductive choices are obviously not primarily a matter of individual self-

determination – but concern also the determination of another. Appeal to self-determination 

then gives the strongest protection aga inst interference – when the actions only have minimal 

impact on others. This is important concerning the choices of what kind of children to have.  

   The authors however still stress that self-determination lends much support to parents 

shaping their childrens genetic inheritance – since having and raising children is a central part 

of many peoples lives. However – the case for determining the character is substantially 

weaker than the moral case based in self-determination for individuals shaping their own 

lives. The fundamental interests of the child place moral limits on parental self-determination. 

How is then reproductive freedom balanced against the moral obligation to prevent 

genetically transmitted harm according to the authors? 

  

 

                                                                 
291 Ibid,  p. 215. 
292 Ibid,  p. 216. 
293 Ibid,  p. 216. 
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6.1.3 Preventing harm and limits on reproductive freedom 

 

The focus concerning preventing harm is, as stated before, on a discussion of when 

individuals are morally required to acquire and/or use genetic information to prevent 

genetically transmitted harm to offspring. And how should public policies enforce those 

requirements? The authors state that in the foreseeable future choices about prevention of 

harm will be made by individuals – but in the future a larger-scale social program might 

become possible leading to that certain choices would be less in the hands of the parents.  

However the authors state that most of the time society and individuals are not in conflict 

regarding the preventing of harm. This since both have sincere concerns regarding the well-

being of their children. Well, at least we have seen that societys concern for its members have 

not always been benevolent I would add.  

   But, according to the authors there can be times when prospective parents for some reason 

do not make use of genetic information or interventions to prevent harm to prospective 

children when they should have. Therefore the matter of a possible requirement to do so needs 

to be adressed. 294 What general moral obligation concerning the prevention of harm do the 

authors then propose? 

 

The moral claim to prevent harm concerning children and fetuses 

 

Initially the authors comment the issue of the moral status of the fetus. Now- the authors of 

the book state that they hold the view that the fetus the first two trimesters is not a person and 

abortion then is morally permissible.295 But, despite this they state that as long as the pregnant 

woman intends to carry the fetus to term, it can be expected to become a moral person with 

full moral protection. Therefore concern for that prospective person – and not only the fetus – 

is relevant. This also leads to that they think some post-conception harm prevention called for. 

The moral staus of the child the fetus will become includes a moral claim expressed by the 

principle refered to as M: 

   

Those individuals responsible for a child´s, or other dependent person´s, welfare are morally 

required not to let it suffer a serious harm or disability or a serious loss of happiness or good, 

                                                                 
294 Ibid,  pp. 222-223. 
295 Ibid, p. 240. 
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that they could have prevented without imposing substantial burdens or costs or loss of benefits, 

on themselves or others.296 

 

Applying this principle in concrete cases will require, the authors state, difficult and 

controversial judgments about when the harms to be prevented are sufficient serious to 

outweigh the possible burdens or costs imposed on the mother or others. If the prenatal 

intervention involve invasive surgery and significant risks for the mother – her reproductive 

freedom and right to make decisions about her own health will outweigh most harms to be 

prevented. She should then be left to decide.  

   The authors state that each case has to be carefully reflected on weighing the different 

relevant aspects. Generally speaking though they think that there can be cases where the 

reproductive freedom of the woman should be interfered with – due to the prevention of harm. 

I, however, have not found that they present any more concrete guidance or presentation of a 

case.  

   The authors then adress the issue of preventing harms across many generations. Could 

regard for cumulative harms – not restricted to the individual fetus – lead to that means such 

as non-conception, germline therapy or abortion should be required? Could aspects of 

reproductive freedom be outweighed by the cumulative harms that could be prevented over 

time – if for instance would be possible to stop a disease like Huntington´s chorea? The 

authors present three considerations that undermine the argument in favor of mandatory 

abortions or sterilizations. The first one being the uncertainty about if the individual who will 

have the genetic disease actually will pass it on to future generations. Maybe the person will 

not have any children – or otherwise prevent the disease through abortion or germline 

therapy? Also – maybe in the future, treatments and cures will be developed for the relevant 

genetic disease. Second, It is problematic to assign moral responsibility to the present 

generation for potential harms caused to all future generations. Third, there are limits on the 

sacrifices the present generation should be expected to make in relation to the expected 

benefits of future generations, especially if the benefits to any single future individual is very 

small.297  Therefore, the authors state, assessing the possibility of not respecting the 

reproductive freedom of an individual for concern of future generations – demands that we 

compare the moral importance of the sacrifice of reproductive freedom to be made by an 

individual today with the moral importance of the benefit to be obtained by the future 

                                                                 
296 Ibid,  p. 226. 
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individual. Only this one-by-one comparison of sacrifices and benefits is called for. There 

must be a balance the authors argue. However, they present no more concrete standpoint than 

this. But – the one-by-one comparison – proposed by the authors concerning a possible 

obligation of preventing harms across many generations I think has its points. This since a 

collective comparison more easily risks sacrificing the individual for the common good.  

 

Interventions to prevent harms incompatible with a worthwhile life 

 

However, when discussing risks of very serious harms the authors present more concrete 

standpoints. They adress the question of what sometimes is refered to as the ”wrongful- life” 

issue.298 When discussing fatal diseases like Lesch-Nyhan or Tay-Sachs, it would be 

appropriate, according to the authors, to recognize that life itself would be so burdensome and 

without compensating benefits that life actually would be a harm and a wrong to the 

individual. The authors also claim that most parents would choose not to conceive if told 

about that their fetus had such a disease. But the issue gets problematic in relation to 

preventing harm – according to the authors. This since the conventional understanding of a 

harmful action is an action that makes an individual worse off than she or he was before. But 

since nonexistence is not a condition how can it be better for the infant being conceived and 

born? However, this philosophical problem I will not pursue further here.299 I will just add 

that the authors claim to have solved it. 

    The authors also state that since the act of creating the person also creates the right that it 

violates – the person and her or his rights come into existence together. That is why creating a 

person with a life not worth living would be wrong since the authors argue that there exists a 

right not to be brought into existence with a life not worth living. But what then if parents 

choose to have a child with a devastating disease since they are opposed abortion? Should 

they be required to abort as a public policy? 300   

   Well, first the authors state that cases of wrongful- life, where the genetic abnormality or 

disease is so severe that the child will not have a life worth living -  will remain a very small 

                                                                 
298 Ibid,  p. 232. The term comes from when parents have brought legal actions on behalf of their child against 
for instance physicians or institutions, claiming that their child has been harmed by having been brought into 
existence. The claim is that the parents should have been informed about the severe disease or condition so that 
they could have prevented the suffering of the child. Now the issue that courts have adressed concerns whether 
existence in itself could be a harm. 
299 Ibid,  p. 235. The authors solve this problem by making analogies with two lives where one is filled with 
agony. Looking only at that life – and without comparing it to nonexistence – there is nothing in it to make it a 
good for the person whose life it is. 
300 Ibid,  pp. 236-239. 
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proportion of cases of genetic diseases. But still, the issue has to be faced by prospective 

parents. The authors state that they actually think there would be some cases in which it 

would be seriously morally wrong for individuals to risk conceiving and having a child with a 

very severe disease. However – government should not force an unwilling woman to abort. 

This would violate her reproductive freedom. A better approach would be to allow the child to 

be born and then withholding life support. But also doing this – opposing the will of the 

parents – would be a very hard and controversial approach. And since there today exits a 

strong ”bias in favor of life”301 as the authors express it– even in the face of serious suffering 

– public policy should not use this method according to the authors.  

   The authors then adress the question of possible forced sterilization – but conclude that the 

historical abuse of ”eugenic sterilization” is enough to avoid governmental coercive power to 

prevent wrongful life conceptions, unless their occurrence was very common and widespread.  

Hence, coercive government intrusion into reproductive freedom to prevent wrongful life 

would be wrong. So then it would be up to the parents to decide – but they would be morally 

obligated to prevent lives with so much suffering that the life would be considered not worth 

living. 302 

   It would be hard to argue against this approach. I agree that preventing very serious harm 

for the sake of the child is one of the ”most basic moral obligations” as the authors present it. 

However, cases where there is a risk of very serious genetic harm are probably not that 

frequent as we have previously seen.  

  

Preventing harms compatible with a worthwhile life 

 

But since only a very small proportion of genetic diseases and disabilities would result in lives 

not worth living what about all these other cases? Who should decide about these? Now the 

authors stat that the genetic testing capacity soon will outstrip our capacity for genetic 

therapy. Therefore – the decisions that most prospective parents will meet will be whether to 

use genetic testing and then whether to avoid conception or terminate pregnancy. And many 

of the conditions tested for will be compatible with what the authors refer to as having a life 

well worth living. The authors give examples as Downs syndrome – or disabilities that will 

shorten the life of the person, as cystic fibrosis. There can also be late-onset disorders  - like 

Huntingtons chorea or Alzheimer.  

                                                                 
301 Ibid,  p. 241. 
302 Ibid,  p. 242. 
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   Now there exists cases, the authors argue, when the genetically transmitted conditions could 

and should have been prevented. These are, by the authors, called wrongful disabilities. But 

which are these cases then? In which cases will the failure to prevent disability be morally 

wrong? To adress this we would have to investigate in the special features of the particular 

case, the authros state. But the threshold question is, according to them, if the severity of the 

genetically transmitted disability is great enough to morally obligate parents to prevent it. Of 

course, different parents will give different answers the authors conclude. Because there are 

so many sources of reasonable disagreement and because aspects of reproductive freedom at 

stake will usually be of substantial importance – public policy should usually permit 

prospective parents to make and act on their own judgments, concerning whether they morally 

ought to prevent particular genetically transmitted disabilities for the sake of their child.303 

But they leave space for finding cases of possible justified restrictions of parents reproductive 

freedom, thinking it morally required to undertake genetic interventions to prevent harm to 

their offspring. However – I have not found that they are more concrete than this. I also have 

not found that they adress the importance of giving prospective parents relevant information 

about what it would be like to live with different diseases/disabilities.304  

    Relevant for this thesis is also when the authors discuss the policy of non-directiveness in 

genetic counseling.  The authors actually are critical of this policy, as many of the other 

ethicists we have analysed. In cases of for instance wrongful life the nondirectiveness norm is 

morally problematic, according to the authors. If there can be consensus, which the authors 

think there can, about cases of child abuse and neglect concerning children, there could also 

be consensus about genetic transmission of comparable harmful conditions they argue. Hence 

it would be, the authors argue, indefensible to stay with the norm of non-directiveness in these 

cases. It could serve as a useful reminder of reasonable disagreement about when prevention 

of harm is called for, but it is indefensible as an inflexible norm to guide all genetic 

counseling the authors argue. In other words – they think it cannot be applied to all cases.305 

 

6.1.4 A proposed state policy of relative inaction 

 

                                                                 
303 The authors also adress the philosophical problem of pre-conception wrongful disability cases – when a 
persons disability uncontroversially leaves him or her with a worthwhile life but the disability could have been 
prevented – but only by also ”preventing” the child. However, this will not be adressed here. Ibid, p. 244f. 
304 Ibid,  pp. 243ff. 
305 Ibid,  pp. 255-256. 
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But would their critique of the non-directiveness approach lead to that genetic counselors 

should try to encourage certain choices, since they have opened up for a possible policy of 

governmental interest in enhancing the gene-pool? Should the state encourage - or raise 

critique - against certain choices? Should we adopt a public policy that would encourage 

parents to to make certain choices? Well – the authors state that they suppport a rather 

expansive understanding of reproductive freedom. 306 Actually I find their motivation of the 

self-determination and reproductive freedom of the prospective parents very convincing. And 

this freedom has to be protected legally they state. However – you can be free to do that 

which you ought not to do. But within a few exceptions the authors hold the standpoint that 

individuals should be permitted to disregad the interests of third parties – since it is a privilige 

of reproductive freedom. But this is not the same as saying that the individuals should do so. 

Maybe it would be right to raise moral criticism, they ask. Could it be a good public policy for 

the state to encourage this kind of moral thinking? Here then the authors again recognize a 

point of reference with the old eugenic program. The well-being of future generations ought 

to figure in people´s moral calculations. 

     Then what about a possible state policy? The authors think that there is no need for an 

activist state eugenic policy today – unless some major catastrophy occurs.307 Therefore the 

authors support what they refer to as a state policy of relative inaction. This since 

reproductive freedom and individual liberty are considered of such great importance. 

However, if there would come discoveries of methods for delivering great benefits to future 

generations– concerning disease or enhancement – this might create a prima facie case for 

government intervention they argue. They therefore support what they call a dialectical 

argument on the role of the state in genetic policy. They state that stewardship of the gene 

pool in the interests of future generations is an appropriate role for the state. But also that this 

is not incompatible with a proper respect for reproductive freedom.  

   Let me make some conclusive remarks. First, I find that the authors make a very convincing 

argumentation concerning reproductive freedom and its motivation. I do agree that self-

determination and parental autonomy is of special importance in the reproductive area. This 

since we value making significant decisions about our lives according to our own values – as 

the authors states. To respect this interest can be seen as one way to respect our human dignity 

                                                                 
306 Ibid,  p. 333. 
307 Ibid,  p. 337.  This relies, according to the authors, on three premises – 1) an alignment of individual and 
social interests regarding reproduction 2)  and the lesser burden of eugenic practice due to advances in genetic 
science 3) and that, for the foreseeable future,  humanity is facing no crisis of degeneration calling for strong 
state action. 
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and treat us like ends and not merely means, refering to Kant as so many of the ethicists have 

done.  

   But I find it less convincing when the authors concentrate on the moral obligation to prevent 

harm. Other than stating that there are some clear cases of moral obligation to prevent harm 

but that nevertheless there should be no legal coercion considering for instance abortion, they 

do not contribute with very concrete standpoints concerning the future well-being of the child 

in my mind.308 Finally I find their discussion concerning a possible new ”eugenic public 

policy” both interesting and relevant. But I disagree about the appropriate role for the state 

concerning a genetic policy. To use genetic methods for delivering ”great benefits” through 

giving”better” genes to future generations I thinks is unwise. This considering the problems 

arising when deliberating on a human normative ideal, as well as the content of ”better 

genes”, implying a devaluation of fetuses as well as of persons. 

   Let us now adress the concrete answers of the authors concerning the analytical questions. 

 

6.1.5 The analytical questions in short 

Who should decide?   

 

The authors argue for a relative extensive area of reproductive freedom for the parents. The 

choices then should almost always be in the hands of the parents. This due to the importance 

of reproductive freedom and self-determination/autonomy. It is a ”highest order interest” to 

quote John Rawls, to which the authors refer. But there is also a need for restrictions due to 

the obligation to prevent harm as well as basic requirements of justice, as well as taking into 

consideration the interests of future generation. The authors thus gives the state a role as 

protecter/steward of the gene pool. The authors try to steer a course between the ”public-

health model” and the ”personal-choice model”.  

 

Should there be any steering? 

 

The authors open up for governmental steering, since they think it could be justified to have a 

goal of modifying the pattern of heredity for the better, for the well-being of future 

generations. But- today there is no need for an activist state policy. The authors state that they 

support a policy of relative inaction. Hence there should be no legal implementation but a 

                                                                 
308 However the book is comprehensive – and if more chapters would be included in the analysis this would 
probably be illuminating. 
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change of the non-directiveness policy is called for, this concerning possible cases of 

”wrongful- life”.  

 

What choices should there beand should there be any restrictions? 

 

The authors make no explicit discussion. In general though they are very affirmative 

concerning the substance of reprogenetic choices. They open up for germline intervention 

when possible, and think enhancement measures (through gene therapy) also could be 

justified. Every intervention though has to be weighed against the principle of preventing 

harm and the principle of justice as well as showing concern for future generations.  

   The reproductive choices of the prospective parents need to be restricted due to the 

obligation to prevent harm and the requirement of justice. However – the authors make a very 

principled and abstract discussion with few concrete guidelines. But they state that parents 

should not give birth to children where there is a risk of a life not worth living- filled with 

grave suffering. Concerning when disabilities, and the burdensomeness of disease, are grave 

enough to imply a moral obligation to prevent harm – this has to be adressed by the parents.  

 

How should the steering and/or restrictions be implemented? 

 

There should be no legal implementation. But the non-directiveness policy has to change. 

Counselors should advice the parents to abort concerning the risk of very grave disorders. 

They should possibly also encourage the parents to include the concern for future generation 

in their deliberation. Otherwise the content of the more directive policy is not explicitly 

stated.  

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

7.1 Discussion  

 

In this chapter I will try to lift out and compare the strenghts and weaknesses of the arguments 

made by the authors in favor of different standpoints regarding a justified policy of 
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reprogenetic choices. The discussion will also serve as a summary of the argumentation made 

by the ethicists.  

   I will also discuss what I find to be the most justified position and the reasons to support 

this. In some sense the discussion circulates around both the meaning and ranking of parental 

reproductive autonomy but also around what actually promotes the well-being of prospective 

parents, children and society (and if this at all should be adressed) – and also whether the 

focus should be (in case of conflict) on the well-being of propective parents, well-being of 

prospective children or on the well-being of society. Presumably they are interrelated. 

Following the discussion I will present what I find to be – in light of the previous discussion - 

a justifiable principle of respect for reproductive autonomy, (and what this should take into 

consideration).  

 

Robertson 

 

What is then the strengths and weakness of the argumentation of Robertson. The major 

strenght – in my mind – is that he acknowledges the importance of reproductive choices since 

they are important to individuals identity, dignity and meanings of life. And that he stresses 

how governmental intrusion in the reproduction area easily leads to bad consequences of 

oppression and discrimination. But apart from this – he presents a very narrow focus on the 

presumptive primacy of procreative liberty (highlighting the importance of passing on our 

genes) which neglects the interests and rights of prospective children as well as concern for 

other values.  

   When it comes to what choices there should be and the matter of restrictions he argues that 

since we do not owe any moral duties to the fetus nor embryo and since quality control of the 

prospective children can be vital for the decisions to reproduce – very few restrictions are 

called for. But does really the primacy of procreative liberty justify consequences of allowing 

abortions or discard of embryos for morally trivial reasons as the wrong gender or 

susceptability to disease? If we are opposed gender-discrimination regarding children and 

adults why should we promote such a conduct regarding fetuses or embryos? Even if we 

would agree with Robertson that fetuses or embryos have no – or a very low – moral status, 

the practice of gender-selection could be presented as something that violates the integrity and 

dignity of women – since they are being ”prevented” from being born solely based on their 

sex. And also the well-being of the prospective children should be given consideration in the 

reprogenetic deliberation. 
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   Also – the reproductive choices could lead to bad consequences – like discrimination of 

people living with genetic diseases. They could also lead to disrespect for human variations. 

Robertsons defence for gender selection – that it is tolerable if not frequent is less than 

convincing. Seeing the choosing of the characteristics of your child as a way to define 

yourself I see as a form of moral myopia. As many of the other ethicists have shown – 

reprogenetic choices must also include consideration of other values.  

   Concerning the understanding of autonomy Robertson separates autonomy from procreative 

liberty. Reproductive choices need not be autonomous choices according to him. This is also a 

major weakness in his argumentation I think. His focus is merely on protecting the right to 

exercise choice – and the corresponding obligation of governmental non- interference – for 

those who already are in a position to do so.  

   It is then also problematic how he separates autonomous choice from procreative choice. 

Procreative choices are more described as the matter of saying yes or no but no assistance for 

making it possible to say yes is adresses. If only the right to say no – is protected – but not the 

opportunity to say yes – social justice is neglected. He also, in my mind, overemphasizes the 

importance of ”normality” and ”health”.  So then merely protecting the right to say no – or yes 

- to genetic interventions or merely having concern for those who are in a position to  exercise 

choice, is not satisfactory. Sometimes also societal support is called for – as for the possibility 

of choosing not to abort a child with a genetic disease or disability. This for reasons of 

protecting the dignity of the parents showing respect for them as moral agents. But also out of 

respect for  the value of fetuses and embryos I would argue.  

   So then – what is most convincing in Robertsons argumentation is his statement that 

reproductive freedom is of utmost importance and also how he stresses that individuals should 

have the right also to reject genetic information. But much else is called for. I find his focus is 

too narrow.  

 

 

 

Strong 

 

Can Strong then supply with good reasonable arguments concerning the reprogenetic choices. 

The major strength in his reasoning I find to be his even more elaborated justification and 

discussion of the importance of reproductive freedom. For instance he more convincingly 

explains why it can be rational to want children of ”your own” and therefore why it would be 
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justified to give this argument weight. His statement that the reproductive freedom is a prima-

facie moral right resembles the position of Robertson. (Maybe there is a difference of 

nuances.)  

   However, even though he claims to adress both the interests of procreators and offspring his 

weighing of interests is rather limited since his approach is to present an elaborated view of 

the changing moral status of embryos and fetuses and corresponding procreative obligations. 

Then – in practice – the interests of the prospective parents almost always outrule concern for 

the fetuses/embryos. But there could be other approaches as we have seen from for instance 

Davis. 

   Concerning the restrictions of choices he gives much weight to the importance of supporting 

and promoting self-determination. Restrictions therefore should only be applied concerning 

the non-disease area. He argues that it is easier to separate disease from non-disease than it is 

to separate severe diseases from less severe. Maybe this is so – but why would it be less 

morally trivial to decide to abort a fetus or discard embryos due to susceptability to disease 

than due to gender? In some sense it presupposes that also minor diseases or susceptabilities 

for disease have a grave impact on the quality of life. At least – this this is not self-evident. 

And I agree with Arthur Caplan – refered to by Davis– who calls for a reflection on what 

counts as disease or disorder and what kinds of disorders that ought to be targeted for 

detection and treatment. But since Strong think that the moral status of the presentient fetus 

and even more so the embryo is very low- the distinction is not so important.  

  Strong thinks that the non-directiveness policy will promote autonomous choices, but must 

this necessarily be so? As we have seen Davis argues that to promote autonomous choices, 

parental requests that would violate the childs right to an open future must be met with a more 

directive approach. She also argues that increased testing combined with a non-directive 

approach does not promote free and unpressured choices of the prospective parents. This 

since it will be hard in a society where genetic testing becomes routine to resist – and defend 

resisting  -  taking the test. And there might also be a risk of an unspoken assumption that the 

prospective parents will abort when they learn about any fetal abnormality.  Then those who 

are skeptical about abortion or who would consider not aborting a child with for instance 

Downs syndrome would feel a social pressure to abort. Davis arguments are worthy to take 

into consideration. 

   Strong also does not adress any social support needed to be able to decide to keep a child 

with a genetic disability. If we are to respect the autonomous choices of the prospective 
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parents – and they would prefer not to abort since this is in coherence with their personal 

values and beliefs  - society needs to foster also this choice.  

   However Strong do highlight the importance of fostering well- informed choices. But the 

information he adresses is more focused on matters of risks and does not include information 

of for instance what it would be like to live with a disease. Also this information could be 

relevant for the parents autonomous choices I would argue.  

 

Davis 

  

Concerning the argumentation of Davis I find that she gives many relevant and useful 

arguments concerning reprogenetic choices. First, the way she argues that autonomy is of 

such importance that it should not be applied solely to the prospective parents but also to the 

the prospective children, I think is called for. This, since I agree with her that the child is very 

often the endpoint of many genetic counseling interactions. Also to stress the value of seeing 

the child as an endpoint in herself or himself is a fruitful approach given that the fetus or 

embryo eventually will become a child. And the argumentation used by her – that we should 

not make reproductive choices that will restrict the childs right to an open future is both 

justified and useful for placing restrictions on the reprogenetic choices. In her mind, genetic 

technology should not be used to restrict the future of the prospective child – but only to make 

it more open. This then could serve as a reminder that parental desires to shape children not 

only can be seen as a way of self-definement or self-determination. Parental choices then that 

close exists forever violate the principle of treating children as ends in themselves. She uses 

this argumentation to restrict parental choices concerning choosing for disabilities or for a 

specific sex. It serves as a good foundation concerning restricting parental desires to have a 

deaf child. However – I think there are more justified argumentation concerning the 

wrongness of sex-selection.  

   I also think her critique of the non-directiveness policy interesting and justified. It seems 

problematic to stay with a strict policy of non-directiveness concerning for instance requests 

for assistance in having deaf children. Also I think she points at something important when 

she refers to how increased genetic testing can lead to the risk that the diseases that we will be 

able ot test for eventually will be regarded as unthinkable and dreaded. There is a risk then 

that the finding of fetal abnormality always will lead to abortion, and that this 

societal/professional pressure will lead to that parents feel compelled to abort. If we value 
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autonomous choice this then is problematic. But it is also problematic I think since it risks 

overemphasizing the importance of disease and disability for determinating a good life. 

   Concerning her discussion and promotion of autonomy I find also this enlightening. She 

stresses the importance of autonomy – understood as the right to choose freely according to 

your own values and beliefs. But she also emphasizes the need of fostering autonomous 

choices, and hence the need of social support as well as the need to prevent social pressure. 

She is not a friend of a liberal approach of defending any choice – but actually applies some 

criteria on the choice. The ideal of autonomous choice she promotes then means that we 

should have a right to make major choices that will in some way define our lifes. No parental 

autonomous choice should then infringe on future autonomous choices of prospective 

children. An autonomous choice also must be more than deciding wether to ”test and abort or 

bear the consequences yourself”.  

   How she also stresses the importance of preventing discrimination and holds the autonomy 

of the individual to be respected before the autonomy of a group or family also is useful and 

relevant. So then I find that Davis argumentation adresses many reprogenetic issues that are 

neglected by the others. Her scope is not narrowed down to the autonomy of the adult – but 

the interests of the prospective child are included in the ethical evaluation of the reprogenetic 

choices. She argues for a qualified autonomous choice where the individuals right to an open 

future serves as base for restrictions.  

   It would however also be interesting to consider whether the principle of a childs right to an 

open future could be used as an argument for using gene therapy as a means to ”opening up” 

the future for prospective children. This however, is not adressed by the author. 

 

Murray 

 

I think that also Murrays argumentation is interesting and points to many relevant values and 

considerations that are not considered by either Robertson or Strong. Also Murray is 

affirmative of parental choices but is more critical than the three former ethicists concerning 

the role of reproductive freedom and parental – individual - autonomy. More values are 

needed in the family-area he argues which I think is sound. The question he poses is what 

promotes a healthy development of children. He argues that we should use our common 

understanding of what we value about children and the meaning of parenthood as a base for 

restricting reprogenetic choices – genetic testing and selective abortion. As much as I think 

this is an interesting approach and very much needed for concerning individual moral 
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reflection I also think that this approach is problematic. This since it is not self-evident what is 

the content of this shared understanding, or even if there exists such a one. Hence it would be 

a bit shaky to base restrinctions on these presupposebly shared values.  

   However – the way he questions the non-directiveness approach is called for I think, 

especially his argument that we need to fight perfectibilism – understood as the quest for as 

”perfect” a child as possible, following a cultural ideal of perfection (which might change 

quite extensively during time I would add). Murray argues that perfectibilism can lead to us 

becoming less tolerant towards people who does not fit into a specific norm and that we also 

will start to feel contempt for the vulnerable human being. I agree that there is a risk of this. I 

also agree when he argues that the quest probably is misguided since it presupposes that life 

with a disease or disability cannot be fulfilling. Hence I think Murray has a relevant point, as 

discussed before, when stressing the importance of giving prospective parents information 

also of what it would be like to have a child with a genetic disease or disability and not only 

medical information about statistics and risks. This for the sake of promoting autonomous 

choice. However, when he suggests that requests for tests that would reveal traits or 

afflictions that are not substantial burdens of parents, should not be honored, this might be 

easier said than done. I agree with Strong that it could be problematic to decide where to draw 

the line between severe diseases and not as severe. Here the distinction between the disease 

and non-disease area has its benefits 

     To conclude I think Murray presents several important and relevant issues, for instance  

how we need to consider the worth of children and what we enjoy about being parents. We 

should try to fight against perfectibilism I argue– for the well-being of our children. A society 

of tolerance and empathy everyone benefits from. And I think some shared value-system of 

society is needed – to protect the well-being of its members. But all the same, to refer to a 

common understanding of the meaning of parenthood is problematic. But perhaps we could 

agree upon that one of the meanings of parenthood is to not restrict the future of prospective 

children? And maybe it would be possible to also find more principles to agree upon after 

reflecting on the meaning of parenthood and the worth of children?  

   The strength of Murray is that he brings more values into the ethical discussion of 

reprogenetic choices. But concerning parental autonomy he is a bit unclear. He states that he 

is opposed parental autonomy understood as an unrestricted choice – and that autonomous 

choice in the context of family is unfitting. Choice is only good in a context he argues. And in 

one sense I think he actually promotes autonomous choices – in the specific context – when 

he stresses the need of prospective parents to get as much relevant information as possible. 
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And also when he stresses the importance of providing community support for raising 

disabled children. This I think would promote the parents autonomous choices.  

 

Peters 

 

Ted Peters has many reference-points with Murray. His focus however is even more on what 

he finds to be the well-being of children. There should be no presumptive primacy of the 

autonomy of parents but a primacy of concern for the ”babies created by the new 

technologies”. The guiding principle – God loves all of us regardless of our genetic make up 

and we should do likewise – is intuitively attractive, to me, but also in itself very vague. A 

weakness is also that it presupposes a belief in God. Also the very strict theological 

argumentation makes an universal application of this ethic hard. However Peters also refers to 

Kant – but since Kants position regarding human dignity is that it is inherent in persons, and 

Peters stresses that dignity is not inherent but must be conferred to persons the analogy is not 

totally appropriate.  

   His approach however is of particular interest since he both is positive towards the 

developing reprogenetic technologies as well as towards parental reprogenetic choices but 

also presents criteria of choice, stating that choice is no end in itself. The major strenght of his 

argumentation then, I find to be his criteria of autonomous reproductive choices stating that 

these have to transcend our own benefit. In this sense autonomy is not merely freedom to 

choose but implies also a responsibility for choice as Peters expresses it. His theological 

response is that we must include in the deliberation the worth that should be conferred to 

every child regardless of genetic constitution. However, maybe this last remark is a moral 

statement more suitable for individual usage – since it would be hard to base a policy on 

presuppositions of Gods love of all children – a statement that would not be accepted by all. 

But maybe his approach could be used to defend that the choice – rather unrestricted – should 

remain with the parents, while still stressing the importance of ethical reflection and 

responsibility. 

 

 

Buchanan et al 

 

Buchanan et al also stresses, in a very convincing manner, the importance of reproductive 

freedom. But it should be restricted by the obligation to prevent harm and requirements of 
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justice. However I find the discussion of preventing harm – not totally relevant for the 

reprogenetic choices. I agree that there would be times – though probably very few – when 

bringing a child into the world would indeed be a moral harm. But apart from this statement I 

find no more concrete guidance than that parents always have a moral obligation to prevent 

harm to their prospective children.  The deliberation of how severe harm would come out of 

different disease and disabilities – should be decided upon by the parents the authors argue. 

But as Murray discusses – I do think that it would be more appropriate to recognize that in 

these cases it is often the well-being of parents that is in focus more than preventing serious 

harm to the child.  

   The major strenght then of their argumentation is their description and motivation of 

reproductive freedom and the importance of autonomy – the defense of the right to choose 

motivated by high-order interests in making significant decisions about our own lives. But – 

what I oppose - and the major weakness in my mind – is how they open up for a public policy 

of promoting better genes for future generations. To justify a genetic intervention concerning 

a fetus or embryo out of concern for future individuals – even if the comparison is done on a 

one-to-one basis as the authors suggest – is not called for. Genetics should benefit those 

directly involved out of respect for treating every person  - and potential person – as an end in 

herself/himself. Also the concern for giving future generations genes that might enable their 

lives to go better seems to promote perfectibilism – which Murray and others argue against.  

Perfectibilism – pursuing a cultural ideal of perfection – can lead to intolerance and contempt 

for those who do not fulfill the current norm. And how could we decide on what whould 

constitute ”better genes”? If we possibly could reach an agreement concerning which genes 

would prevent disease, it would be very hard to try to justify the content of ”better genes” in 

the non-disease area.309 And also it would probably not be very wise. This both out of concern 

for possible governmental abuse – which would violate both the reproductive freedom and the 

dignity of persons – but also out of concern for what would come out as socially prescribed 

norms of perfection. Indeed, the whole idea of norms of perfection seem to violate human 

dignity – in the sense of not acknowledging the worth of every human being despite genetic 

constitution. Perfectibilism might lead to bad consequences for all parties.  

                                                                 
309 Glenn McGee in the interesting book The Perfect Baby. Parenthood in the New World of Cloning and 
Genetics for instance raises the question of how we can know which traits to promote through genetics in a 
world where fashions fade quickly and rigidity is a disadvantage. He also discusses how genes may be the least 
effective means of advancing personal, familial and social goals; and how genetic engineering is unlikely, for a 
number of reasons, to improve our character and intelligence. He also discusses what genetic testing  really can 
do for parents and s ociety and that it is unclear for whom a test will be accurate. Glenn McGee, The Perfect 
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7.2 Conclusion 

 

So then – what kind of justified policy of reprogenetic choices would this discussion lead to? 

 

Who should decide and the matter of possible governmental/societal steering 

 

I agree that reproduction and reproductive choices are of a special intimate and existential 

character and that therefore there are very good reasons for leaving the reprogenetic choices 

to the parents. Control over reproduction is important to a persons identity, dignity and 

meaning of life as Robertson argues. Respecting reproductive autonomy is also a way to 

respect the dignity of persons – seeing them as ends in themselves. And self-determination in 

the reproductive area is a ”highest-order interest” to refer to Buchanan et al (and their 

quotation of Rawls).  

   It is also important to respect reproductive autonomy and parental decision-making to avoid 

risks of oppresive governmental intrusion. We should learn from history – and be aware of the 

risk. Also, pursuing a constructed biological human ideal – and letting it steer the 

improvement of genes also for the benefit of future generations – would risk violating the 

integrity of those that would not fit into this ideal. And it risks promoting perfectibilism, the 

way Murray describes it. Hence, there are good reasons to avoid governmental steering – 

understood as promoting a public-health goal.  But on the other hand we should not leave 

totally to ”individual whim”, to use the words of Murray, to decide on values concerning 

childmaking.  

 

What choices should there be and the matter of restrictions 

 

Society has a role in developing practices and institutions that will support the well-being of 

children and parents. There is a need then both for public reflection on what choices and 

restricions that will promote a healthy development of children. The integrity and dignity of 

both persons but also the early human life should be protected against the search for 

perfectibilism and morally trivial reasons for selection. Therefore questions of – if not ”right” 

reproductive choices – but well-considered  choices is a matter of interest for society. Notions 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Baby. Parenthood in the New World of Cloning and Genetics, Second edition, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 
Inc, 2000, pp. 134, 116,  98-99. 
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of right behavior do not only have ”symbolic meaning” as Robertson argues but result in very 

concrete actions and choices that have consequences on society as a whole. So then 

Robertsons policy of just adressing possible restrictions due to ”tangible harm” to the interests 

of others is not justified.  

   Restrictions on parental reproductive autonomy should serve to protect the childs right to an 

open future. Parental reprogenetic choices should not – as Davis expresses it - deliberately 

and substantively constrain the ability of children to make a wide variety of life choices when 

they become adults. This is a justified argument in the reprogenetic area – under the 

presumption that we value having autonomy and autonomous choice which I argue that we 

should. And also, if we argue in favor of parental reproductive autonomy it would be 

incoherent not also to recognize the importance of the future autonomy of the child. Therefore 

I agree with Davis that it would be wrong to honor requests of having for instance deaf 

children. But of course the deliberation of what will count as severly and irreversibly 

restricting childrens right to an open future has to be deliberated in the specific cases. Some 

cases are more clear than others. But consideration of the future autonomy of the child to be 

should be included in the deliberation. 

    Also choices that reflect a search for perfectibilism should be cautioned. Choices that will 

force children into parents notions of human perfection will risk seeing children as products. 

Hence there should be restricions on choices that concern requests for sex-selection, or that 

concern the enhancement non-disease area. The discussion of restrictions hold for all 

technologies and interventions that have been discussed: selective abortion, PGD and both 

somatic and germline gene therapy.  

   However I find choices in the disease area which are related to minor diseases, disease 

susceptabilities and late-onset disorders morally problematic. Given that embryos and fetuses 

have some moral status – and also recognizing that selection of fetuses and embryos for 

morally trivial reasons can have bad consequences for the well-being of persons living with 

genetic diseases – calls for society placing restrictions on reprogenetic choices in this subject 

area. On the other hand there are advantages with drawing the line instead between the 

disease and the non-disease area, as Strong argues. This line is clearer than trying to justify 

what should count as severe and less severe diseases. There is room for more reflection 

concerning this deliberation. 

 

How should the restrictions be implemented? 
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I am uncertain about the need of legal restrictions. Most of the ethicists prefer to adress ethical 

norms and a professional policy of some kind and separate discussing a need for legal 

restrictions.  But there might be a need of legal prohibition of for instance sex-selection and 

enhancement interventions. The strenght of market- forces should not be underestimated. 

Hence a professional policy or ethical guidelines might not be sufficient as safe-guards. 

   However, concerning the non-directiveness policy there are good reasons to call for that it 

either should be reconsidered or at least made to include moral reflection. I think the ehticists 

have presented justified argumentation why it can be problematic. Hence it might need to be 

changed to a more directive policy – making it possible not to honor requests for gender-

selection, and enhancement interventions, and requests to have children with disabilities. At 

the very least the counseling encounter should include moral reflection and offer assistance in 

discussing values as a way of fostering autonomous choice and seeing the prospective parents 

as moral agents. This could also be seen as recognizing that the reprogenetic choices both are 

hard to make and morally ”weighty”. 

 

A justified principle of respect for autonomy in reprogenetics should take into consideration: 

 

There are good reasons for promoting a principle of reproductive autonomy that would 

include not merely a possibility to say yes or no to genetic interventions. Autonomous choices 

– also as defined by Beauchamp and Childress – must concist of more than a negative 

principle of non- interference. There should also be a positive obligation of developing, 

protecting and fostering autonomous reprogenetic choices. This out of respect for prospective 

parents right to choose in accordance with their own values and beliefs. To be able to make 

more than one choice,  social support and means might be needed – for those couples who 

otherwise might not have the opportunity or strength to care for a disabled child and who 

would consider doing this. Also, out of respect for reprogenetic autonomy there should be no 

presumptions of what the choice would be when genetic ”abnormalities” are found.  

   Respecting reproductive autonomy should also lead to an obligation of assisting prospective 

parents make well- informed choices. They should get relevant information – also about how it 

would be like living with a genetic disease or disability – and in a way that would ensure the 

understanding. Relevant information should be presented about the impact of the diseases and 

this points to the need for  a professional and societal/public reflection on what should count 

as disease and disability and which diseases and disabilities that should be detected.  
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    Parents then should have the opportunity to make more than one choice. Voluntariness and 

the right to reject genetic testing should be respected. Forced choices or information violates  

reprogenetic autonomy. Respecting autonomy in reprogenetics might also be to acknowledge 

that routine genetic testing might lead to restrained choices – implying social pressure.  

   It should also be recognized that autonomous choices could not only be seen as a right to 

choose but also as a responsibility for choice as Peters states, acknowledging for instance a 

parental responsibility of taking the future well-being and autonomy of the child in 

consideration. In this sense autonomy is more a means than a goal. 

    Also – parental reprogenetic autonomy might lead to that the genetic counseling policy 

should include promoting – not necessarily the ”right” choices – but a well-reflected choice. 

Here there might be need for help with the ethical reflection. This could be done in a directive 

or non-directive manner.310  

   To conclude, reproductive autonomy is indeed central to individuals identity, dignity and 

meaning of life. Therefore autonomous reprogenetic choices should mean qualified choices – 

where relevant information is given and also an opportunity to make more than one choice is 

fostered. Recognizing the importance of autonomy for human beings – respecting them as 

ends in themselves – also calls for not embracing just ”any choice”. Criteria for reprogenetic 

autonomous choices – which protects the autonomy of the future child therefore is called for. 

This is something for society to reflect on – when constructing a public policy of 

reprogenetics. 

   Finally, the three examples given in the introduction of this thesis could be adressed in the 

following manner. Adverse psychological effects should be prevented through fighting 

genetic discrimination and the search for perfectibilism. Also the importance of genetic 

diseases and disabilities for the quality of childrens and parents lives should not be 

overemphasized. The ”lonely business” of making reprogenetic choices should be adressed by 

offering assistance in the ethical deliberation. And there is a need of reflection concerning 

when genetic testing actually promotes autonomous choices. Without relevant information 

given, and means to make more than one choice possible – genetic testing and reprogenetic 

choices actually can be seen to violate the autonomy of the prospective parents.  This would 

be a shame.  

 

                                                                 
310 An interesting example of  a non-directive approach which includes elements of  moral reflection is 
Nordgrens proposal of helping prospective parents to make – not a wise decision – but aid in reaching the 
decision wisely. ”Wisdom, casuistry, and the goal of reproductive counseling” Medicine, Health care and 
Philosophy 5: 218-189,  Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2002 
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